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Concept of
Music recording consoles designed and built to

satisfy the creative needs of engineers, producers
and artistes.

The practical systems engineering and DC logic

*ttontrol - established by our special understanding
of studio operations - results in consoles setting
new high standards of flexibility and performance,
leaving you no alternative choice.

Consoles with stereophonic or quadroptlonic
formats by cadac.
Console designed and built for Scorpio Sound
London.
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Manufacturers of audio control equipment for the::
sound recording industry.
Cadac (London) Ltd., Lea Industrial Estate, Batford,
Harpenden, Herts. Tel: Harpenden (STD 05827) 64698.
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NUMBER 10

BUGS AND BUGGERY have been afforded more than their
fair share of newspaper area since the Watergate hearings first

touched that noxious subject. Telephone tapping, hidden
microphones, audio faking and a host of other uglies were
suddenly seen to be as widespread in some `democracies' as
they are in overt dictatorships; they have even been found in
dear old Croydon.
A veritable industry has grown in recent years to meet an
apparently increasing market for political and industrial
espionage equipment. This has reached the point where there
must now be scope for a trade paper written for, by and about
buggers. For our part, we prefer to sweep both the theory and
practice of this form of communication beneath the carpet
where bugs of all kinds belong. Unhappy thought, though,
that one can no longer hold a serious telephone conversation
least of all with anyone involved in the bug industry- without
assuming that the recipient is recording the call.
The increasing application of bugs is one of the few unhealthy
offspring of microelectronics.
Low-price microelectronic
calculators have already eliminated the tedium of repetitive
arithmetic and, in the audio field, inexpensive Dolby microcircuits may eventually reduce noise problems over a much
wider commercial scale than has so far been achieved. R. M.
Youngson's Chromatic Intervals from a Single Frequency'
(page 42) and the GIM news item (33) both suggest that, at
long last, the cost of electronic musical instruments can now
be expected to fall dramatically. Once microcircuit technology
is applied to voltage controlled and digital synthesisers,
electronic music will undoubtedly develop into a highly popular
art form. The facilities presently available to the largest music
studios will come within financial reach of composers previously
restricted to acoustic instruments, while the wealthier studios
will be able to afford systems going far beyond the lightly
disguised squarewaves currently achieved.

-
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All STUDIO SOUND correspondence should
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be sent to the address

printed on this page. Technical queries should be concise and must
include a stamped addressed envelope. Matters relating to more than one
department should occupy separate sheets of paper or delay will occur
in replying.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of communications
and musical engineering will be received sympathetically.
Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted with rough
drawings when appropriate. We are happy to advise potential authors
on matters of style.

BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of STUDIO SOUND are
available from Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancashire.
Please quote the volume number or date when ordering.

management to keep abreast of new technical and commercial
developments in electronic communication. The journal is available
without charge to all persons actively engaged in the sound recording,
broadcasting and cinematographic industries. it is also circulated by paid
subscription to manufacturing companies and individuals interested
in these industries. Annual subscription rates are £3 (UK)
or £3.30 overseas.
STUDIO SOUND is published on the 14th of the preceding month
unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears on the Saturday.

COVER PICTURE
Kodalith based on the Leevers -Rich E200- master tape recorder, from
photograph by Roger Phillips.
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For just over 3o years now RESLO have been
making microphones of all shapes and sizes.
We believe that entitles us to a little
trumpet -blowing about the quality and
performance you can expect from microphones
backed by that sort of experience.
There are some eleven different types of
basic wired microphones covering a whole
range of applications.
In addition RESLO make three superb
radio microphones designed to add an extra
dimension to your act by enabling movement
free of trailing leads.
RESLO also make matched receiver units
for the radio microphones and a wide range of
accessories, stands, leads and clips for the other
model types.
But after all's said and done, RESLO
microphones speak for themselves, so for a
start, why not send off the coupon below and
we'll mail a brochure showing you our full
range.

mss`e

Spring Gardens,
London Road,
ROMFORD, RM7 9LJ.
Tel: Romford 61926
It all sounds too good
to be true ...
I'd like your full brochure on
the RESLO range El I want to know alma
RESLO radio microphones
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Copenhagen
Helsinki

LTD
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The Shure SM53 professional unidirectional microphone
ing frequency in the best of company because it affords is seen with increaseight distinct performance advantages: (1) a wider front working angle
with
uniform tonal quality;
(2) effective noise rejection through a true
cardioid pickup characteristic; (3)
a built -in shock mount for effective mechanical
isolation; (4) extraordinary ruggedness for performance consistency noise
after severe shocks; (5) a
superior hum rejection system; (6) an integral breath
"pop" filter; (7) a minimized proximity effect for constant tonal quality; and
(8) full field serviceability.
Interested?

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU

FI S H V R

The Quad /Eight
Gate
NS

1

20

The fast, accurate,

flexible
noise gate.

/e wait
electronics
11929 Vose Street, North Hollywood,
Telephone: 213 /764 -1516

California 91605

COMMUNICATION ACCESSORIES &
EQUIPMENT LIMITED
77

AKEMAN STREET, TRING, HERTS, U.K.
G.P.O. Type components on short delivery

JACK PLUGS -201, 310, 316, 309, 404
JACK STRIPS -310, 320, 510, 520, 810
JACK SOCKETS -300, 500, 800, B3 and B6 mountings
PATCH PANELS -made to specifications
LAMPS & LAMP STRIPS -SWITCHBOARD No. 2 LAMP CAPS IO way PO
HOLDER No. 12
CORDS, PATCHING & SWITCHBOARD -made to specifications
TERMINAL BLOCKS DISTRIBUTION -20 way up to 250 way
LOW PASS FILTERS -type 4B and PANELS, TELEGRAPH 71 (15 x 4B)
UNISELECTORS-various types and manufacturers both PO and miniature

17

20 way PO 19 BALLAST PO

No.I

I

LINE TRANSFORMERS /RETARDATION COILS -type 48A, 48H, 149H, 3/16, 3/216, 3/48A, 3/43A, 48J, etc
FUSE & PROTECTOR MOUNTINGS -8064 A/B 4028, H ISB, H40 and individual I
COILS-39A, 40A and 40E, etc
PO TYPE KEYS -1000 and PLUNGER TYPES 228, 279, etc
19" RACKS -VARIOUS SIZES

Telephone: Tring 3476/8 STD: 0442 -82
6
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Telex: 82362

Answerback: Batelcom UK Tring

If there was one
all-purpose

that was

perfect for
everything,
Gutton would sell it.
But there isn't.
Gulton's wide range of experience with all aspects
of professional recording and broadcasting is reflected
in an

equally wide range of Electro -Voice microphones.

The range - divided into three broad categories - includes a

specially designed microphone for every professional requirement.

Model 635A
OMNI DIRECTIONAL SERIES
A

really rugged microphone with

a

steel case. For extra -close work where

feedback is no problem. An omnidirectional mike gives minimum pickup of breath noise at lowest cost. The
Model 635A typifies the microphones
in this section. Professional quality,
hand -held or stand use...for

film, recording, broadcasting
and public address.
Fitted with Switch -

craft broadcast
type connector

Response
80-13,000 Hz

Impedance
Low

Model 670

Model RE16

SINGLE -D CARDIOD DYNAMIC SERIES

VARIABLE -D CARDIOD DYNAMIC SERIES

This series rejects unwanted
sounds, thus helping to control feedback - and gives an increase in bass
response for extra close work. The
Model 670 is lightweight but rugged,
and gives an extremely smooth and

flat response. Built -in professional
type Switchcraft A3M connector. With

-

This series gives top quality reproduction no matter how close you
move to the microphone - and unprecedented control of feedback and
unwanted sound. This Model RE 16
is an expensive instrument that's
designed for people who require the
very best in microphone performance.

on /off switch. User replaceable head.

Response: 80- 15,000 Hz.

Response: 60-14,000 Hz.

Impedance: Lo -Z. Output: -56 db.

Output: 58 db. Hi -Z or
Lo -Z

selectable,

18' 2- conductor shielded
broadcast cable with
Switchcraft A3F
connector.

(250 ohms)
Jutout -55 db

For full details on the Electro -Voice range and your free copy of

'The microphone Primer' get in touch with Bruce Buck at Gulton.

EleeSICE
DIVISION OF

Gulton Europe Limited
The Hyde, Brighton BN2 4JU
Telephone: 0273 66271 Telex: 87172
7
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Now a very sophisticated
Hi -Fi stereo tape recording deck and

pre -amp unit from Philips.
3 heads. 3 DC motors.Tip -touch Solenoid operation.

Remote controllable. Every facility.
This is the N4510 - the tape deck
from the Philips range of advanced
Hi-Fi stereo tape recorders.
It easily surpasses the DIN Hi -Fi
standard, and in every detail of styling
and construction will satisfy the most
critical user. It is ruggedly built, gives
you every facility and precision control
of sound, and is of such sophist' cated
design that operation is simple. Here
are the most important features :
4 tracks. 3 speeds - 72, 34,1$ ips.
Suitable for stereo and mono
recording and playback, multiplay,
echo during recording, A -B monitoring.
Three motors - two DC motors for
reel drive, one DC capstan motor
electronically governed to keep tape
speed constant.
Tape tension comparators for
constant winding torque.
Three magnetic heads - one each
for recording, playback and erase.
Detachable lower head cover for
easy editing and cleaning.
For control of transport functions
and recording mode, illuminated tip touch controls are linked to solenoids giving easier, quieter and more reliable

operation.

Remote control unit (extra) with
same tip -touch buttons as recorder.

Sliding switches for function
selection -selected function illuminated.
Precise sliding faders for two
microphones and another signal
source.
Separate volume control for each
headphone channel.
Recording stand -by (level
adjustable with tape stationary).
Two illuminated calibrated VU
type meters for recording /playback.
4 -digit counter, zero reset, and
on/off Autostop to halt tape at
pre- determined position.
Reels lockable by means of metal
hub locks.
Sockets for headphones and
microphones easily accessible at front,
concealed under sliding lid.
Removable transparent lid.
Frequency response:
40- 20,000 Hz at 72 ips
40- 15,000 Hz at 34 ips DIN 45 500
60- 8,000 Hz at 1g ips
Wow and Flutter less than 0.15%
at 72 ips.
See your Philips dealer for a
demonstration. And for a free book on
all Philips Hi-Fi stereo tape recorders,
write to Philips Electrical Limited,
Dept SP, Century House, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London WC2H 8AS.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

Simply years ahead.
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In the
wrong hands
it's wasted.
This is the Thad 'A' Series,
A supremely sophisticated, all

capable sound mixing console.
But, like any such equipment it
must be handled by someone who
knows what he's about.
An artist.

Someone with that almost
indefinable something that sorts
the men from the boys in sound
engineering.
People will say we're cutting
down our market saying things
like this.
We think not.
Because if you are one of the
best you deserve one of the best.
And this precisely is what we
have to offer.

TRIAD
More than most

guys can handle.

Trident Audio Developments Limited, 4 -10 North Road, London N7 9HG. Telephone:

01-609 0087. Telex:

27782.

Advertiser's Announcement
"STATEAOF THE ART"
With so many established names and so
very many newcomers coming and going
among Mixer manufacturers, the prospective buyer of a mixing desk is continually
bombarded with ever more hectic claims in
advertisements with phrases like "ergonomically designed ", "best in the world,"
"ultimately professional," "finest performance ever ". All that the buyer can do is fall
back on a friendly engineer and ask him his
opinion. The advertising agencies call this
situation "healthy ": I call it disturbing but,
I suppose, inevitable. The situation in
electronics is such that it is relatively easy
to approach fundamental physical limits,
but is this the only criterion?
In our Company, we have the technology
and experience to produce a mixing desk at
least equal to any other manufacturer in the
world, with performance so close to physical
limits as to be judged the "best" mixer ever.
The constant ideas feed back from customers, keeping us abreast of all innovations
from all quarters enabling us, if required,
to produce any engineer's dream but,
electronic equipment of the standard and
complexity of a studio sound mixer is

expensive. The costs lie hidden in drawing
offices and laboratories where engineers
scratch their heads and calculate the effect
of hot coffee on panel finishes or conductive
plastic tracks, where electronic switches are
"cycled" under massive overload and power
supplies cooked on hotplates. The cheap
professional mixer is a contradiction in
terms. On the other hand, there is no need
for a professional Mixer to cost the earth.
Professional must mean reliable under all
conditions however adverse, of a performance such that limitations are never reached
in the mixer, ergonomic to a degree that an
engineer can operate it quickly and
efficiently and, because studios need
customers, beautiful in appearance.
These are our criteria. The resulting
product cannot be called cheap but I will
insist that a studio does not pay for
redundant facilities or needless complication. This thinking is carried throughout
our ranges of mixers-not using six
transistors where, with careful design, four
Continually searching for
will suffice.
improved performance with reduction in
cost. investigating advances in solid state

technology in other fields and looking for
the way to make the engineer's life easier
with semi -conductor art. The search has
been fruitful. We already use circuits in
PPMs, equalisers, mixer amplifiers and
power supplies which are a substantial
improvement in performance and cost over
more orthodox designs. The number of
components or length of wire in a mixer
can never be a measure of its true value as
a professional tool.
Our professional mixers are less expensive
than others. Their performance is truly
"professional ". (If you want the noise
figures, you are welcome to them.) Our
modular systems are rugged enough to tap
dance on and the cabinets are individually
designed and built by in -house craftsmen.
Virtually all manufacturing operations are
carried out under the ALICE roof, making
deliveries quick and predictable.
We have the experience of 15 years and
a lot of mixers behind us and we are still
growing fast. When you order a mixer
from us, you buy not just a beautiful piece
of hardware, but a philosophy as well. A
thinking that extends into the future.
TED FLETCHER

ALEXANDRA ROAD, WINDSOR, ENGLAND
Tel. Windsor 61308 /51056.

Kee (STANCOIL LTD).,

AUDIO CONNECTORS

O002%THD
lOOwatt

BROADCAST PATTERN JACKFIELDS, JACKCORDS
PLUGS & JACKS, QUICK- DISCONNECT MICROPHONE
CONNECTORS. AMPHENOL (TUCHEL) MINIATURE
CONNECTORS WITH COUPLING NUT. HIRSCHMANN
BANANA PLUGS & TEST PROBES. XLR COMPATIBLE
IN LINE ATTENUATORS. LOW COST SLIDER FADERS

p ier

power

0.002% THD at all levels up to 10 watts and all audio
frequencies. Less than 0.02% THD at all frequencies and
all levels up to 50 watts, typically 0.004% at 1 kHz and
50 watts. Intermodulation distortion is less than 0.03 %.
The amplifer is unconditionally stable and does not
ring even into a 2ltF capacitor.
The two channels are power limited at 120 watts rms
and a tracking short -circuit cut -off protects each of the
four power supplies. There is also a thermal cut -out.
Both channels will deliver continuously more than
100 watts into a 4 ohm load or 70 watts into an 8 ohm load.
The frequency response is within 1dB from 10Hz to
20 kHz and the noise is more than 100dB below 70 watts
into an 8 ohm load.
case size is 430mm x 300mm x 76mm.

Haim

aucio

The price of the NAP200
Amplifier is £140

VAT.
15 CHURCHFIELDS RDSALISBURY. WILTS SP2 7NH .Tel: 3746
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FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
Wardour Street W1V 3LE
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COPYING
large and

small runs

FraserPeacock
Associates Limited

94 High Street Wimbledon Village

London SW 19

01.947 2233

Take a QUAD 50E
Amplifier good start for installation)
(a

any

plug it into your monitor system and it bridges 600Q
lines to drive your speakers.
Take that same amplifier and, without changing it in any
way, plug it into another installation to deliver 50 watts
into 100 volt line * from a 0.5 volt unbalanced source.
This versatility and its attendant easing of stocking and
maintenance problems is one reason why large organisations use the Quad 50E.
*or indeed any other impedance from 5 to 250 ohms.

Other advantages appropriate to users of all
sizes include:
Excellent power and frequency response ( -1 dB )
Low distortion (0.1% at kHz at all power levels).
Low background (better than 83 dB referred to
full output).
Pre -set level control adjustable from front panel.
Unconditionally stable with any load.
Proof against misuse including open or short
circuited output.
Small size
x 61" x 122")
1

or

-

QUAD
for the closest
approach to
the original sound

(120mmx159mmx324mm).

Send for details to Dept. SS2., ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., Huntingdon, Hunts. Tel: 52561
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N2510 HiFi cassette stereo recording deck.

Chromium dioxide Hi -Fi Compact Cassette.

The new Philips Hi -Fi cassette stereo sound.
We challenge you to tell
This new Philips Hi -Fi cassette stereo
recording deck gives you true pitch, wide
frequency range, stable tape travel.
And especially a high signal -to -noise
ratio - the reproduction you associate
with good reel -to -reel recorders.
Not surprising, since this new deck
conforms to the same DIN Hi-Fi Standard
when used with CrO2 cassettes.
For fine speed stability, we've used a
large flywheel and a servo system.
A tachogenerator on the motor shaft
senses the slightest variation from a
reference signal and promptly corrects
the motor speed.
And friction can't affect winding
torque, as the drive depends on hysteresis
effects produced by a rotating magnet
on the take -up spindle.
The deck takes either chromium
dioxide or ferrous oxide Compact
Cassettes, adapting itself automatically
to the correct equalisation.
A Philips Dynamic Noise Limiter with
defeat switch is built -in.
Amplifier
High

pass

Atlerx.aror
Var A.

,

Spliller

All

pass

DNL suppresses only high-frequency components
of low amplitude - tape hiss.

Active only during silent or quiet
passages and when it is not detrimental to
the music, DNL increases the subjective
signal -to -noise ratio, suppressing hiss.
Besides autostop at end of tape,
there's a zero -stop pushbutton linked to the
tapecounter.
This halts the tape when moving through
zero from either direction, automatically
releasing the pinch roller and pushbuttons.

it from reel-to-reel.

The hard, highly polished magnetic
heads give low clogging, small losses and
a better signal -to -noise ratio.
Gap widths are set accurately to 1.7
microns to ensure ample bandwidth.
And the double -gap erase head is
extremely effective on the deeply
magnetised CrO2 tape.
Separate preamplifiers for the
microphone, radio and phono inputs mean
the best design can be used for each.
There's no `doubling-up' with the head
preamplifiers, which each have a signal to -noise ratio of 60 dB when equalised
for CrO2 tape.
This music input has 19kHz and 38kHz
active filters to eliminate stereo pilot tone
interference, and ferrite beads in all input
leads minimise h.f. radiation interference.
Low -noise silicon transistors are used
throughout (almost 100 of them).
Three sliding faders let you mix two
microphone inputs with a separate stereo
source. And a low -level output enables the
sum signal from all inputs to be monitored
through loudspeakers (via amplifier).
The N2510 is a no- compromise design
and you must be expecting it to cost the
earth. Yet the suggested selling price of
£125* is far lower than that of many lesser
cassette decks.

Technical Data

Frequency response (CrO2 tape)
25- 14,000 Hz (DIN45 500).
Signal-to -noise ratio >48dB (DIN45 500).
Wow and Flutter <0.2 % (DIN45 500).
10
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Typical 'flat response' frequency curve of Philips N2510.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

Simply years ahead.
*Price subject to change without prior notice.
15

versatile and compact
easy-to- use ,
consider the reverberating
things you can do.

RV-1O

a small number for a
big system.
Quad /eight electronics
11929 Vose Street

North Hollywood, California 91605

B EyE R Cn/NAM IC

213/764-1510

Feldon Audio Ltd London
126 Great Portland Street

MEET
THE NEW
FAMILY...
this doesn't mean we've got rid of
the old one.
The

latest mikes to join the
Beyer Dynamic range are the
.
.
101.111.201, products of
high quality to satisfy those
who demand 'living'
sound
from their mikes.
.

Send coupon for details

:

To: Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd.,1 -Clair Road,
Haywards Heath, Sussex.
Telephone Haywards Heath 51003.
Please send me full particulars and illustrated brochure of the Beyer Dynamic
range.
Name

Address

M.20í.
16
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T nedrop oed pin

Teets its 1C tc

If someone dropped a pin, a nail or a brick
outside a studio insulated with rock wool
inside you wouldn't hear a thing. Just silence.

-

Total silence.
Because rock wool insulates against all
unwanted internal and external noise. It's the
closest you can possibly get to perfect
acoustic correction.

And the reason ? Rock wool itself.
A combination of rock fibre and air that
produces the exceptionally fine acoustic
products that form the Rockwool range.

'float' a false
floor above the foundation, line walls-for
additional insulation, and provide the basic
treatment for the ceiling. Wall panels too.
Ceiling panels. Tile slabs. Absorber pads.
All from Rockwool. The Sound Proofer.
S /abs and rolls you can use to

If you would like to know more about the
application of our products,
write or phone Dept. SS2.
Rockwool Company (UK) Ltd,
Arcade Chambers, Eltham High Street,
London SE9 1 BG Tel: 01 -850 7761

Rockwool
the sound
proofer.
Rockwool Company (UK) Limited.

Amcron
FRPLIPIEB

D.60
the 100 watt amplifier
Two channel extra -compact power amp. In stereo-40 watts per channel at clip
point into 8 ohms; 62 into 4 ohms; in mono, 100 watts into 8 ohms. At 30 watts
per channel into 8 ohms power response is -!-1 dB from 5 to 30,000 Hz,
THD is below 0.05;,, and hum and noise 106 dB below. Built-in protection against
mis -use. Input sensitivity 0.75V into 25 K ohms. Size 17in x 8,n x l *in high.

DC.300A the 1,000 watt amplifier
Power at clip point (per channel) 200 watts into 8 ohms: 350 watts into 4 ohms:
500 watts into 2.5 ohms. Used mono -greater than 650 watts into 8 or 4 ohms.
This new unit will operate into loads as low as ohm and no longer
requires protection fuses as did its predecessor the DC 300.
Power response = =1 dB from zero to 20,000 Hz at 150 watts per channel
into 8 ohms. Total harmonic distortion 0.02% at 300 watts
per channel into 4 ohms. Hum and noise below 110 dB at 150 watts
per channel into 8 ohms. IM distortion 0.05%, from 0.01 watt to 150 watts per
channel into 8 ohms. Input sensitivity 1.75V for 150 watts out per channel into
8 ohms. Size, with front panel, 19in x 7in x 9,'-in (suitable for standard rack
mounting).
1

Amcron amplifiers carry a three years' warranty on materials and
labour. Full descriptive leaflets gladly sent on application.

MACINNES HOUSE
Carlton Park Industrial Estate, Saxmundham
Suffolk, IP17 2NL
Tel. Saxmundham 2262, 2615
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87 NORTH GROVE LONDON N15 508 tel. 01-800-6341
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They're not much use without us.

There's nothing quite so frustrating
in this world as a tape recorder without
tape.

So BASF make a tape for every tape

recorder manufactured anywhere in the
world.

Everything from s " LH cassettes
right through to 2" tapes for all major
studios. More than 128 different types

.

in all.
Which is not really surprising when

you think that BASF were the first
company in the world to make tape.
So if you've got a tape problem
we've got a tape answer call us and
see for yourself.

-

-

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House,
197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA
Telephone: 01 -584 5080
19

Reel to cassetta

Hìgbspeed

Be Ready for

Holidays & Europe!
On EMI cassettes & reels direct from manufacturer learn

FRENCH SPANISH GERMAN ITALIAN
...its so simple, just slip cassette into machine, or reel
onto recorder. Each pre- recorded language course
comes complete with manual. Ideal for beginners or
as a brush up course!
O ALL FOUR
ONE COMPLETE COURSE OF

WhY Pay
£5 per
course!

24 -26 LESSONS

LANGUAGES

£1497

£5.50

Tape

Copying
Equipment

Reel to reel

FraserPeacock Associates Limited

fpa

94 High Street Wimbledon Village London SW19

01.947 2233

sole UK

APOLLO

p&p 20p
pQr order

distributors of Infonics

ELECTRONICS

MANUFACTURED
UNDER CONTRACT
BY

EMI

PROGRAMME
EXPANDER
model EX60

LOW NOISE
5 SCREW TYPE

plug -in unit

CASSETTES
with index cards at less than half list branded prices all in plastic
presentation cases.
C60 32p, 10

for £3;

C90 45p, 10

for

£4.20

HEAD CLEANERS 30p; C12058p,
for £5.50; EMPTY PLASTIC
CASES 10p. P/P 20p

10

CHEAPER GRADES OF CASSETTES
BY AUDIO CERTRON & OTHERS
5

SCREW TYPE INDEX CARDS AND CASES.
for £2.35; C90 35p, 10 for £3.25; C120 45p, 10 for
£4.25. P/P 20p.
INDEX CARDS 3p PER DOZEN

C60 25p, 10

This plug -in unit that contains 14 silicon planar transistors and an
equally reliable IC is capable of reducing electronic noise, tape
hiss, hum, rumble, scratch, microphone feedback and crosstalk
by as much as 60 dB.
Designed to operate at zero or -6dBm line level offers
19 dBm maximum input and output level, more than 90 dB
S/N ratio, better than 0.5;, output distortion, 10 K input and
50 ohms output impedance, 20 microseconds attack time, as
well as a 0 -60 dB expansion range control, 100 msec -4.5 sec
release time control and zero to -22 d Bm threshold level control,
all three of them continuously adjustable.

96 MILL LANE, LONDON
Telephone:

01

N.W.6

-794 8326

RECORDING TAPES
WITH
QUALITY
SUPERB
POLYLEADERS & BOXED
ESTER PVC & MYLAR BASED.
MANUFACTURED BY LEADING
ELECTRONICS FIRMS

Why not try
5;
7"

35p
40p
48p

600'
900'
1200'

EMPTY SPOOLS
WALKERS (S
20

)

Long Play
42p
900'
55p
1200'
1800'
70p
5" 10p, 5,r 11p, 7" 12p.

16 Woodthorpe Road,

STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER

and

Speed A77

4200/4400, Report IC Recorders.

Double Play
1200'
1800'
1200'
P/P 20p

BAILEYS

60p
80p
98p

Ashford, Mdx. 52136

1973

for hire.
* Dolby A36I Revox High
* Revox A77 MK Ill Recorders from stock.
supplied including A.K.G., Beyer,
* All leading makes
Teac, Quad, Tannoy, Spendor, Uher4000/
Ferrograph,

one and cut your recording costs?

Standard Play
5"

è/
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The Parade, High Street, Watford WDI
Tel. Watford 34644
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MODEL 901
The eleven frequency audio equaliser illustrated is
representative of the expanding range of limiters,
distribution amplifiers, monitor amplifiers, disc
reproducers, etc. available from Audix for recording and
broadcast studio applications.
The equaliser provides'+12db of control over an audio
bandwidth of either 37- 11,500Hz, 45- 14,000Hz, or
55- 17,000Hz on eleven logarithmically spaced frequency
centres. Selection of the required bandwidth is via a
control which allows the basic curve centre frequencies
to be shifted up or down the audio bandwidth by 0.3 of an
octave.
A choice of rack mounting or free standing (teak cased)
units suitable for 110-120/220 -250 volts, 50 /60Hz operation
are available.

audix

MANUFACTURERS OF
SOUND SYSTEMS AND
ELECTRONICS

AUDIX BB LIMITED
STANSTED ESSEX
TELEPHONE: STANSTED 3132/3437 (STD 027 -971)
211

1HE

TPAIOOD IS 1HE MOST AD'* NCED

200W

POWER AMPLIFIER MADE IN EUROPE
Most professional recording and broadcasting
studios in the U.K. use TPA series amplifiers.

CLIENTS USING TPA SERIES AMPLIFIERS INCLUDE:

ATV Network Ltd Thames T.V. Ltd I.T.N. Ltd RCA Ltd
Ministry of Technology
De Lane Lea Processes Ltd Electricity Research Council
Cavendish Laboratory British Scientific Instrument Research Centre.
Radio & T.V.

TEL 0223 65945

HH ELECTRONIC MILTON CAMBRIDGE

richardson
we present two standard mixers from our range of professional products.
these units make use of our previously advertised plug -in modules together with our universal mother board.

8

x

2

transportable mixer

microphone /line inputs each with sensitivity of -90dB to + 15dB,
pre -set gain control, slide faders, foldback on /off, A or B group
selection, pre -fade. 2 floating main outputs, or combined output
with separate master faders. Single p.p.m. monitoring. Power
supply, external 50 volt d.c.

8

,41.1111111111111

x 2 discotheque mixer
Stereo inputs: 2 gram, 2 tape, mono microphone.
All inputs have pre -fade facility, and slide faders. There is overall bass and treble control,
and stereo master fade. Other outputs are stereo slave, mono sound to light, and
phones. Monitoring is by two Vu meters.
5

I

in addition we can supply equipment built to customers' specifications using our standard range of modules.

r
22
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RICHARDSON ELECTRONICS LIMITED

STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER
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JAMESTOWN ROAD, LONDON N.W.I
01 -267
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07234874

A sound combination
One of the best partnerships in audio
reproduction is established when you use
Racal -Zonal magnetic recording materials with
your equipment. Whether it's sound recording
film, audio tapes and cassette tapes, or video
tapes, the name Racal -Zonal implies the highest
quality. A fact which has been recognised by the
British and overseas broadcasting authorities.
Racal -Zonal is itself a highly successful
combination, blending Zonal's technology and
finesse in magnetic recording media with the
vast experience of the internationally recognised

Racal Electronics Group.

A complete range of technically advanced
audio products is now available from the
company which specialises in the production of
sophisticated magnetic recording materials. For
further information contact Racal -Zonal. It
could lead to a firm base for a sound proposition.

Write to:Racal -Zonal Limited
Holmethorpe Avenue
Redhill Surrey
Tel: Redhill 67171

Racal -Zonal
A nome to fisten out

For

0000
The Electronics Group

23

TELEX CASSETTE COPIER
Duplicating Speed:
Rewind Speed:

30 ips (76 cm/s)

60 ips (152

30 -10 kHz.

Frequency Response:

Automatic Erase: Track
S/N Ratio:

45

dB

cm's)

selectable.

below record level

(3 "

T.

H. D.)

Crosstalk Rejection:
Head Configuration:

50 dB
?,

minimum at

track

I

kHz.

2 channel.

Equalization: RIAA and DIN Standard.
Controls: Lighted amber rewind button.

Lighted blue copy button.
position track selector (for duplicator track 2 or both)
ing just track
Red motion light for each transport to
indicate stoppage of tape travel.

3

I

Weight:

Less than 30 Ib. (13.5 kg)

Dimensions:

Avcom Systems Ltd

W x 17," D x 7" H.
40-cm W x 45.5 cm D x 19 cm H

15

Warranty: One
Price: L523.00

Newton Works, Stanlake Mews,
Tel. 01 749 2201
London W12 7HA

year.
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and so is this
SYSTEM 12 Sound Mixers come in all
shapes and sizes. But they all have one
thing in common-quality, flexibility and
unmatched value. There are no installation
problems with SYSTEM 12. It starts earning
its keep from the moment you plug it in.

Whatever your need-Big or
a SYSTEM 12 to fit it.

small- there's

Talk to the top people
24
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ZandÌfEQhmiqagE
HAMPSTEAD AVENUE
MILDENHALL SUFFOLK
Tel.(0638)713631.

flioefry
e
SYNCHRONIZER
An indispensable tool in multi -track audio production,
video mixing, editing and "sweetening," film sound track
production, and foreign language overdubbing.

MagLink is a completely new approach
to fast, efficient tape synchronizing,
position logging and editing.
Videotape, multi -track audio, and magnetic film machines may now be locked
in synchronism, offset, or stopped and
started at preset positions with an

accuracy not formerly attainable. A
master and any number and any type
of slave machines may be controlled
by MagLink and will remain synchronized even in REWIND and FAST
FORWARD modes.

Please send for further information.

AUTOMATED PROCESSES INC_
80 MARCUS DRIVE, MELVILLE, NEWYORK 11746.516- 694 -9212
West of Rockies: WESTLAKE AUDIO
Los Angeles, Calif.

Europe: 3M FRANCE
Paris, France

Japan: NISSHO IWAI
Tokyo, Japan

25

P400 -RS

Budget priced
compact
cassettes

STEREO

AUTOPHASE
Automatic programme controlled phasing
effect unit for stereo and dual mono
operation. Control source can be -own
channel; cross channel; external or manual.

Simulates tape phasing or operates with
its own fascinating, distinctive sound.

from 28p

& Design (Recording) Ltd.
St. Michaels, Shinfield Road, Shinfield
Green,'Reading, Berks. Tel: 073484487

Ele.Audio

Low Noise
Guaranteed
Screwed
Not Welded
Library Case
Prices

1

C60
31p
POST &PACKAGE
C90 42p
1-10 cassettes 10p
11 -100 cassettes 25p
C120 57p
Price per cassette
VAT

Series 7

Modular Sound Systems
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD
HANWORTH TRADING ESTATE.
ËELTHAM MIDDLESEX.
TELEPHONE 01 -894 9141.
GRAMS REAMP FELTHAM

10

100

30p
40p
50p

28p
38p
48p

STUDIO INSTALLATIONS

included

These prices are liable to alteration without notice.

fpa

T. B. Technical, Audio Systems Consultants, can
provide engineers for planning installation, and

Fraser - Peacock Associates Ltd
94 High St. Wimbledon Village
London SW19 01.9471743, 2233

maintenance of all professional audio equipment.
Also

..
III

.

.

Registered Office:94 High St. Wimbledon Village London SW19
PLEASE SEND ME
C60
C90
C120

CHEQUE /P.O.

=04R

111

Il

NAME
ADDRESS
VAT No. 216115112

Registration No 779084 (England)

.

`uuuu.....

Audio Test Equipment Hire

T. B. TECHNICAL LTD.
90

Wardour Street, WIV 3LE
01

-437 1892/3

The great condenser mike myth.

For a long while, condenser mikes have been at
the top end of the microphone market.
They still are -in performance.
But since Unisound introduced their range of
Electret condenser mikes exclusively for us the price
has plummetted to an incredible 03.00, including VAT.*
And Unisound have another big plus.
Gone is the bulky power pack that made this type
of mike function.
Replacing it is a tiny UM -3 battery which has all
the power required to turn in the necessary sensitivity
and response.
In fact, a breakthrough.
Find out more about Unisound's condenser
mike.
All in all, it's quite
a surprise package.
The Electret range from Unironnd.

onclor

-

*Recommend(d retail price

Condor Electronics Limited, 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY.Telephone: 01- 946 0033 (4 lines).
Distributors of cartridges, styli, condenser microphones and headsets. Guaranteed 24 hour delivery.
27

is a

Sis a video cassette:
contents: approximately 200,000 words, two
languages. 90,000 pictures in colour
reading time: 60 minutes
It can be read by a child of 3 or an illiterate
peasant. It's probably the greatest invention since
the book.

book:

contents: approximately 100,000 words.
50 illustrations
reading time, 5 -6 hours
It can be read by any literate person (2 out of 3
adults). It's probably the greatest invention since
the wheel.

11111111111111111111111111111111111

r

Please send me details of the specially adapted U -Matic video cassette units.
following:

I

am particularly interested in the

Play only,

Play /Record

PAL / SECAM colour

NTSC/PAL/SECAM colour switchable

Remote Control

Pre -recorded programmes

NTSC colour

Position

Name

Address

ACTION VIDEO LTD

45

Great Marlborough Street, London W1

01- 734 7465
SS1073

L
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entertainer and salesman all rolled into one -with a difference. It'll work 24 hours a day (weekends too) needs
no paid holidays or Christmas bonuses and if it goes sick it is instantly replaceable. It will never replace people but it is a
good understudy.
Action Video now have stocks of U -Matic video cassette recorders adapted so that you can use this exciting medium in the
way that you want. Machines are available with options to fit into an existing set -up, while the U -Matic system possesses
the flexibility and supporting equipment to form the basis of a new installation.
Blank cassettes cost less than £14 and give a full 60 minutes playing time and may be used time and time again. Recordings
can be made from any TV camera, off the air, or from existing film material and can be played back on any monochrome or
colour monitor or TV set. We are compiling a pre- recorded library too.
If you feel you could use an addition to your staff Action Video can help you (with some assistance from Sony, National
Panasonic & Nivico).
Complete and return the coupon for full details of Action Video's adaptions of the U -Matie video cassette system.
is a teacher,

29

BUILD YOUR OWN TOP QUALITY DISCOTHEQUE!
USING THE ICE MIXERS AND PAU RANGE OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
M

-

Oise

Mic 2

Level

Ols,3

Oi -.c 2

Bess

Troble

SIX- CHANNEL STEREO DISCOTHEQUE MIXER
f;

Aun

Mio

Otec

.1

Oiet

Trot..

Levu

-.

'
Mo...

/-

Console Kits also available
(2 or 3 decks)

er

Hear a demonstration at our showroom
or send for details.

+

_.

F

B ®as

-(

M.

ICElectrics Ltd.,

ICE

IS

Albert Road,

ALDERSHOT

(0252-28513

Hants.

FOUR -CHANNEL MONO DISCOTHEQUE MIXER
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WOW and FLUTTER METERS

"sounds perfect"
Illustrated is the ME 105, the very latest type of Wow
and Flutter Meters manufactured by Woelke Magnet bandtechnik, Munich, Germany, and distributed
exclusively by us in the U.K. Anyone concerned with
the most accurate measurement of drift (down to
plus /minus 0.1 %) and wow and flutter (down to plus/
minus 0.03 %) will be interested in the ME 105.
Fuller, final details on application.

LENNARD DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
206

CHASE SIDE, ENFIELD, EN2 OQX

MIDDX.
30
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01

-363 8238

AT LAST your search is over. If second
best just will not do, you should be using
our range of high reliability equipment
which includes power amplifiers, 100v. line
transformers, microphone transformers,
rack cabinets, and some superb electronic
lighting control units. Delivery
usually ex- stock.

-

Write now for the full details.

MUSTANG

COMMUNICATIONS
NELSON STREET SCARBOROUGH
Y012 7SZ
YORKSHIRE
Telephone (0723) 63298

R.R.P. excl. VAT £492
Semi -pro version: £445

Made 4
each other
£562 -i-VAT including Compressors

Immediate Delivery
Finance Available

Sole U.K. Distribution by:

Industrial Tape Applications
105 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks.Tel: (95) 52663 Telex 21879
31

NEWS

Comparative performance of analogue and
digital magnetic recorders

Nippon Columbia¡develop pcm audio recorder
techniques that may be applied to disc production- half -speed cutting, `nondistortion' cutting, direct cutting, Dolby A noise reduction, metal master pressing, 45 rpm playback
-there is one that is outstanding in the number of problems it removes. That is the use of pulse
code modulation for studio master tape recordings. At one fell swoop, ghosting, duplication loss,
wow and flutter, modulation distortion and crosstalk are reduced to insignificant proportions, at
the same time having a flat frequency response of zero to 20 kHz, harmonic distortion of around
0.1 per cent and a dynamic range of greater than 75 dB. A pcm recorder newly developed by
Nippon Columbia also features eight audio channels, a head in advance of the main head to
permit variable -pitch disc recording, and half -speed operation.
Digital techniques are attractive because of their ability to overcome linearity problems in
conventional tape recorders, to remove speed variations by synchronisation techniques, and
because of their potential freedom from noise. The reasons for using pcm are thus a little different
from those of the BBC in applying pcm to sound distribution systems but the principles are
similar, with the difference in detail that a television-like signal is recorded on video tape. In
the BBC links, audio signals are first sampled at a 32 kHz rate, and then amplitude quantised.
To achieve the noise immunity of pcm, each quanta is then coded in a 13 bit binary code. An
additional bit is added for checking purposes and, when multiplied by 13 channels with 14 further
bits added for switching and synchronising data, makes a total of 196 bits per sample; a rate of
32 kHz then gives a bandwidth of 6.336 Mb /s. To get this sort of information rate recorded
requires a wideband recorder such as a vtr.
This is just what is done with the Nippon Columbia DN0023R recorder, developed in
conjunction with NHK (the Japanese broadcasting organisation) research laboratories. Eight
audio channels are sampled at 47.25 kHz (three times the horizontal sync signal of the video
recorder), quantised and then converted to a 13 -bit linear code (having the potential of 2'3 levels
of quantisation). Two check bits are added for error detection and phase shift detection and,
when multiplied by eight, results in 120 bits per sample. Synchronising signals are carried on
the front and back porches of the horizontal sync pulses.
On playback the signals are routed into eight channels, error detected and checked for dropouts.
If a sample is missing, the preceding and following signals are added and averaged. In the case
of four-channel use, the input signals are duplicated and on playback the two samples of the
same information are compared with each other and only the correct signal transmitted. The
reproduced signals are converted to audio by a digital to analogue converter and then passed
through a low -pass filter to remove the 47.25 kHz sampling frequency.
OF THE MANY

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ORDINARY
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PCM RECORDING SYSTEM
DN-023R

is also available as a means of producing lower
octaves. Designated AY-1- 6721/6, this costs

£1.65 (one) or £1.10

511.UCX

(100-).

Agents: Semicomps Ltd, Wembley, Middlesex.
50-

Assisted resonance at York University
commercial installation of an active
assisted resonance system received its public
inauguration recently at a concert in the
Central Hall of York University. Devised by
Mr Peter Parkin of the Building Research
Station, the system employs microphones and
loudspeakers located in the hall walls and
ceiling. Sounds detected by the microphones
are delayed and then reproduced into the
auditorium. This has the effect of increasing
the reverberation time of a hall which might
otherwise seem unpleasantly dry. The original
equipment developed by Mr Parkin is in regular
use at the Festival Hall on London's South
Bank. Marketing of the system is being handled
by Acoustical Investigation & Research Ltd
under licence from the National Research
Development Corporation. Typical installations are expected to vary from £30,000 to
£60,000 depending on hall size.
Manufacturers: AIRO Ltd, 26/28 Bedford Row,
London WC R 4HS.

The most versatile and all embracing
system for magnetic recording.
SP7 RECORDER weighs less than 3.5kg,
size 8 x 21.5 x 25cms, speeds 9.5 to 76cm /s
(variable with ASV), condenser mic
powering, Ni -cad or AA dry cells,
optional quartz pilot generator, plug -in
head blocks for mono or stereo, with
optional neopilo: or synchrotone

THE FIRST

z

O

O

-

á

OUTPUT LEVEL (dB)

1

DISTORTION

CHARACTERISTICS

1

KHz

ORDINARY TAPE RECORDER

Capital Radio appoint Head of Drama
of Mr Roger Snowdon as
Head of Drama was announced in August by
Capital Radio Ltd. Formerly a freelance
producer, writer and actor, Mr Snowdon has
hitherto worked mainly for BBC Radio and
was involved in such programmes as Morning
Story, Book at Bedtime and Housewives'
Choice. His position with Capital was originally
to be filled by Gabrielle Beaumont who was
subsequently unable to take on the assignment.
Capital Radio are due to commence 539m am
broadcasting on October 16 at 05.00.
THE APPOINTMENT

control track.
SM7 RECORDER designed for the

highest fidelity stereophonic recording,
25 Hz to 28 kHz ±2 dB at 38 cm /s,
w and f 50.05% DIN, s -n 70 dBA
d. tot X1.5% at 8)0 pW /m.
SQ7 RECORDER. Four channels on
6.25 mm tape. wi:h full selsync,
weighs 6 kg.
ABR attachment, allows the use of
spools up to 30 cm e.
ARU synchroniser, for synchronising
to film or VTR including playback
filming.
AMI MIXER. Five inputs for dynamic or
12V condenser mics and line, with bass
cut, presence, bass and treble controls
and pan pots.
AMI 48 MIXER. As AMI plus 48V
condenser mics, limiter on each input
and prefade listel.

Internavex
conference and exhibition has
always been at two levels, programme production and technical, and this year the former was
by far the most prominent. In current jargon,
it was a mainly 'software' show, with comparatively few pieces of new equipment. Industrial,
THIS ANNUAL

OUTPUT LEVEL (dB)

STnNI.,+.CJ ._._..

Electronic music chips
two in a planned series of electronic
music micro-circuits are now available from
General Instrument Microelectronics, 57/61
Mortimer Street,
W1N 7TD. Conventional electronic organs have hitherto
consisted of 12 separate basic frequency
generators, each requiring occasional tuning.
Circuit A Y-1 -0212 eliminates all 12 and offers
drift-free intervals from a quartz crystal locked
master tone. Price is £5.35 (one off) or £4 (100
off). A complementary si; -stage binary divider
THE FIRST

commercial and educational purchasers of
equipment shown at previous Navex exhibitions
had clearly been getting down to serious use
of tape /slide, audio cassette, and television
machinery in order to produce new material
for teaching at all levels. Schools, colleges and
universities were given space to demonstrate
their teaching methods and Millfield school,
for example, had a most comprehensive television system based on low cost 12.5 mm vtrs
for both off-air recording and original programme making. The Scottish Film Council,
The Welsh National Language Unit, Macmillan
Publishers, Longmans and very many smaller
organisations were using filmstrips, 8 mm loops
and tape slide techniques for their programm -s.
Although film of one sort or another was clearly
a very important medium, there seemed to be
very little standardisation of formats. The
Ontario Educational Communications Authority has the most impressive library of educa34 0-

A.V. Distributors
(London) Ltd.
Please send
further Stellavox
details.

Park Road,
Baker Street,
London, NW1 4SH.
Tel. 01 -935 8161
26

Name

Address

L
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Ferrograph 4a manual

NEWS

manual for the Ferrograph 4a
Caledonian Airways
for use in their Gatwick training school. Any
reader able to assist is asked to contact E. R.
Anderson, BCA, Flight Operations Training
Centre, Beehive Building, Gatwick Airport,
Holley, Surrey.
AN OPERATOR'S

tional television programmes in the world, with
7,000 titles in stock and new programmes being
produced at the rate of 1,000 per year. A Sony
U-Matic NTSC standard cassette player and a
sample few dozen recordings on free access
allowed visitors to dip into their catalogue.
One of the few technical innovations was
Hitachi's unheralded showing of a new video
disc tv analyser. Up to 15 frames of CCIR
monochrome television could be stored and
replayed in the way commonly seen in broadcast 'action replay' of sports events.
RD Systems of Canada exhibited the Dan
Gibson EPM parabolic microphone system
which, using a transparent plastic dish of less
than Im diameter, did not seem to be very
directional at medium and low frequencies
though it did have a neat built -in agc amplifier
and headphone monitor point which would
make the device useful for conference recording.
The Teldec video disc was conspicuous by
its absence and visitors who had hoped to see
the new upgraded version with playing time
increased to ten minutes were disappointed;
although ready for press release, Teldec have
chosen the Berlin Radio Fair for unveiling the
new equipment which they hope to bring on
to the market by early next year.

Marantz to market Dolby B tuner
AN FM RADIO tuner -amplifier equipped to receive
Dolby B encoded broadcasts is to be marketed
in Britain from November. Costing approximately £250 + VAT, the 4230 incorporates a

phase- locked stereo decoder and a pseudo quadraphonic bridging circuit.
Agents: Pyser-Britex (Swift) Ltd, Fircroft Way,
Edenbridge, Kent.

is being sought by British

Lasers and light
COURSE OF ten weekly tutorials at The City
University will commence on Wednesday
January 16, 18.30 to 20.00. Topics to be
covered will include the theory of laser action,
the design and construction of lasers, and laser
applications in holographic storage and
communications. The lectures will be supported by demonstrations and no prior knowledge
will be assumed. Fee is £1.20.
Further data: Adult Education Courses, Room
A343, The City University, St John Street,
A

After repeatedly selling their demonstration
mixers, Audio Applications have produced a
BM104 they hope nobody will want to buy. Is
this the only 2/4 desk in existence?

Variband equaliser
boost or cut at any frequency in
the audio spectrum may be obtained from the
Variband equaliser now being produced by
Multi- Track.
Each unit comprises three
sections which may be tuned to separate
frequencies with slopes from 2 to 16 dB per
octave. Typical applications include tuning to
the pitch of cymbals, phasing and emphasising
hidden instruments. Price is specified as under
$350 per channel (£140 nominal).
Manufacturers: Multi-Track Audio Recording
Systems, PO Box 3187, Hollywood, California
90028, USA.

EC 1V 4PB.

UP TO 15 dB

Polyaudio
and Recording' and 'Broadcast
Sound Reproduction' are the titles of two
courses commencing on October 25 at the
North London Polytechnic. The studio course
is scheduled for Thursday afternoons, 14.30 to
16.30, ending with an examination in June 1974.
Fee is £10.50. `Broadcast Sound Reproduction'
commences on the same date, 18.30 to 20.30,
concluding on January 31. Fee is £6.50.
Further data: Department of Electronic and
Communications Engineering, Polytechnic of
North London, Holloway Road, N7 8DB.
'SOUND STUDIOS

Bias octet for Decca
Naim audio monitor for Capital Radio
NAIM AUDIO Ltd have received a substantial
order from Capital Radio for their NAM 802
loudspeaker. This incorporates a single channel
version of their NAP 160 power amplifier, both
of which were introduced at this year's APRS
Exhibition. The loudspeaker was specified for
use in Capital Radio's studios and control
rooms by their consultants, David Whittle
Associates. KEF LS 5 /1AC will be employed
in the music production and quality monitoring
areas where the required programme level is
considered greater.

Cadac move
for Cadac (London) Ltd. The
company are now operating from Lea Industrial Estate, Batford, Harpenden, Hertfordshire.
Telephone 05 -827 64698.
NEW ADDRESS

Video distribution amplifier
video distribution amplifier has

A LOW COST

been announced by EIL. Available in five and
ten output forms, it is designed to handle
monochrome or colour signals for a variety of
industrial and commercial cctv applications.
The units are fully self -contained and respective prices are £38 and £58.
Manufacturers: Electrocraft Instruments Ltd,
Liss Mill, Mill Road, Liss, Hampshire.
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BE1000 tape machines have been purchased from Bias Electronics by Decca
Records. They are being used to re -equip the
editing rooms at Decca's Broadhurst Gardens
studios. Tony Steinman (Decca) and Tony
Costello (Bias) are pictured during the installation of a BE1000.
EIGHT

Video conference
on Video and Data recording
held at Birmingham University this July was
organised by the IERE in association with the
IEE, the IEEE, the RTS and SMPTE. It was
their first conference on these topics since the
International Conference on Magnetic Recording of July 1964 and looking through the
proceedings of that meeting showed just how
much that had been predicted there has since
come to pass.
This year's conference was also truly international, with 13 of the 40 or so papers coming
from abroad. The area covered was exception
ally wide and varied from the practical application of low cost vtr and broadcast video head
maintenance, to magnetic bubble and holographic recording techniques, which could be
equally relevant in another nine years time.
K. Sadashige of RCA started the conference
with a survey of the refinements and techniques
which his company are applying to their latest
50 mm quadraplex vtrs. There were no breakthroughs but the reductions in noise and moire
patterning allowed the multigeneration copies
resulting from editing to remain within broadcast tolerances. Also, the improvements in
head and capstan servo systems now made
reliable operation at half the linear tape speed
possible.

A CONFERENCE

The BBC, apart from being important
customers for tape equipment, have always
used their research and development capacity
to improve on commercially manufactured
products. In their first paper, S. M. Edwardson
from Kingswood Warren showed that the
timing accuracy from the best electronically
corrected vtrs was satisfactory on colour
monitors and on perfectly aligned domestic
televisions but was insufficient for sets whose
decoders were at the edge of the permitted
tolerances. As a solution to this problem,
Edwardson then described an extremely
accurate digital corrector which could well
replace the expensive analogue systems currently in use. A low level 5.5 MHz pilot signal
was added to the record signal and used on
playback to vary the length of a digital delay
line. Final accuracy was an impressive ± ns
and the system could well find applications in
helical scan recorders.
The second paper from the BBC, by Messrs
Kershaw, Kitson and Taylor, covered Videotape Editing from operational requirements to
the BBC's solutions of the many problems
involved. The basic 'labelling' is done with the
SMPTE proposed 80 bit address code applied
to each television frame and recorded on the
vtr cue track. This code gives programme time
in hours, minutes and seconds, as well as a
frame number and other information chosen
by the user. The playback equipment is capable
of reaching the code over a range of tape speeds
which includes creeping and fast winding. Low
cost helical vtrs for pre edit viewing, and
synchronised audio recorders for sound editing,
were also described.
Ia another paper by Frank Goldman,
Christopher Laid and Roy Vitty from the BBC
Television Centre, the work done to raise the
standards of quadruplex video head assemblies
from the major manufacturers was described.
The need to maintain standards was made
clear when the authors revealed that, of the 50
head assemblies returned to the manufacturers
every month, 15 per cent are unused and 50
per cent are retired early for manufacturing
faults. The remainder wear out in between
100 and 500 hours. At a cost of approximately
£490 per service, the expense incurred in
maintaining their standards is high. Each of
the 45 quadruplex vtrs in use by the BBC is
checked for head condition before each working
day and members of the team have developed
a test tape which uses saturated colour bars to
give a quick off screen indication of head
condition.
The interests of audio, video and other forms
of data storage converge in the digital recording
area and, although no manufacturer is likely
to invest millions in developing a digital audio
system, the spin-offs from efforts to digitise
television recording and techniques to increase
the storage density of other data recorders
could well result in a sound recorder with zero
wow and flutter, a 100 dB dynamic range and
no modulation noise. The many papers on
digital recording, while being of little short term interest to STUDIO SOUND readers,
certainly pointed the way to this.
Digital recording of television signals as they
stand requires a binary rate of 108 bits /s, which
is only marginally possible with the best
present -day techniques. J. P. Chambers of the
BBC Research Department described a practi1

cal version of their coarse /fine digital coding
system (British Patent 1,298,015) which halves

the digital information rate without degrading
horizontal definition. Off-screen colour slides
showed processed pictures which were
indistinguishable from the original.
Probably the most impressive theoretical
paper came from J. C. Mallinson of Ampex,
and discussed the signal -to -noise and density
limitations of magnetic recording. The paper
was a model of clarity and apparent simplicity
and showed that the particular nature of the
recording medium was a more important
limitation than the choice between gamma
ferric oxide, cobalt or otherwise doped, and
chromium dioxide. Taking examples from
practical versions of audio, video and digital
recorders, Mallinson claimed that these newer
oxide formulations can do no more than
reduce the 3 or 4 dB discrepancy which exists is engaged in the pursuit of
between theory and current practice. supplying the broadcast and
Mallinson's formulae were elegantly generalised sound recording industry with
to include both digital and analogue recording the equipment they require,
the
and showed that, in the analogue situation, the
information
they
seek
and
the
tape transfer function was linearised by only
recording the signal on one-third of the avail- knowhow to enable them to
able particles. The paper concluded that build a studio.
digital recording on particulate media was
possible but no reductions in tape consumption
Fe /don supplies equipment
were likely in the near future.
designed by audio engineers
Rapid duplication of video tapes is of
particular interest to the non -broadcast video- who are, or have been, actively
tape industry and papers by Dr Smgaya of engaged in the field of sound
Mitsubishi and Dr J. Roos of Philips Eindhoven recording, which has given them
showed the state of the art. Both anhysteretic an insight into the industry
that
(field transfer) and thermal printing methods
cannot
be
obtained
in
any
other
were discussed in great detail by Smgaya, who
had clearly done extensive research and way.
development. In a later private interview he
disclosed details of a rapid printer which will This has resulted
in the
copy a 30-minute 12.5 mm EIAJ /1 tape
cartridge in two minutes 40s and should soon manufacture of equipment
be commercially available. Philips have found eminently suited to the
that the temperature of 120 °C necessary for requirements of the sound
thermal printing causes unacceptable shrinkage recording industry.
of the 17 N.m tape used in their vcr so they have
opted for the field transfer method but cool
the tape to about 80°C to raise the coercivity If you contemplate replacing old
of cobalt doped masters to the point where print- equipment, expanding your
ing on to high coercivity slave tapes is possible. studio, or building a brand
new
Process Peripherals Ltd, Thatcham, Berk- complex, for which you require
shire, discussed the problems of video recording information, advice
or a quote,
on magnetic discs and described some interestcontact
Bill
Dyer
of
Feldon
Audio.
ing picture storage systems using analogue and
digital techniques. Their products are welcome
in an area which so far is only covered by very FELDON ARE AGENTS FOR:
BURWEN
expensive broadcast equipment.
In one of the best -received lectures of the EVENTIDE CLOCKWORKS
B. LANSING
conference, Dr Evans of NPL described a low JAMES
M.C.I.
cost programmed videotape system for auto. NORTRONICS
mated medical history taking. The lecture N.T.P.
interested this reporter because it used the ORTOFON
Ikegami TVR -321 12.5 mm vtr reviewed in last SCULLY
month's STUDIO SOUND in exactly the way SCHOEPS
WAHL
suggested there.
QUAD -8
The conference proceedings have much
useful information for the serious student of
the subject and most of the 37 papers are
sufficiently self-contained to be clear to those Feldon Audio Limited
who did not attend.
126 Great Portland Street
Proceedings of the Conference on Video and London W1 N 5PH
Data Recording are published by the IERE
and available from them at £8. IERE, 8/9 Telephone 01 -580 4314
Bedford Square, London WCIB 3RG. R.S. Telex 28668
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Microphone placement
Dear Sir, It is undoubtedly true that, as you
remark in your preamble to Michael Thorne's
article, few exponents of close microphone
placement are prepared to commit themselves
on the subject in print. How unfortunate,
therefore, that your exponent should prove
himself so unworthy of his task. To criticise
the article in detail would take more space
than you could allow me but I would like to
make one or two general comments.
Firstly, controversy between the `hoary
categories of "close" and "traditional" ' is only
possible when discussing music with which
either technique will produce a recognisable
result, ie. melody, harmonies, rhythm and
reverberation in reasonable proportions. This
music must necessarily be internally balanced,
otherwise the traditional overall crossed pair
will not work.
Close mic balance techniques in popular
music and more recently in avant -garde (e.g.
Stockhausen) began evolving when composers
and arrangers started scoring, for reasons both
artistic and financial, in such a way that the
desired result could not be heard by the
unaided ear in studio or concert hall; that is,
they began to rely on `artificial' means of
achieving the results they required. With such
a score, there can be no discussion as to the
relative merits of a Blumlein technique or a
close multimic pan-pot balance; the distant
crossed pair is a non -starter as soon as a solo
alto flute holds the tune backed by eight open
brass, or an eight- two- and -two string section
is required to sound like the RPO with a heavy
rhythm backing.
Mr Thorne's introduction seems a most
curious compound of occasional gleams of
sanity (I like his phrase "'free air" sound' and
heartily agree with his comments about coyness
and secretive evasions) in a generally confusing
fog of irrelevant nonsense (is `a distorted
correct view of the acceptable sound' the same
as 'a distorted acceptable view of the correct

sound' ?).
The sections on specific instruments could
be useful, if the style were not more suited to
a popular Sunday newspaper than to a professional publication, but it soon becomes evident
that Mr Thorne is often writing beyond the
limits of his knowledge and experience (how
on earth did that dreadful howler about a cor
anglais being an `angled horn' slip through ?)
and has little sympathy in many musicians and
their instruments.
Articles about microphone technique are
only useful if they either stick to general
unchallengeable principles or offer specific
detailed solutions to specific problems (with
the inevitable one man's meat proviso). Mr
Thorne does neither. He has obviously never
(1) achieved a successful piano balance, (2)
discovered where the sound comes out of a
harp, (3) balanced vibes in a live group (the
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vibraphone presents a totally different separation problem to glock and xylo) (4) recorded
a professional vocalist, (5) come to terms with
string players (no wonder they are bad tempered, they just heard a playback !), (6)
found out how to record a flute. Oh, the list
is almost endless. The article can only be a
source of amusement and /or dismay to
professional balance engineers worthy of the
name and, worse, totally misleading to would be initiates to the art, those very people whom
Mr Thorne purports to aid.
Yours faithfully, J. L. Andrews, Operations
Executive, EMI Broadcast Programmes Ltd,
135 Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex.
Michael Thorne comments:
The absence of any coherent or detailed
argument makes Mr Andrews's letter difficult
However, hopefully placing
to answer.
pomposity aside, I'll take each section in turn.
A dogmatic recording could be made in any
adjustable situation, using any technique one
wished. Some might not sound so good. As
mentioned in the article, one does not lay down
pedantic rules but decides in a given situation
as to the technique/s required. Flexibility is
all and if it sounds right . . .
In Mr Andrews's example, a crossed pair is
not a non -starter if reinforced with a spot on
the flute and if the set -up is intelligent. And
anyway, an eight-two -two string section will
never sound like the RPO first time round,
God bless them.
Mr Andrews has misunderstood my small
philosophies; the distortion is aesthetic, not
electrical, and my comments pertain to the
conditioning process by which one judges a
particular sound to be acceptable (or correct).
Having been subjected to similar amounts of
textbook and `popular Sunday newspaper'
material I think I prefer the latter. One tries
to be human some of the time. I'm sorry Mr
Andrews doesn't like my jokes, though.
Investing audio balancing with the pseudo rigour that plagues such other generalised
sciences as economics and sociology would do
little but breed pseudo-academics. If I had
written on `general unchallengeable principles',
I would have had to fill all five pages with bad
jokes; specific solutions to specific problems
are by their nature not widely applicable. It is
an insult and an arrogance towards the reader
to assume him incapable of adapting to a
field situation. Nobody has ever been creative
and obeyed all the rules.
Two irrelevant academic points, for which I
apologise: Stockhausen has never written
specifically for the record medium, although
he has frequently used tape for origination; the
first was Etude (1952, predating the 'popular
music' of Mr Andrews). Until a few years ago
the cor anglais was always mistranslated, due
to confusion of the original French. Old textbooks, of course, remain wrong.

The final abuse is unanswerable, except with
similar fruitless rude noises. Mr Andrews
obviously disagrees strongly with many points.
Perhaps one day we will hear his constructive
arguments and realise the folly of our ways.
Yours faithfully, Michael Thorne, 82 Riverview
Garder.s, London SW13.

Stellavox SP7

Dear Sir, As a Stellavox SP7 tape recorder
owner of a few months, I have of course read
intently every test report and any mention of
Monsieur Georges Quellet's fascinating products under his `Stellavox' flag. I have noted
that sometimes the gentlemen who painstakingly prepare the test reports on recorders of
this kind tend to treat them as purely fixed or
transportable machines so, for those who also
wish to operate their recorders slung over their
shoulders, I hope that I may take up a little
space to document my own (independent?)
experiences as a `practical user'. Incidentally,
Mr Hugh Ford's review of the pilot version of
the SP7 seemed far more pertinent to the
machine's intended applications, even if he
was more critical than an earlier reviewer; I
certainly agree with some of the points he
makes.
Briefly: operating the Stellavox as a portable
gives a natural position of hanging the recorder
over one's right side with all the connecting
cables coming forwards; the meters are then
all clearly visible and the operational controls
are to hand. This can be maintained, by me at
least, for several hours at a time owing to the
light weight of the machine. Retakes or checking of takes are easy as the SP7 can (very
quickly) rewind the tape while still in its carry
case: the main function switch selects `rewind'
and the pinch wheel mechanism opens itself
magically, or so it looks, and closes itself again
when the play or record position is selected.
This feature I find absolutely essential in my
work, as well as the ability to take NAB spools
when working as a portable, as well as a mobile,
studio. The ABR accessory permits large spool
operation but, no matter how large a tape loop
is thrown on a start -up, my machine and two
others of which I know are never affected;
indeed, someone accidentally brushing against
the take -up spool for a couple of seconds or so
never seems to have the slightest effect upon
the recording.
While I am praising and defending the
Stellavox, I should like to mention my puzzlement on reading Mr Ford's comment that
`replay amplifier noise levels are good but are
let down by noise from the record amplifier
system
the point here being that record
and replay amplifiers are both SPA and SOA

...',
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From Sansui a touch of genius.
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Having made a brilliantly versatile
amplifier, we felt we couldn't leave it there.
So we made a brilliant tuner to

match.

Our AU -9500 amplifier really can do

an amazing number of things.
It handles three pairs of speakers with
ease. Not to mention two turntables and
two tape decks. It guarantees less than
0.1 % harmonic distortion over the entire
frequency band of 20 -20.000 Hz, with
75 + 75 watt continuous output power
into 8 ohms both channels driven.
This outstanding result is obtained by

employing an all -stage direct -coupled OCL
pure complementary parallel push -pull

circuitry.

The TU -9500 is the other half of this
talented partnership. It delivers a
spectacular high input capacity of 130 dB
that guarantees clean, distortion -free
reception even in FM- congested urban
areas. Now a whole world of outstanding

FM reception can be yours.
Individually the AU -9500 and the
TU -9500 are brilliant. Together they
are even more. Hear them soon if you
appreciate genius.

Sai,suL
England: VERNITRON LTD., Thornhill Southampton
So9 QF
2000 Antwerp

straat 53/55

-

ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Belgium

14 -1, 2- chome,

-

Tel.: Southampton

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Izumi, Suginami -ku, Tokyo 168, Japan

55 -11

44811
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Diacem Bldg, Vesting Queens Boulevard, Woodside, N.Y. 11377, U.S.A.
SANSUI
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THE FOLLOWING list of Complete Specifications Accepted is quoted from the weekly
Official Journal (Patents). Copies of specifications may be purchased from The Patent Office,
Orpington, Kent BR5 3RD.

July

4
1326474

Fernseh GmbH.
Method and arrangement for increasing the
vertical resolution of a colour television image.
1326654 Baker, J., and others.
Magnetic tape reproducing apparatus.
1326700 Ricoh, KK.
Magnetic tape recorders.
1326706 Post Office.
Broad band flat frequency response circuits.
1326912 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Musical scale tone-generator.
1327133 Daini Seikosha, KK, and Seikosha,
KK.
Memory liquid crystal material.
1327214 Eminent, NV.
Electronic circuit arrangement for imitating a
percussion musical instrument.
1327229 Motorola Inc.
Deck or tape recording /reproducing apparatus.

LETTERS

modules and are thus identical and interchangeable.
However, back on the practical user aspect
of portables, one final experience I can remember: I have now developed the habit of placing
my machine on any of its six sides and this has
come in very useful. Unfortunately, at the '72
APRS exhibition, I was looking at the back of
a rival Swiss recorder and nearly dumped the
much heavier weight of that machine on to its
own protruding delicate meter and plastic
controls. I dread to think what the bill for
replacing that lot might have been if I had not
just stopped myself in time Luckily the stand
staff missed what happened but I shrank away
from that stand hurriedly.
Yours faithfully, John M. Ward, 3 Northway,
Tape Recorders, Audio and Video Equipment,
Morden, Surrey.

Manufacture of magnetic heads.
1327571 Minnesota Mining and Manufactur-

Dual loop equalisation for a frequency
modulated signal system.
1328095 British Broadcasting Corporation.
Detection of induction pulse cancellation
errors.

ing Co.
Magnetic tape cartridge.
1327654 Franz -Vertriebs GmbH.

1328141/2 Scheiber, P.
Audio systems.
1328183 Sony Corporation.

July

11

1327484

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co

Ltd.

Reverberation apparatus.
1327689 International Standard Electric Corporation.
Field sequential laser scan for night colour
television.
1327692 Hobrough Ltd.
Slope limiter apparatus.
1327881 Novar Corporation.
Coaxial tape cartridge.
1328014 Debell, L., and Price, D. D.
Method for recording predetermined information duration within preset record length.
1329146 Western Electric Co Ltd.
System for encoding video signals.
1329278 Bofors, AB.
Infra -red television camera.
1329305 Canon KK.
Magnetic record reproducing device.

Magnetic recording and reproducing apparatus.
1328212 Blaupunkt -Werke GmbH.
Method and arrangement for the location of
video heads on a head carrier.
1328254 Canon KK.
Mode switching system for magnetic recording reproducing apparatus.
1328411/2 Sony Corporation.
Colour television camera.

July

25

1329146 Western Electric Co Inc.
System for encoding video signals.
1329151 Babcock & Wilcox Ltd.

Decade frequency generator.
1328077 Ampex Corporation.

Method of and apparatus for use in recording
ultrasonic probe characteristics.
1329267 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd.
Cassette type magnetic recording and reproducing apparatus.
1329305 Canon KK.
Magnetic record reproducing device.

view and I do not assume that users are
engineers!
While Mr Ward is at pains to point out that
the `loop slinging' acrobatics of the ABR
adaptor have little effect upon the recording
being made at the time, it is likely that the tape
may well be damaged and consequently be
unsatisfactory for re -use. Also, the winding
tension with the ABR adaptor is very low and,
should the tape be subsequently wound on a
mains powered machine, severe tape damage
in the form of `clinching' is almost inevitable.
Furthermore, should tape be stored for any
length of time under such a low winding tension
this will produce a veritable tape manufacturer's nightmare.
Regarding the noise introduced by the
record process, reference to my review will
show that the bulk- erased tape noise was

increased by 5 dB(A) at 19 cm/s or 6.5 dB(A)
at 38 cm /s at minimum record gain, which I
attributed to either bias oscillator distortion or
record amplifier noise. While Mr Ward is
quite correct in stating that the record and
replay amplifier modules are identical, the
module gain is controlled by external corn ponents to the module which will equally
effect the noise performance. As I do not
attempt to do the manufacturer's de- bugging
when reviewing equipment, I still do not know
if the noise is from the record amplifier or from
the oscillator.
Finally, I too very much look forward to
trying the new Stellavox recorders. The SP7
had superb mechanical design and, if the
electronics of the new models have been
improved to match equally good mechanics,
they will be superb machines.

July

18

1328056 Wandel & Goltermann.

!

Hugh Ford comments: Firstly I should like to
thank Mr Ward for his compliments: I do try
to criticise equipment from a user's point of
38
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Airmail subscriptions

to requests from overseas readers, STunto SOUND is now available by airmail subscription. Rates are £16.20 or equivalent in Zone C (Australasia, China and Japan), £13.56 in
Zone B (North and South America), or £10.92 in Zone A (Africa and the Near East). Paid and
controlled subscriptions in Europe and the USSR are automatically airmailed.
IN RESPONSE

Just how good is
the Philips Electronic'?

That Philips make Hi -Fi of the
highest quality as well as good
domestic audio equipment is
most clearly demonstrated by
the new GA212 `electronic'
record deck.
This shows technological innovation of a high
order, resulting in
genuinely better
standards of record

a photo- sensitive

cadmium sulphide
cell exceeds a certain
value, a bi- stable

multivibrator is
triggered, cutting off
the motor supply
voltage. Hence
'thumping' and groove
jumping cannot occur.
The pick -up can be
lowered precisely into any
groove, even close to the
run -out, without premature
switch -off.

reproduction.
Its two speeds

rpm) can be adjusted
precisely, using the built -in
stroboscopic rings and fine -speed
controls, and are accurately maintained by a tacho generator that keeps
wow and flutter to less than 0.1 %.
Speed selection is by 'skinsensitive' controls that light -up
when touched.
Floating suspension of the
turntable and pick -up arm gives
excellent insulation against shocks
and vibration, resulting in very low
rumble and very accurate cueing.
Turntable and pick -up arm have
been mounted on a sub -chassis
which is suspended from the rigidly
mounted main chassis. Considerably
more flexible springs can therefore
be used. And as the motor is
(33A, 45

independently mounted underneath
the main chassis, the pick -up arm is
doubly insulated against vibrations
from the motor.
The tracking error of the

virtually
frictionless lowresonance pick -up arm is
exceptionally low. Side- thrust may
be compensated at all playing
weights for both conical and
elliptical styli.
The Philips slide -in carrier
accepts virtually any pick -up
cartridge with fixing centres to the
,, international standard. A Philips
GP400 Super M magneto- dynamic
cartridge is supplied.
Switching on an-d off is done
silently through a bi- stable multi vibrator, operated by relay -type
switches.
Autostop at the end of a record
is not effected by mechanical means,
but electronically. When the rate of
interception of a light -beam striking

We want you to have the best.

Your Philips Audio Specialist
will be pleased to demonstrate this
top -quality record deck, which sets
new high standards in record

reproduction.
For a free 40-page Audio Guide,
write now to Philips Electrical Ltd.,
Dept SP, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8AS.

PHILIPS
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BOOK REVIEWS
SOUND WITH VISION: SOUND TECHNIQUES FOR TELEVISION AND FILM by EGM
Atkin. Published by arrangement with the BBC.
Price £6. Publishers: Butterworths Publishers
Ltd., 88 Kingsway, London WC2.

large and very interesting book. The
author has had considerable experience in
THIS IS A

broadcasting, first in sound and, since 1952, in
Written specifically for those
television.
engaged in broadcasting (where a seven -man
sound team is not uncommon), its information
is nonetheless useful to all users of cctv equipment, right down to the simplest single camera
and vtr.
The 16 chapters are divided into four
sections: Fundamentals, Microphone Techniques, Technical Facilities and Sound
Operational Practice.
Part one gives a short and perceptive
evaluation of sound's importance and its
relationship to vision, a compressed introduction to the properties of sound and the principles of level meters, together with interesting
advice on dynamic levelling (particularly
important in television with its limited dynamic
range). A short section on studio acoustics is
followed by an introduction to microphone
fundamentals, with particular emphasis on the
highly directional types often needed for tv
work.
The second part gives general advice on the
use of microphones in different broadcast tv
situations, in and out of shot, on booms and
fishing rods etc, and shows how the BBC treat
the problems of audience participation
discussions.
Tv sound, with its peculiar subservience to
vision and its need to survive playback through
undersized speakers placed at right angles to
the listener, requires a great deal of electronic
treatment. This means in practice that reliance
must often be placed upon limiters, compressors, noise gates, and response selection
amplifiers. Part three of the book devotes
three chapters to these problems, together with

MULTI

l 1.01

coverage of the other sections of the sound
programme chain, including mixers, talkback,
foldback, and cable routing.
The last section covers studio operational
practice. When the cctv user reads of the sheer
scale of sound operations in broadcasting, he
may feel that this part will have nothing to
offer the non-broadcast user. But this definitely
is not the case; exposure to different techniques
for talks, drama, comedy and music is useful
to everyone involved.
Glyn Alkins's concern with music is shown
in the last chapter which is the longest of the
book. It gives detailed advice on recording
everything from a soloist to grand opera and
here the book's value goes beyond the needs of
tv sound; this section could usefully be
reprinted in paperback form for the benefit of
all sound engineers.
The area covered is so large that much of the
information is of necessity general and for this
reason it seems a pity that more references are
not given. Appendices on the Haas effect,
Post Office jacks, and sound in syncs, could
usefully have been supplemented by a
R.S.
bibliography.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
HANDBOOK by M. G. Scroggie. Eighth edition
Price £4.75. Publishers: litte Books Ltd, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London SEI.

(1971). 614 pages, hardback.
(

title, the aim and appeal of this
book go far beyond what springs to mind with
the term `radio and electronic laboratory'. It
is likely that most readers will have come
across Mr Scroggie's work in one form or
another, either through his other books or
through his articles in technical journals under
his own name or `Cathode Ray', an alias for
some observations in Wireless World. It is
always easy to read Scroggie. He is never

DESPITE THE
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Presenting The
VARI -BAND SWEEP EQUALIZER!
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any way the ear can hear it.
Equalization
Continuously variable bandcenter, bandwidth

(slope) and amplitude at a price comparable to
non -sweeping equalizers.
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condescending or obscure and, despite the
vastness of his subject, manages to cover an
almost unbelievable amount of ground.
The first edition of the Radio Laboratory
Handbook was published in 1938. Between
then and the latest edition it has been substantially revised and enlarged and reset in what is
now a rather clearer format. SI units are now
used throughout, with explanation and addenda
where necessary. It follows the general style
of the earlier editions and, although there have
been some inevitable printings, a great deal
has been added. Despite the substantial size
of the book, not every topic can be considered
in depth and there are accordingly a large
number of references made to other literature
covering particular subjects in detail, which is
extremely useful. The book is well illustrated
with some 369 diagrams and half-tones.
The book contains chapters on the general
principles of measurement and laboratory
practice, together with guidelines on the
construction and purchase of test equipment
by those with limited funds, caveats and guides
to the interpretation of results, seven chapters
on basic equipment and methods of measurement, and a substantial and invaluable reference section of tables, formulae, standards,
codes, symbols and so on. The new material
includes sections on microelectronics and
integrated circuitry, operational and dc amplifiers, and digital meters. It deliberately excludes
microwaves, which the author felt were a vast
subject better documented elsewhere. While
many of the circuits given are illustrative only,
a significant number are set out in suitable
detail for construction, a reflection of the
author's realistic attitude to budgets and to the
needs of amateurs.
In any particular field there must obviously
be gaps, though these tend to be plugged by
the references to other literature. For instance,
I looked hopefully for material on the testing
and standardisation of microphones and was
disappointed, although loudspeakers and pickups are dealt with briefly. On the other hand
I have found a great deal of useful fringe
information in reading through this book for
review, which I might otherwise not have
thought of looking for, and have not noticed
any serious gaps. In a book of this kind that
reaches its eighth edition, one would hope
there would not be! Any criticism I have
would be very minor, such as the unfortunate
interpolation of five pages of tables of standard
discs and tapes between the paragraph on
resistor colour coding and the corresponding
table of codes and values, and the omission of
the coil and two resistor values from a grid dip
oscillator circuit otherwise inviting construction. But generally the presentation is to a
refreshingly high standard.
You will have gathered that I am enthusiastic
about and impressed by this book. I am.
Highly recommended as a reference work.
J.H.F.

Listen. Philips sound is out of this world
and doesn't cost the earth.
High -quality stereo headphones are
usually expensive.
But not these from Philips.
They give you beautifully crisp, clear
sound at a very reasonable price.And a
'sound dimension control' on the headphones lets you adjust the stereo effect
to your own taste.
The frequency range is 16- 20,000 Hz.
Sensitivity is 112 dB at 1 mW.And
since they weigh only 16 oz, they are
comfortable to wear.
These N6302 headphones fit most

Philips tape recorders and amplifiers.
Hear them at your Philips dealer's.
And for a brochure on other Philips
headphones and all Philips audio
and recording accessories, write to
Philips Electrical Ltd., Dept SP, Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London WC2H 8AS.
PHILIPS

PHILIPS
Simply years ahead.
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POLYPHONIC ELECTRONIC musical instruments employ either a free -phase system,
in which each note is derived from a separate
oscillator, or a frequency -division system in
which octavely -related tones are produced by
repeated division by binary stages. Problems
of frequency stability and of the high cost of
independent oscillatores have led to the
virtual abandonment of the free-phase system,
except for specialised purposes, and the great
majority of modern polyphonic instruments use
the divider system. The trend has been encouraged, in recent years, by the availability
of medium-scale integration integrated-circuit
dividers so that, today, no manufacturer or
amateur constructor would consider producing
binary dividers from discrete components.
A single musical octave consits of twelve
notes at semitone intervals, nominally C, C #,
D, D #, E, F, F#, G, G #, A, A# and B. Such
an octave of pitches, set at a suitably high
audio frequency, provides the means whereby,
with normal binary division, all the necessary
tones for a chromatic fully polyphonic musical
instrument may be obtained. The conventional
divider system therefore consists of a series of
twelve master oscillators, each carefully tuned
to a frequency corresponding to the pitch of its
appropriate note in the tempered chromatic
scale, and each followed by a chain of successive divide-by-two stages. Fig. 1 indicates the
system in outline and 11g. 2 shows how typical
TTL ics (SN7493) can be connected to give
eight octaves of tones from a master oscillator.
Six or seven binary stages are sufficient for
normal musical purposes but, as one is likely
to be using ics each containing a four -bit
binary counter, it is convenient to use eight
stages. It might be mentioned, in passing, that
a substantial musical instrument may be constructed using only four binary stages per master
oscillator (i.e. only 12 ics altogether) but in this
case it would probably be found necessary to
use the master oscillators for the top octave of
tones.

Chromatic
intervals
from a single
frequency
R. M.

YOUNGSON

Problems with master oscillators

For many years now, divider musical instruments, notably electronic organs, have been
designed on these principles and the system has
not been fundamentally altered by the substitution of ic dividers for the original discrete
component bistables. The master oscillator
system has always, however, had a number of

8- OCTAVE

FIG. 2

DIVIDER (NOTE

fil.

f12

o

Problems with master oscillators
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Derivation of the equal-tempered chromatic
octave from a single frequency
Happily the necessity for a bank of master

oscillators has now been overcome. In future,
few instruments of any pretentions to quality
will employ them. The principle behind the
method to be described was, as in the case of
many ideas only now being realised in practice,
evolved in the thermionic valve era but was
then impracticable. Even using transistors the
cost would have been prohibitive but, with the
advent of medium -scale and large-scale
integration, these objections disappeared.
The idea is to generate a very stable high frequency squarewave train (typically, but not
necessarily, by a quartz crystal oscillator).
Then, by means of 12 separate chains of frequency dividers, each chain being designed to
divide by a carefully calculated integer, the
necessary twelve frequencies for the top
chromatic octave of the instrument are derived
from the single master waveform. The stability
of the tuning is equal to the frequency stability
of the master oscillator and even a simple ic
crystal oscillator (such as that described below)
can confer a standard of stability far more than
adequate for all musical purposes. As an
alternative toacrystal oscillator one may choose
to employ an oscillator whose frequency is
deliberately made controllable. If this is done,
the pitch of the whole musical instrument may
be varied at will and changes of pitch will in no
way affect the exactitude of the relative tuning
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conspicuous disadvantages and shortcomings
and these have promoted a search for an
alternative system. The necessity to achieve a
high standard of frequency stability (of the
order of 1 part per 1,000, long -term) in the
master oscillators has led to the use of LC
circuits with ferrite pot -core inductors and
high -quality capacitors, both of which are
expensive and relatively bulky. Such oscillators
produce a sinewave output which is inherently
unsuitable for triggering bistables and requires
wave -shaping by Schmitt trigger or other means.
A further disadvantage is the fact that the 12
oscillators must be tuned before the instrument
can be used. This may be no great problem to
a manufacturer using digital frequency meters
but can lead to difficulties for others less well
equipped. In spite of the claims of advertisers,
electronic organs do go out of tune and thereby
occasion much user dissatisfaction.
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programmable SN74193 is a synchronous
up /down counter with features tailor-made
for our immediate purpose. The ic has four
data input' connections and these are the
programming inputs. Essentially the ic,
properly connected, will divide by the decimal
number equivalent to the binary number
applied to these four data inputs. Thus, if to
the data inputs A, B, C and D we connect,
respectively, a logic 1, 0, 1 and 1, the is will
divide by 13 (note that the `A' input is the
least significant bit). The matter is even further
simplified by the fact that, in practice, data
inputs requiring logical 1 may be left unconnected and all that is necessary is to connect
to ground those pins which require a logical O.
Fig. 3 shows the wiring diagram of two
SN74193 arranged for an eight -bit programme.
In this application we use the "count down"
mode and this is determined simply by applying
the master oscillator frequency (clock) to the
`count down' pin, the `count up' connection
being kept high (5V). Note that the two sets
of data inputs now run consecutively, the A',
B', C' and D' of the second ic being, respectively, the 24, 2', 2' and 27 inputs. For
convenience, Table 2 shows the binary values
for the twelve sets of data inputs for an eight-bit
programme.
The wiring diagram is implemented in
a manner suitable for use with 2.54 mm matrix
Veroboard. The vertical lines illustrated
represent the Vero copper strips on the under
side of the board and the horizontal lines are
the wired connections above the board. The ics
are shown in the normal manner as viewed
from above. Twelve pairs of 74193, with all
connecting wiring, can easily be accommodated
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of the notes in each octave. Such a facility

may be of great value in certain circumstances
as, for instance, when the instrument is used to
accompany a singer. The frequency stability
of even the most carefully designed variable frequency oscillator is, of course, necessarily
less than that of a fixed- frequency crystal
oscillator.
In order to achieve a sufficiently close
approximation to the equal -tempered scale
(i.e. an octave divided into 12 exactly equal
intervals) it is necessary to select a fairly high
master oscillator frequency. There is, in fact
an infinite number of sets of division integers
which may be used, and the higher the master
oscillator frequency the closer may be the
approximation to the exact equal- tempered
scale. As the master oscillator frequency is
increased so also will the size of the division
integers increase. Computer studies designed to
select the best compromises between accuracy
and economy in the number of binary division
stages used have shown that, for normal
musical purposes, an adequate standard of
relative tuning accuracy may be achieved with
a set of division integers of which the largest is
232 and the smallest 123. Seven binary stages
can be made to divide by any integer up to
128 and eight stages can be arranged to divide
by any number up to 256.
It is therefore convenient to use eight-bit
binary counters, each of the 12 being programmed to divide by the appropriate integer, as
shown in Table 1. For the convenience of those

wishing to achieve even higher accuracy, the
table also includes sets of integers for 9, 10, 11
and 12 bit counters. After each division integer
is shown in parenthesis the percentage deviation above or below the true equal- tempered
frequency. Unless one is proposing to engage
in research work, it is unnecessary to go to the
trouble and expense of using more than eight
stages of division.

TABLE

Nota- Divisor A

B

C

B

116
123

0

0

1

1

0

130
138
146
155
164
174
184
195

0

1

0

0

1

A
A
G#
G
F4.!

E

The designers of MSI TTL ics have presented
us with a remarkably simple means of achieving
division by the desired integers. The fully

TABLE

1.

Optimum divisors to generate

a

Notation
8

B

A#
A
G#
G

F#
F
E

D

C#
C
B

bit

116(0.00)
123( -.09)
130( +.15)
138( -.04)
146( +.10)
155( -.11)
164( +.03)
174(-.12)
184( +.07)
195( +.04)
207( -.15)
219( -.01)

9

bit

239( -.03)
253( +.05)
268( +.07)
284( +.04)
301( +.01)
319(-.02)
338(-.03)
358(-.01)
379( +.07)
402( -.05)
426(-.07)
451(0.00)

D#
D

Cß
C

207
219

1

Divisors
bit

508( +.03)
538( +.01)
570( +.01)
604( -.01)
640(-.02)
678(-.01)
718( +.03)
761(-.01)
806( +.02)

854( +.01)
905(-.01)
959(-.03)

0

D
0

A' B'

C'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0
0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

tempered scale, using 8 bit,
counters.

10

bit programmable

8

Data Inputs

tion

F

Programmable dividers

Binary coding for
dividers

2.

9

bit,

10

11

bit

bit,

11

bit and

12

12

D
o

o
1

bit binary

bit

1951( +.004)

989(0.00)
1048( -.01)
1110( +.01)
1176( +.01)
1246( +.01)
1320(+.02)
1399(-.02)
1482(-.01)
1570(0.00)
1663( +.02)
1762( +.02)
1867(0.00)

2067(-.003)
2190( -.007)
2320( +.003)
2458( +.001)
2604( +.007)
2759( +.001)
2923( +.003)
3097( -.003)
3281( +.002)
3476( +.005)
3683( -.004)
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CHROMATIC INTERVALS

FIG.3

WIRING DIAGRAM

on a single 432 64 mm sheet of Veroboard
and still leave room at one end for the master
oscillator. Remember that data input `l's can
be left disconnected. Data `0's should be
connected to ground. A convenient arrangement is to use one of the outer strips running
the full length of the board as the ground bus
and two others at the other edge as Vcc (+5V)
and clock inputs, respectively.

Master oscillator frequency

The calculation of the frequency for the
master oscillator is a matter of multiplying the
required frequency of one of the pitches of
the desired octave by the division integer
given. As was indicated, the selection of integers by the computer was made on the basis of
the best compromise between accuracy and the
economy of a reasonably small division
integer (and consequently a reasonable number
of binary stages). In making this selection, the
choice of the best master oscillator frequency
was not limited to those which are integral
multiples of 440 Hz (the standard musical
note `A' and the only integer in the scale).
In fact, in the series given, notably better
accuracy for an eight-bit counter is achieved
by taking as a master frequency an integral
multiple of `B' 493.8333 Hz. giving a nominal
master oscillator frequency of 57,290.4280 Hz.
in this case the error for the `A' =440 Hz is
1.5 parts per 1,000. C# has an error of -1.5

FIG.4

8-BIT PROGRAMMABLE DIVIDER. (NOTE: ICs ARE VIEWED
FROM ABOVE)
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dividers) it is, of course, necessary to multiply
the frequencies in this table by either four,
eight or 16, depending on the upper extent of
the range of the instrument. In the same way,
when calculating the master oscillator frequency, it is necessary first to multiply the
frequency of the highest pitch in the table by

parts per 1,000 and all the others are a good deal
better. If a master frequency of a binary
multiple of 57,200 Hz is used, with the same
division ratios, the `A' has zero error but C#
has -3 parts per 1,000 and A# -2.4 parts per
1,000. It should be emphasised that these errors
are related to the absolute values of the frequencies of the standard equal- tempered scale
based on 'A' =440 Hz. The correctness of the
relative tuning of notes is quite unaffected by
changes in the master oscillator frequency and,
if absolute pitch is unimportant, any convenient
crystal which may be to hand can be used.
Crystals for communications purposes are
readily available in a comprehensive range of
frequencies. It is a simple matter, if necessary,
to divide the output of a high- frequency
crystal oscillator, using a single SN74193
programmable divider, so as to reach the
desired master oscillator frequency. In this
event, SN7400 buffers should also be used to
increase the fan -out of the additional divider

TABLE 3. The tempered musical scale, standard
pitch (A-440 Hz)
523.2511
493.8833
466.1638
440.0000
415.3047
391.9954
369.9944
349.2282
329.6275
311.1270
293.6648
277.1826
261.6256

C
B

A#
A
G#
G

F#
F
E

D#
D

C#

stage.

C

For the convenience of those wishing to take
the matter further (and to justify the cost of a
pocket calculator) I have included as Table 3 a
list of the frequencies of the standard chromatic scale, correct to four decimal places.
The lower- frequency `C' in this table is 'Middle
C' on the piano or organ at eight foot pitch.
When calculating the frequencies needed for
the top octave of a polyphonic instrument (i.e.
those derived from the set of 12 programmable

FIG.5

the chosen binary factor and then to multiply
the product by the appropriate divisor integer.
It follows that a suitable crystal frequency for
a wide -range instrument, using an eight-bit
binary counter will be: 49.8833 x 16 x 116=
916,647.4048 Hz. A crystal of 910,000.00 Hz
will give an `A' of 437.5 Hz which is only 2.5
Hz below standard pitch.
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Master oscillator
Fig. 4 shows the circuit

of a very simple but
effective crystal oscillator using a single
SN7400 quad NAND gate. This circuit oscillated cheerfully up to 13 MHz, the highest
frequency tried. Because we have to feed 12
dividers, we must bear in mind the question of
`fan -out' and to be safe the output stage has
been doubled up so that each output gate
need feed six only dividers. This is well within
the fan-out limitations of the 7400. Each of the
four gates in the is has two inputs and each
gate has these two inputs tied together thus
turning the four gates into four inverters. Two
of these are used in a multi -vibrator mode, the
frequency being determined by the quartz
crystal, and the other two as buffers to square
the output and increase fan -out. Fig. 5 shows
the wiring diagram for the oscillator.
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modern audio control
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Electrodyne, Gauss and Langevin
products are now available and
supported throughout Europe
and the United Kingdom from our
European office. As always, Cetec
is determined to maintain
traditional high quality and
technical excellence.
To receive all of the latest
information on the full line, or just
to get acquainted, call Mr. Brian Wills
at High Wycombe (0494) 37326.
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Division of Computer Equipment Co. Ltd.

Shaftesbury Street, High Wycombe, Bucks, England
Phone: High Wycombe 37326. Telex: 837329
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OVER THE past months I have had the direction seemed to lie in the attitude of the
pleasure of interviewing quite a few people ILEA music department. So I had lunch with
who are one way or another doing interesting Mr Hamish Preston, an ILEA Inspector of
things with tape-sometimes recording their Music, based at their Music Centre in Ebury
own material and sometimes canning other Bridge, SW 1. Much came to light. Preston,
people's sounds. In each case the people although obviously a man with a conventional
musical background, is very open -minded and
concerned have been enthusiastic, almost
even enthusiastic on the question of letting
obsessive, about tape and its potential.
Although they have all been doing entirely children make creative use of recording equipdifferent things and have learned their trade in ment in ILEA schools. I suggested to him that
the average music teacher has the wrong backdifferent ways, they have all had one thing in
ground for the job he is doing. The usual
common. Each of them was self-taught.
Characteristically, in the USA there are now background of conventional music college, or
signs of potted courses hopefully intended to university degree in music, often left no real
convert laymen into skilled sound record- interest in the `music of the people' (as Edward
ists, more or less overnight and doubtless for a Lee calls it in his study of British popular
great deal of money. In this country there are music). This tended to create a barrier between
more rational approaches like the Surrey the majority of children and their teachers.
University Tonmeister course but, however Preston put it more mildly:
`The classical background of most music
valuable this may be to the handful who get
into it. it is round the back of the moon for teachers does nothing to help them in the
anyone who hasn't been programmed to pass situation which faces them in most schools,
where there is a need to develop music beyond
A Level Physics and Music, the basic entry
requirements. Tonmeister or no Tonmeister, I classical confines'.
The ILEA are now starting to recruit music
would bet that sweeping the studio floor and
making the tea will be the starting point for teachers whose practical skill and urge to
most of those engineers and producers who communicate in areas of music, not necessarily
classical, is a more important consideration
eventually get to the top of the tree.
But isn't there room for guidance in the basic than academic qualifications.
`What we would like to get away from is the
principles much earlier on? And by basic
principles I don't mean the parrot recitation of circumstance where every music teacher conOhm's law or the colour code for resistors, centrates on getting the children to finish their
although both have their place. What I am notes on Beethoven before discussing the
talking about is a basic groundwork on the Beatles Ip that one of the children has brought
kind of thing that can be done with tape along to play.'
But how is all this relevant to the use of tape
beyond simple off-air pop snatching.
What set me thinking along the lines of a in schools? Quite simply, it is a question of
much earlier start were memories of a brief removing the barriers of prejudice against
period teaching, several years ago. My most anything other than the classics and routine
distinct and vivid recollection is of children by teaching methods. As Lennon and McCartney
the dozen literally marking time, bored out of songs, and instruments like the guitar, become
their skulls and getting into some pretty nasty 'acceptable' so the use of tape in a creative way
habits while waiting impatiently for their should fit into the 1970s.
Preston compared the state of music teaching
release from school as dictated by the school
leaving age requirements. And recently the with the revolution in art and drama teaching
authorities have raised the minimum leaving that started in the 1930s. He referred me to
Herbert Read's book Education through Art
age from 15 to 16.
and recalled the slow breakaway from compelI also have some extraordinary memories of
how music appreciation and similar classes ling children to learn technique before allowing
were handled at the school where I was teach- them to draw as they wanted.
Preston also instanced some of the difficulties
ing. The music teachers were 'legitimate' in
every sense of the word and viewed anything inherent in letting children work with tape.
He referred me to another book (Sound and
modern from as great a distance as possible.
They had worked out complicated systems of Silence) by John Paynter and Peter Aston),
keeping the children under something approach- which deals with the techniques of letting
ing control for short periods of time while they children make their own music, and also
played them four- or five-minute snatches of showed me the book Experimental Music in
the `classics'. Not surprisingly, neither teachers Schools by Brian Dennis which specifically
nor children gained much from the experience. explains how children can go about using
The only time the majority of the children simple tape recorders to get unusual effects.
showed any sign of enthusiasm was when they
were allowed to join in the creation of anything Theories
All these theoretical ideas break down in
resembling music. For instance, a percussion
band. But the potential of a percussion band practice where the average class is likely to
have at least 30 pupils per teacher and where
is limited.
Quite recently it dawned on me that, with by definition it is impossible to have several
relatively primitive recording equipment, school musical groups working and recording in
children could not only participate in musical different parts of the same small room. There
ADRIAN HOPE creation but might also get a taste of what is also the difficulty that, although most schools
playing with tape holds in store for anyone have the basic equipment already available, the
looks at the present state interested. Not surprisingly, the idea isn't average teacher, even if enthusiastic about
of music teaching in the original. The ILEA and plenty of other people using it, is probably not sufficiently experienced.
London area. The picture thought of it long ago but you could say with- This problem may eventually be solved because
is encouraging, increased out fear of contradiction that the idea is not courses are available and are being run.
The main point to remember at all times
attention being given yet really off the ground.
The question of future prospects in this though is that, speaking generally, few schools
to performing and composition.
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are without a couple of basic tape recorders.
In practice most schools will have them already
plus, in some cases, video equipment.
So we are left with the interesting situation
where ILEA upper echelons are certainly not
going to discourage any music teacher who
wishes to try something out along these lines.
This is important to remember because education is replete with buck -passing. If, as I hope,
any reader with children is sufficiently interested
in the idea to find out what is going on at their
local school and press for something along
these lines, it is essential that he know his
facts. Those facts are quite clearly that, if a
school in the London area wants its children
to stop listening to Peter and the Wolf for the
500th time and concentrate instead on putting
their own productions on tape, nobody in the
ILEA is going to stop them.

Synthi A; that's the EMS VCS 3 revamped into
a carrying case.'
I asked Dudley for a brief run -down on the
equipment at the Cockpit.
'We have two VCS 3 and probably a third
coming, two Revox, two Ferrographs, two
reverberation units, various Shure microphones.
That's it so far, apart from routine equipment
like speakers. At the moment we are building
a mixer which will link everything together,
whereas so far it's all been down to plugging
and unplugging.
'We use tape recorders plus just about any
kind of live music we can produce. Our own
instruments are trombone, piano, violin, cello
and French horn, but we also use anything we
can get our hands on. Like xylophone, vibraphone, electronic organ and percussion.'
What sort of material did Dudley play to
schools?
ILEA support
'We start with an introduction. Typically a
penny dropping or someThat the ILEA's Music Department is couple of sounds
serious about all this is proved by their practical one lighting a match. Then we speed it up,
slow it down, reverse
anything you can
support for what Graehme Dudley is doing.
think of-and end up with a piece of tape
Dudley is the music director of the Cockpit
Theatre, which comes under the ILEA aegis, collage based on just those sounds. The next
and is pushing more than anyone to encourage step may be to try and incorporate a tape delay
developments in the electronic area. After with a live performance, using the tape loop as
an ostinato bass or a basic figure to tie the
seeing Preston I spoke to Dudley.
'We're using the tape recorder as a basic group together while we improvise. Or we
medium, along with other instruments and might use a ring modulator, putting tape
other electronics, as a means of enlivening through the VCS 3, processing it, rerecording
it and reprocessing it.
music. We do a lot of musique concrete and I
'One of the main objects of the exercise is to
guess that my attitude towards this is that it's
failed largely because it was too concerned with stimulate interest. This is the kind of thing I
was pushing for when I was first appointed to
a reel of tape as the finished product that the
audience had to sit down and listen to. And the Cockpit. The theatre had been built with
that's theatrically dead. What we try to do is two music rooms and it was originally envisaged
use taped material simultaneously with a that these little rooms would be used for
musical ensemble. Or we use techniques such recorders or percussion bands. I couldn't see
the need for devoting them to recorder playing
as the one where we bypass the erase head so
that the recorder will be simultaneously record- and I suggested to Peter Fletcher of ILEA
ing and playing back with a time lag. There Music Centre that he might like to have the
are probably lots of other people doing it, first electronic music studio run by the ILEA
better and with better equipment, but we're at the Cockpit. He was sympathetic and,
actually letting the children get their hands on because I didn't know much about electronic
the hardware. But it's not often a schoolteacher music myself, I studied with Tristram Cary at
the Royal College. More or less by myself, I
will realise that a tape recorder can be used as
picked it up and worked out a list of the kind
a musical instrument in this way. We've been
of electronic equipment we would need at the
round schools performing this kind of music.
Cockpit if we were going to satisfy minimum
We take in two Revox or two Ferrographs and
perform with them, then we leave them over requirements for young aspiring composers and
for the pupils to have a go, coming back also have stuff that would be tough and flexible
another time to work with them. The result of enough to let the kids get their hands on.
'The teacher can come to the Cockpit to
all this is that there are quite a few little music
studios springing up in the schools that we've learn how to do what we're performing. In fact
we find it's now working in a sort of loop. We
visited.
'There are plenty of good tape recorders originally intended that we would get the
available in schools. The ILEA have a panel schoolchildren to come to the Cockpit but this
that approves the purchase of tape recorders proved difficult to organise with the schools
by schools and in fact schools can get hold of because of timetabling. We're now running
courses for teachers who have been won over
a Ferrograph 7 for themselves this way.
'Pat Brennan, a teacher at Hampstead by our visits to schools and who wanted to get
Comprehensive School, came on a couple of on with the work but felt they needed
courses at the Cockpit with a few of the child- instruction.
ren from that school and they were very keen
'Curiously, we're not allowed to go into
on the idea. She has a very good relation- primary and junior schools yet.
ship with her students and she's pushed the
'Before that decision was taken, a letter was
ILEA. They recently purchased a Ferrograph sent round a number of schools in the North
for her. Actually it's a combined purchase London area inviting applications for the
between the science and the music departments, Cockpit group to come and perform. I think
and that's incidentally the way I've always tried there were something like 20 applications from
to help schools push for equipment because the secondary schools and 170 from primary and
ILEA are very science conscious. They now junior schools. I hope they will eventually
have a Ferrograph, an oscilloscope and a revise the ruling.'
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preliminary information

JH-120

Stereo Tape Recorder

JH-140-4

£1975
Track Tape Recorder
£2675

Mono Tape Recorder
£1775

-

Incorporating the JH-100 Transport
exhibited at theA.P.R.S.- combining
state of the art electronically
controlled tape handling and the
following unique features :

D.C. Capstan servo drive, super
accurate crystal controlled fixed tape
speeds -15.30. PS (7.5 IPS
available).
I

Stable variable speed operation from
front panel for special effects and
speed corrections.

Wide range external speed
programming for inter -machine
sync, audio /video or audio /audio
remote speed control, special
effects.

"Piano proof" Flutter
Typically: .04% 15 PS din weighted,
.06% 15 PS din unweighted.
I

I

All mode reel tension control
system, constanttape tension, high
speed accuracy anywhere in reel,
consistanttape packing.
Full manual velocity programming
for cueing, editing special effects.
Totally "relay- less" design with full
TTL deck logic.
Real Time readout.

Optional extras.

NewMark / /auto locator, full bidirectional operation, keyboard
entry, readout and operation in real
time, no over -shoot, controlled
approach speed.

JH-100 Remote Control with

Motion Control and Lifter Defeat.

Feldon Audio Limited
126 Great Portland Street

Telephone

01

-580 4314

London W1 N
Telex 28668
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Mixer module
test bay.

Microphone power unit
assembly department.

LIKE THE racing tipster who lets everyone
know promptly when one of his selections
comes up (and keeps mighty quiet for the other
99 per cent of the time), I can't resist quoting
from an earlier article (December 1970): `... the
company seem likely to gain an increasing
market'. The company in
share of this
question were Calder Recordings Ltd, now
Calrec Audio Ltd, a change of name designed
to avoid confusion between the original cornpany name and the trademark of their products.
During almost three years since that article,
their share of the market has indeed increased
steadily. Last year it became obvious that they
had outgrown their original building (why else
would they have been wiring up a large mixer
in the stair well behind the front door?) and
they were very lucky to be able to obtain larger
premises, almost within a stone's throw, into
which they moved in December 1972.
Anyone who has tried moving a complete
factory and keeping production going at the
same time will know that there are some
trifling difficulties, like snatching a couple of
hours of sleep once in a while, and will not be
surprised to learn that much remains to be
done. Particularly the cosmetics of decorating
and renovating frontages. It's all a matter of
priorities, of course, and a realistic approach
to priorities is undoubtedly one of the reasons
for the firm's success.
The building provides nearly 1,700 m2 on
three floors. On the ground floor is the main
machine shop with all the normal facilities for
producing anything from prototype printed
circuit boards to heavy mechanical items,

...

Calrec
revisited
TREVOR ATTEWELL
Photographs by DAVID HOPWOOD

Many studios have
tried their hands at
manufacturing or importing
industrial durables
but few have diversified as
widely as Calder Recording.
The author returns to
survey the scene three years
after his original visit.
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including microphone parts and windgags.
Also on this floor is an anechoic room which,
when completed (the wedges are still to be
fitted) will be one of the largest in the north of
England. This is completely isolated from the
surrounding fabric of the building. It will be
possible to work from a sectioned wire floor
supported above the bottom wedges if required
but, in normal use, the floor will be removed
and low- profile supports used to support test
items. This should reduce reflections which
have caused trouble in many installations.
In addition, the anechoic room is situated
directly under the 12m test duct built on the
first floor, the centre of the room being under
the test position in the duct. By removing a
rectangular plug from the floor of the duct it
will be possible to lower a microphone on test
automatically, first into the duct for test up to
200 Hz, and then into the room below for tests
at higher frequencies. Until this feature is
complete, the original miniature anechoic room
is still doing yeoman service.
The ground floor will also house a large
studio and control room on which construction
has just started. Calrec still believe firmly that
equipment cannot be designed without operational feedback from practical use. The studio
will also allow potential customers to assess
the characteristics of microphones and desks
under strictly working conditions. Normal
recording continues. This generally involves
local musical societies, and often produces a
final output of 500 (sometimes 1,000) discs.
At about this stage of the tour, Howard
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CALREC
IN

EUROPE
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

`OFF THE

SHELF'

SUPPLIES OF ALL

CALREC CONDENSER MICROPHONES

AND ACCESSORIES CAN NOW BE
OBTAINED FROM OUR MAIN EURO-

WHY CHILTON MIXERS?
We are manufacturers in the true sense of

the word; producing Teak Cabinets, Sheet
Metal Work, Tooling, Front Panel and Printed Circuit Artwork etc., our products are
accurate with an attention to detail that is
second nature to us.
The popular M10 /2 (10in 2out) portable mixer
shown is supplied as a basic unit with 10 Line
inputs inc PPM, Oscillator, LFHF Equalisers.
Cue Lights, 1 Aux and PFL. You choose the
number of Microphone or Gram inputs. the
channels to have Presence, Switchable
HF!LF Filters or Ducking. In addition a 2nd
Aux channel, Talk -Back. and/or Compressors can be fitted.

PEAN EXPORT AGENTS

:

ARC S.P.R.L.
RUE TH. DECUYPER
1200 BRUXELLES
TEL.

71

-30 -63

WITH

WHOM YOU MAY ALSO
DISCUSS YOUR SOUND MIXING AND
STUDIO EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Ring or write for full information, if however
our standard range is unsuitable it may be
possible to modify one to suit your

requirements.
M10

2

Mk

2

BASIC

16 input version
12 in 4 out

£275.00 +VAT
£415.00 +VAT
£495.00 +VAT

MAGNETIC TAPES Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Rd., Richmond. Surrey, TW9 4NS

Telephone

C

CALREC AUDIO LIMITED

HANGING ROYD LANE
YORKSHIRE
HX7 7DD

HEBDEN BRIDGE
PHONE 0422 84 2159

01 -876 7957
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CALREC REVISITED
Smith suggested that I ought to hear an
interesting recent recording. Agreeing readily,
I was inwardly anticipating a decent bit of
Monteverdi -or, maybe, a few rugby songs
when the peace was rudely shattered by the
ear -splitting racket of a pneumatic drill, so
loud and so realistic that it was a second or
two before it dawned on me that this was a
recording in question. Howard stopped the
noise for long enough to point out that the
microphones used were Calrec 1050, without
acoustic or electrical pads, placed less than 1m
from the unmuffled drill. I could hear no
most impressive performtrace of overload
ance. The hearing loss, they tell me, is only
temporary.
Microphones are made on the first floor,
apart from machining, and there is a clean
room for capsule assembly which has further
reduced the already low reject rate. Calrec
microphones have been gaining ground steadily
and the demand is now considerable. The firm
are about half -way through a programme aimed
at trebling microphone production, which has
risen by about 600 per cent over the past three
years. The main sales have been to recording
studios and local radio stations and many units
have been exported. Calrec now have agents
in Europe, North America, Canada, Australia,
South Africa and India, and will shortly have
one in New Zealand. Some microphones have
even been exported to Japan, a happy reversal
of the usual trend.
In addition to the original 600 series (now
virtually ex-stock, and comprising four basic
types each with a choice of DIN or Cannon
connectors) and the 1000 series (four types),
they have introduced a new 700 series, powered
by a single internal cell and giving 300 hours
operation from one HP7 or more than 1,000
hours from one mercury battery. The power
is switched on, mechanically, only while the
microphone is plugged to its connector. A
new and extremely rugged capsule mounting
is used and this feature will also be introduced
into the 1000 series. Simple, cheap adaptors
will provide compatibility between old and new
mountings if required. There are four versions
of the 700 series amplifier, namely balanced or
unbalanced outputs on either DIN or Cannon
connectors, and any 1000 capsule can also be
used. I tried swopping capsules and found
this both quick and TA- proof; cross -threading
is virtually impossible, and the job could be
done one-handed in the dark, which some
cynics claim is the usual requirement!
An additional variant in the 700 series is the
756, a bass roll -off cardioid with a built -in
spherical mesh shield. Coming shortly, I was
told, is the CB1100 preamplifier, which can be
phantom powered, taking the same low current,
at any voltage from 7.5 to 50V. This will accept
any 700 or 1000 series capsule. Various extension tubes bring the total number of possible
combinations of the system up to 144.
In addition to the clean room, the first floor
provides most of the bench facilities for
assembly and wiring of microphone amplifiers
and power units and also of the mixer and
control desks for which there is an ever increasing demand.
Recent customers have included York
University (equipment additional to that
STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER 1973
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already installed in the Lyons Concert Hall),
Blaze Advertising (India), the Wakefield
Theatre Club (an extensive system for the
international artists who perform there),
Anglia and ATV (submixers), and Yorkshire
TV (ob desk). Other important customers are
the BBC for whom Calrec are making control
desks; this year's Proms are all being relayed
via a Calrec desk at the Albert Hall. These
control desks are designed specifically for
broadcast use and are of unit construction to
allow ob use if required. A basic system
involves an eight input unit, a four group plus
two echo returns unit, and an output monitoring unit equipped with two twin ppms, usually
reading a/b and m/s respectively but switchable
as necessary. Five further eight input units
can be added, powered by the group and
monitoring unit, making 48 channels in all,
and still more channels can be had by using
extra group or monitoring units for powerirg.
The BBC and commercial concerns use up
to 80 channels for (typically) band shows, and
demand a minimum of 50 even for outside
broadcast. To cope with this proliferation,
Calrec are making premixers, each little bigger
than one of the monitoring units mentioned
above, containing six sets of six channels, and
each set functioning separately if desired.
Calder point out that, when all else fails, you
can push their desk into the studio and record
on it direct, since all their desks have capacitor
talkback miss This conjures up a nightmarish
picture of 80 -odd musicians each playing into
a separate desk, with their music jammed
under the routing knobs.
I noticed, too, that all Calrec desks have
engraved legends -an increasingly rare luxury
these days. Many of the standard modules are
potted, and printed circuit switches are
mounted directly on the mother board to cut
down wiring -these features should improve
reliability. Sizes, meanwhile, are shrinking.
The Audio & Design F760 complimiter is fitted
in a module 210 x 45 mm x 166 deep, while two
Dolby CAT 22 cards (equivalent to two 361)
occupy 90 x 210 mm.
Three offices (plus the usual one), a test
laboratory, a small drawing office, and a small
canteen with an apparently endless supply of
drirks (hot, free and non -alcoholic) complete
the first floor.
The top floor is still empty, ignoring some
inedible left -overs from the biscuit makers who
used to live there. With the continuing expansion it is anticipated that all the lighter manufacture, such as microphone parts and mixer
modules, will eventually be concentrated on
this floor.
The staff now number 20 and is rising steadily. The company are still run in the same
enthusiastic spirit by the same five directors,
the only new titled appointment being that of
George Waddington as works manager. He is
a qualified industrial designer and his hand
can be seen in improvements both in the
appearance and the mode of construction of
various items.
Calrec Audio sensibly refuse to bite off more
than they can properly chew at any one time
but this certainly does not inhibit them from
looking well ahead, planning future improvements and looking into new ideas. For the
future, I see no need to modify my original
forecast, quoted at the beginning -on the
contrary, I'm now giving it as a nap!
!

Top left:

K

Series main frame.

High left: K series modules under assembly.
Bottom left: Wing mirror mixer main frame.

Top right: Gapping a capsule.
Bottom right: Milling a capsule holder.
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Instant Phaser
Over 1200° of phase shift
Built -in variable frequency oscillator
Internal envelope follower
Remote control capability
Stereo output
Compatible with Moog and Arp
synthesizers
Automatic and manual operation
To accomplish a phasing effect in the
past, it was necessary to resort to a

relatively clumsy operation utilizing

two tape recorders, a variable -speed
oscillator, a number of patch cords and
a means for setting the signal back into
sync with the rest of the track. Now
Eventide has produced an electronic
phaser which accomplishes all the
desired results in real time with only
two patch cords. In addition and by
means of a built -in oscillator, this
phaser can control the period of the
phasing automatically. By using the
built -in envelope follower the phasing
can be controlled by the amplitude of
the incoming signal.

Specifications
Frequency response:
+1 db,
db (phasing out)
20 Hz to 15 kHz
Distortion:
Less than 1%
Phase shift:
Greater than 1200° at 1 kHz

-0

Input:

Nominal 10 k ohm bridging

Output
Nominal 50 ohm
Will drive 600 ohm line to +18 dbm
System gain:
Unity gain when driving 600 ohms
or greater
Power requirement:
115 VAC, 50/60 Hz
20 watts nominal
Price £260 + VAT
Feldon Audio Limited
126 Great Portland Street London W1 N 5PH
Telephone 01 -580 431 4 Telex 28668
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ANGUS McKenzie's excellent
article in STUDIO SOUND a couple of years ago',
it appears that some engineers are still getting
confused over what is meant by a time constant
and how they are to line up their machines
when only an inappropriate test -tape is to
hand. This article gives a short explanation of
why various equalisations are necessary and an
exposition of what to do in practical cases
when a machine originally lined up for one
standard has to be used to play a tape recorded
to another standard.
For a professional in a large organisation
the problem is in fact very simple because over
the years only two equalisations and two
speeds have survived for programme exchange.
However, an amateur or small professional
studio could meet anything and will have to
try and work something out independently:
hence this article.
Equalisation is necessary because it is not
possible to carry out the recording and reproduction processes in a manner which is
independent of the frequency of the signal.
While there are some effects which can be
traced directly to the frequency of the incoming
signal (resonances in the heads, eddy current
losses, etc), the more important and larger
effects are directly attributable to the relationships between the wavelength of the signal as
recorded on the tape and various dimensions
of the tape transport such as the reproducing
head gap length, the reproducing head length,
the reproducing head width, and the tape
thickness. It is much more convenient to talk
of the wavelength in a general discussion but
the actual values do not come readily to mind.
Table 1 shows wavelengths for some of the
frequencies to be found on a test tape at the
standard tape speeds.
Typical coating thicknesses are about 12 um
for a professional tape and about 5µm for a
cassette tape. Track widths are typically 6.25
mm for full track mono, 2 mm for two tracks
on 6.25 mm tape or multitrack on wider tape,
and 0.6 mm for stereo on cassette tape. Typical
reproduce head gaps are 3 µm for professional
machines and to 2 µm for cassette players. It
will be noticed that all these figures are comparable to a wavelength somewhere in Table 1 and
so a reproduction correction will inevitably be
necessary in at least one region of the wavelength range covered in an audio recording.
Many papers have been written on what
happens in the recording process; let us just
take it for granted that, if one measures the
short -circuit flux on a tape (this is what actually
produces the signal for reproduction), one finds
J. M. BOWSHER*
that for constant alternating current to the
record head the short circuit flux for a typical

DESPITE

1

Equalisations
and

test tapes

The trouble with audio
standards is that there are so
many, not least in the
field of tape equalisation.
J. M. Bowsher explains
the origin of the present profusion
and the characteristics
required to convert one
standard to another.

TABLE 1
Frequency
(Hz)
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1k

400

10k

18k

(cm/s)

9.5
4.75
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Tape
speed
76
38
19

*University of Surrey

333

31.5

fairly modern tape is 2 dB down for a wavelength of about 125 µm, 7 dB down for a wavelength of 63 µm, and 35 dB down for a wavelength of 8µm. We can refer to Table 1 to put
these wavelengths into frequencies for any tape
speed. If we had an ideal head to reproduce
the recorded flux, we would get a frequency
response curve for the whole record -reproduce
process of the same shape as that giving the
variation of short -circuit flux, assuming that
the reproduce amplifier integrates the signal
from the reproduce head to compensate for
the fact that it responds to the rate of change
of flux. The reason for the rapid fall -off
towards short wavelengths lies primarily in the
way the reproducing head gathers the flux from
the increasingly thick (in terms of wavelength)
tape coating.
(Incidentally, although the `ideal head'
appears in several international and national
standards it is not defined consistently and we
have to rely on intuition to decide what it is.3)
A response falling rapidly at short wavelengths
is of no use on a tape recorder so some form
of equalisation is essential. Unfortunately the
curve described above is not a simple shape
in particular it cannot be represented by
responses such as may be obtained with
frequency proportional resistance /capacitance
equalisers. McKnight shows, however, that the
unequalised flux frequency response may be
represented by two frequency proportional
equalisers with transition frequencies (the
frequencies where the responses have changed
by 3 dB) in the ratio 4:1 for this example.
Moreover, if the tape speed is halved, only one
of the equalisers need be readjusted and the
fit to the necessary curve is still very good.
(Remember that, when the tape speed is
changed, the frequency corresponding to a
given wavelength is also changed so the
equalisers have to be readjusted in some way.)
For example if a transition frequency of 3,150
Hz is used in the reproduce amplifier equaliser,
it is found that extremely close fits to the inverse
of the short circuit flux /frequency curve are
obtained if the record amplifier equaliser has a
transition frequency of 12.5 kHz for a tape
speed of 38 cm /s and 2.8 kHz for a tape speed
of 19 cm /s. This is how the NAB specification
arose "; it enables one to have the same reproduce amplifier for a two -speed tape machine.
It is very important to realise that so far we
have been concerned with compensating for
the `frequency response' of the recording
process; we have not discussed at all the
problems of improving the signal -to -noise ratio
of the whole record-reproduce process or the
problem of achieving a constant risk of overload for all frequencies or of correcting for

24.2 mm
12.1 mm
6.03 mm
3.02 mm
1.51 mm

2.29 mm
1.14 mm
571

µm

285 µm
143 µm

1.19 mm

953 µm
475 µm
238 µm
119 µm

tim

38.1 p.m

42.3 µm
21.2 µm

190µm

19.0µm

10.5µm

762 um
381

76.2 [im

95 mm

9.5 µm

47.5 pm

4.75 µm

5.27 µm
2.64 µm

reproduction deficiencies. Despite a revealing
article by Cramer,5 most of the standardising
organizations seem to work by a mixture of
`cut and try' and intuition in specifying the
5
equalisers to be used. Essentially the philosophy
seems to be to arrange the record equaliser so
that a reasonable signal level as a function of
frequency may be recorded on the tape, and
dB
the reproduce amplifier is then adjusted to
complete the compensation for record losses,
to compensate for the `noise reducing' components of record equalisation and also to
complete compensation for the reproducing
losses.6 Roughly speaking, the equalisations
20
100
1K
10K
20K
arrived at about 15 to 20 years ago turn out
FREOUENCY
Hz
to be pretty satisfactory compromises between
the conflicting requirements of, principally,
signal-to -noise ratio and overload margin.
So far in this discussion, time constants have
not been mentioned at all. Perhaps the first
GRAPH. 2 CONVERSION 38cm /S IEC -.NAB; 35WS/ m- 50pS /3180jS;4.5kHz /O3180Hz /5OHz thing to dispose of is the hoary schoolboy
howler that the time constant is the transient
response of the tape machine. J. McKnight
reports this tale,' I have heard it myself, and it
is a warning to all of us not to use an unnecessarily complex idea when a simple one will do.
In this article we refer to `transition frequencies'
0
and use them in what seems to be a natural
manner. However in audio recording, for some
very obscure reason, the convention has grown
dB
up of doing part of the circuit designer's work
for him and calculating the RC product of the
simple equaliser having the desired transition
frequency. If is that transition frequency,
5
then the RC product of the simple equaliser is
given by 1 /2 -f. Since this product has the
dimensions of time, it may be called the time
constant of the equaliser. Why this curious
convention has grown up and persisted is
perhaps a matter for another paper.
Up to now there is an implication that only
20
100
10K
20K
one equaliser will be used in each of the record
IN
and reproduce amplifiers. There is no fundamental reason why this should be so (for
example the NAB standards imply the use of
two equalisers in each). If we know (following
Cramer) that the spectrum of the signal most
likely to be recorded is low in some frequency
GRAPH. 3 CONVERSIONS 38cm/S(1)J.G.McK.4-IEC; 25yS/m+351JS/m;6370Hz/0.-4550Hz/O
region, for example the bass end, we can
( 2 ) J G McK +NAB
25 y S /.. 50yS/ 31800S; 6370 Hz /O -..-3180 Hz / 5OHz
arrange equalisers so that the record signal is
passed through a bass lift equaliser with a fairly
low transition frequency (e.g. 50 Hz), and the
reproduce amplifier has an inverse equaliser
11111111111
(bass cut) with the same transition frequency.
In this way we have improved the signal -todB
noise ratio at low frequencies at the expense of
the dynamic range. For speech and conventional music there is very little power at low
frequencies and so this idea works. But for
organs, drums and electronic music the loss of
dynamic range may be serious.
In general, NAB and amateur standards call
for bass equalisers and European industrial
standards manage without them. Standards,
though, are usually behind the times because
tapes are continuously improved to have better
distortion or signal -to -noise ratio at given signal
levels and so really require new equalisations
to perform optimally at all frequencies. A
further difficulty is found nowadays in multitrack work where one cannot make assumptions
about the average spectrum to be recorded on
any track since at one and the same time one
track may be recording very high levels at bass
100
10K
20K
frequencies and the next one very high levels at
FREQUENCY
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III EQUALISATIONS AND
TEST TAPES
extreme high frequencies. It is quite impossible
to have different equalisations on each track
so standardising organisations have to err on
the side of very adequate overload margins at
all frequencies rather than press for the
ultimate in signal-to -noise ratio.
So far the story has been (in principle !) fairly
straightforward. There is an implication at
least that the standard specified may be
attained in practice without too much difficulty
and that there is some point to a discussion of
the relative merits of various transition frequencies for various tape speeds. When we
come to the practice, though, we find that
things are by no means as clear cut and test
tapes purporting to allow one to set up a
reproduce channel with a transition frequency
at, say, 2,270 Hz (IEC standard for 19 cm /s),
may in fact show a range of transition frequencies not only from tape to tape but also within
one tape since the curve actually recorded does
not follow the curve corresponding to the
frequency response of a simple RC equaliser.°
With this state of affairs there is not so much
point in worrying about the precise differences
between various equalisations as might appear
from a reading of the standards. The literature
indicates that test tapes made by BASF are
likely to be closer to the intent of the standards
than those made by other manufacturers, but
the author has no personal evidence on this
point. Let us, nevertheless, move on to calculate some of these differences so that a small
studio will have the necessary conversions to
hand. At this point we shall also bow to the
entrenched convention about time constants
(with some reluctance) and set out in Table 2
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TABLE 2
Transition frequency (Hz)

Time constant

(

3180
1590
140
120
100
90

50
100

1140
1330
1590
1770
2270
3180

70

50
35
25
17.5

4550
6370
9100

the relationships between transition frequencies
and time constants. (N.B. There are one or
two misprints in Angus McKenzie's article.1)
It is a fairly simple matter to work out from
first principles the frequency response of a
single RC equaliser of given time constant but
the IEC have standardised the formula° as:
1

101g(1+47c2f2ti)

N(dB) =101g

\1-{41<2f2t:z

where f is the frequency in Hz,
rl in seconds is the time constant of the treble
equaliser,
12 in seconds is the time constant of the bass
equaliser.
Thus, to work out the difference between
two equalisations, all we have to do is to
calculate N for one pair of values of t and t2,
do it again for the other pair, and take the
difference. This is excessively tedious without
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a computer or programmable calculator so the
author here presents graphs for most of the
cases likely to be met. A certain convention
has to be set up or one can get very confused
about the signs of the corrections. We assume
that the studio has a particular test tape (A)
but wishes to align the machine to a different
standard (B) because a programme tape has
amved from outside recorded to standard (B).
We shall call this a conversion A ->B and a
positive correction for any frequency means
that the reproduce level on the machine playing
test tape (A) must be increased by the amount
shown. This is the convention adopted by the

major tape manufacturers. It is, perhaps, fair
to note that many of them do supply conversion
tables, usually to enable one to use a new test
tape to line up a machine to the older standard
appropriate to that speed. A word of warning
is also necessary here -the author has found
that there are quite a few errors in the conversion tables supplied by EMI (which they admit)
and the best advice is to ignore any EMI
conversion tables published before the date of
this article. If a reverse conversion is required
(i.e. B-> A) all that has to be done is to use the
appropriate A->B graph and change all the
signs from positive to negative and vice versa.

GRAPH. 7 CONVERSION 475 cm /S
IEC Iron oxide tope) -IEC (Cro2 tape)
120IS/1590 yS -70IS/ 318O VS; 1330Hz/100Hz- 2270Hz/ 50Hz
dB

20

11(

10K
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GRAPH. B

475 cm /S

CONVERSION

IEC NAB,

1330Hz /100Hz- 1770Hz /501-1z

120yS/1590wS- 9014/3180PS

dB

3

20

100

10K

20

A final complication remains to be considered: fringing. All internationally agreed
standards and most national ones call for the
test tape to be magnetised across its full width;
if one uses a reproduce head which is narrower
than the test tape (e.g. a twin track head) it
responds to the flux on the tape outside its
own width to an extent which depends primarily
on the ratio of the head width to the wavelength
of the recorded flux. This ratio is normally
very large but for lower frequencies it becomes
smaller and may even go less than one. See
Table I ; for a reproduce head width of 2 mm,
the head width to wavelength ratio is less than
one for frequencies below about 200 Hz at 38
cm /s. For values of the ratio less than about
two, the extra flux passing through the head is
significant and leads to a frequency-dependent
increase in the signal from the reproduce
amplifier which may in practice easily be as
much as 5 dB." Unfortunately the general
formula to fit all cases is very difficult to apply
as one needs to know not only the head width
but also the position of the head relative to the
edge of the tape, the amount of screening
between tracks, and even the length of the
head. There are therefore no fringing corrections given in this article. A very rough guide"
may be given, though, for the particular case
of twin tracks on 6.25 mm tape. Given an IEC
test tape (38 cm /s) with no low frequency bass
lift, if it is played on a twin track machine and
no fringing correction is made it will be found
that the reproduce amplifier will have a bass
cut corresponding almost exactly to that
required for NAB alignment (50 Hz transition
frequency).
A final note: since one cannot rely on a test
tape to close limits. it is not worthwhile going
to a great deal of trouble to adjust a machine
to precisely the response shown in the graphs;
a precision of 0.5 dB is entirely adequate.

X

FREOUEI(Y III Hz
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The MM//00 is available in eight, 16 and 24 track
models, and it accepts 27 cm and 36 cm reels. In
performance, it equals the specifications of the
Ampex MM/000 and the eight track Ampex ÁG4408.

Capstan servo
The capstan servo stabilises tape motion in 0.55 at
38 cm /s and keeps constant speed through operation. The capstan servo isolates the capstan motor
from power line frequency fluctuations by using its
own crystal oscillator as a reference. The capstan
is actually the shaft of a printed- circuit dc motor:
this feature eliminates belts and pulleys.

Tape tension servo
The tape tension servo is activated by the tape. The
result is improved tape to head contact.

Sel -sync
The record head and the switching circuitry are
designed to produce a playback response in the sel
sync system equal in every respect to normal
reproduce performance.
Flutter: 38 cm /s below 0.08 rms, 19 cm /s below
0.1% rms, 9.5 cm /s below 0.15% rms.
Percentage of total flutter is measured by the
methods of American Standard Association 257.1
1954, in a band 0.5 to 200 Hz, while reproducing an
Ampex flutter test tape (flutter on test tape less than
0.03° -,).

Playback output: +8 dBm into

600 ohms restrappable for +4 dBm output, balanced or unbalanced. Clip level not less than +28 dBm.
Distortion: second harmonic distortion of a 500 Hz
signal recorded at peak record level is less than
0.4%.
Record input: 100k unbalanced bridging with
dummy plug supplied or 20k balanced bridging with
plug -in transformer supplied with each electronics.
-17 dBm to produce recommended operating level.

AG440B

Specifications
Tape speeds: 19 and 38 cm /s or 9.5 and
Signal -to -noise ratio at 38 cm /s:
66 dB
63 dB
60 dB

19

cm /s.

(full track).
(two track).
(four track).

Peak record level to unweighted noise (30 Hz to
18 kHz). Includes bias, erase and playback amplifier noise using Ampex 404 series tape or equiva-

lent.
Frequency response Overall: 38 cm /s ±2 dB 30 Hz
to 18 kHz, 19 cm /s ±2 dB 40 Hz to 15 kHz, 9.5 ±2 dB
50 Hz to 7.5 kHz.

Survey:
Industrial

tape
recorders

AMPEX
Ampex International, 72 Berkeley Avenue
Reading, RG1 6HZ.
Phone: 0734 55341
MM1100
Eight, 16 and 24 channel models. Constant tape
tension with 27 and 36 cm reels. Capstan servo
affording stable tape motion in 0.5s. at 38 cm /s.
Identical playback in both sel -sync system and
normal reproduce. Mounted on large castors.
Detachable controls for remote operation.
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Electronic adjustments: accessible from front
equalisation; reproduce calibration; bias adjustment; bias calibration; erase adjust. Sel -sync level
and bias trap adjustment on rear of chassis.
Start/Stop: Start tape at full speed in less than
0.5s. Stop at 38 cm/s tape moves less than 50 mm
after pressing stop button.
Playback timing accuracy: 4_0.2% ( ±3.6s in 30
minutes recording time).
Mounting configurations: portable, unmounted,
console (electronics above transport).
Tape width: standard 6.25 mm (one or two channels) or 12.5 mm (four channel).
Reel size: standard up to 27 cm reels, adjustable
up to 29 cm reels.
Equalisation: all standard models supplied with
NAB equalisation. CCIR curves available on special
order.
Edit control: edit button stops take -up reel, permitting tape to move in play mode without winding
on reel. Button also releases brakes in stop mode
for easier threading.
Rewind time: approximately one minute for 730m
NAB reel; 30s for 365m EIA reels.
Amplifiers: separate record, reproduce and bias
amplifiers plug -in from front of module. Input or
output may be monitored during recording.
Bias and erase frequency: 150 kHz.
Power requirements: standard models are 117V
50 or 60 Hz. Units with multiple tapped power input
transformers are available on special order. Single
channel requires 2.3A; two channel requires 2.5A;
four channel requires 2.9A. All machines are sup-

plied with three wire grounding power cord.
Dimensions: single channel console 103 x 62 x
70 cm. Add 9 cm height per additional channel
Standard 48.3 cm wide panels with commercial
notching for rack mounting. Transport requires
40 cm of rack space.

A G500
Remote control of all functions, four position head
assembly. Two speed transport (19, 38 cm /s or 9.5
and 19 cm /s). Full or half track mono, half or quarter
track stereo. Portable case or rack mount. System matched accessory units.
Overall frequency response: 30 Hz to 18 kHz
2 dB at 38 cm/s. 30 Hz to 15 kHz +2 dB, 4 dB at
19 cm /s. 40 Hz to 8 kHz +2 dB, -4 dB at 9.5 cm /s.
Signal -to -noise ratio: (peak record level to unweighted noise: includes bias, erase and playback
amplifier noise). 55 dB at 38 cm /s and 9.5 cm /s
(half track or two track). 60 dB at 38 and 19 cm /s
(full track 60 cps). 57 dB at 38 and 19 cm /s (full
track 50 cps). 55 dB at 9.5 cm /s (full track). 50 dB
at 9.5 cm /s (half track and quarter track).
Wow and flutter: less than 0.15% rms at 38 cm /s.
rms at 19 cm /s. 0.25
rms at 9.5 cm /s.
0.18
Timing accuracy: ±0.25,á at 38 and 19 cm /s
+0.40% at 9.5 cm /s.
Output: +4 dBm into 600 ohm balanced load.
Cannon XL connectors. Single headphone jack

"

"

provided.
Inputs: two inputs per channel, 100k ohms unbalanced. Will accept input signal levels as low
as -18 dBm for normal operating level.
Power required: 117V ac 60 cycles, 1.50A 230V
ac -50 cycles 0.75A. Three wire grounded power
cable supplied.
Rack space : transport (22.2 x 48.3 cm).

Electronics:

8.9 x 48.3 cm. Minimum space required
behind panels.
Portable units: mounted in rugged Samsonite
cases. Both one and two channel cases have sliding
rear panel for access to connectors and adjustments
on rear of machine. Cases are designed so machines can be operated vertically or horizontally with
cables connected.
Dimensions: one channel portable 508 x 234 x
364 mm (includes feet and handle). Two channel
portable 508 x 234 x 461 mm (includes feet and
handle).
15.2 cm

Weight:

23.6 kg.

AG600B Portable audio recorder
Rugged, time -proven construction. Two switch selectable speeds. Automatically switched equalisation, solid -state electronics. Compact portable and
rack -mount versions, stereo and mono versions.
Three digit tape counter, accessory speaker/
amplifier and mixer

Specifications
Speeds: 19 and 9.5 cm /s.
Frequency response: 19 cm /s

1.2 dB fiom 60 Hz
±2 -4 dB from 40 Hz to 15 kHz. 9.5 cm /s
±2 dB from 50 Hz to 7 kHz, +2 dB from 40 Hz to

to
8

10 kHz,

minute recording).
Fast forward or rewind time:

30

19

cm /s mode:

365m reel: 90s. 9.5 cm /s mode: 365m reel: 180s.

Speeds: 38 and 19 cm/s.
Inputs: Two inputs with individual gain control

on
each. Low impedance mike input, 150 [i.V required
for programme record level 30 to 250 ohm nominal
impedance. Line input (100k ohm unbalanced),
-10 dBm required for programme record level.
(May be used as microphone input with accessory
plug -in microphone preamplifier).
Outputs: two outputs for each channel. +4 dBm
into 600 ohm. Balanced or unbalanced load. Headphone monitorjack(on front panel) monitor selector

permits monitoring either input source or tape
playback, with recording.
Equalisation: for 117V, 60 Hz models: 9.5 cm /s
120 us, 19 cm /s NAB. For 115/230V, 50 Hz models:
9.5 cm /s, 120 us, 19 cm /s NAB or CCIR.
Power requirements: for 117V operation 0.5A.
For 230V operation 0.3A.
Dimensions: (in portable case) single channel:
375 x 330

x

222 mm.

Dual Channel: 496 x 330 x
Weight: single channel:
19

222 mm.
12.7 kg. dual

channel:

kg.

kHz.

Signal to noise:

19 cm /s full track 57 dB, half
track 55 dB. 9.5 cm /s full track 52 dB, half track
50 dB.
Crosstalk rejection: better than 40 dB mid frequency.
Wow and flutter: (measured by ASA standards)
19 cm /s less than 0.17 %, 9.5 cm /s less than 0.25 ",,.
Timing accuracy: 19 cm /s ±0.2% ( ±3.6s in a 30
minute recording), 9.5 cm /s ±0.4% ( ±7.2s in a

High left to right:
Ampex MM1100 and AG-600B,
Amity eight track,
and Ampex AG4408.

BIAS

Bias Electronics Ltd, Unit 8, Coombe
Trading Estate, 112 120 Coombe Lane,
London SW20 OBA

Phone:

01- 9473121

B E 1000
6.25 mm range
Range of models includes mono full track, stereo,
and twin track in rack mounting, transportable or

console form.
Features include: precision case tape deck; plug in
headblock; electronic servo tape tension system;
three motors; variable speed spooling; counter
driven by tape reading minutes; plug in modules on
fibre glass circuit boards; bias gain and eq adjust-

ments on module front panel; switchable NAB/
CCIR.
Tape speeds: 19 and 38 cm /s standard.
9.5 and 19 cm /s to order.
38 and 76 cm /s to order.
Prices of 6.25 mm machines: from £546 for stereo.

Logging machines
Based upon the 8E1000 a range of logging machines
for continuous monitoring of broadcasts, etc, are
now available. With tape speeds 2.375 and 4.75
and recording up to four tracks on 6.25 mm tape.
Full details on request.
BE2000
The 8E2000 series are 12.5 mm format machines for
four track recording. Three models are available.
The 8E2000 RRT is a four track 12.5 mm record/
replay transportable intended for four track on
quadraphonic mastering or copying. The BE2000
RRTC is a four track 12.5 mm console record /replay
machine. The 8E2000 RRSC is a four track 12.5 mm

console record /replay machine with track selection,
sync and VU meters. The specification of the four
track machines is the same as that of the BE1000.
Additional information
Sync response: 40 Hz to 12 kHz ±3 dB.
Crosstalk at 1 kHz: better than -40 dB.
Click -free drop in.
Ernest Turner VU meters switched line in /out.

KLARK
Klark -Teknik Ltd, MOS Industrial Site,
Summerfield, Kidderminster, Worcestershire.
Phone 0562
Teknik 2000
:

64027

Teknik 2000 range of tape recorders for studio and
laboratory applications available October 1973.

Tape widths:

Tracks: stereo

0.25 mm -50 mm.
(0.25) to 24 track (50 mm).

Logic control.
Full remote facilities.
Dc variable speed capstan.

Wow and flutter: 0.04% at

38 cm /s.
Dual capstans.
Sin ratio: 64 dB.
Designed for those who want custom built systems
or special applications at no extra cost.

Prices:

on application.

LEEVERS -RICH
Leevers -Rich Equipment Ltd, 319 Trinity
Road, Wandsworth, London SW18 1YQ.

Phone:

01

874 9054

E200

Heavy duty two -speed recorder available in full
track and stereo forms, rack or console mounted.
Track format to BS 1568: 1970.
Tape speeds: 73-38, 38 -19 or 19-9.5 cm /s. (Specifications relates to 38 cm /s).
Wow and flutter: 0.06 %.
Stability: ±0.2% end to end.
Start time: 90 ms to rated flutter.
Spool capacity: 29 cm European, 27 cm NAB.
21 cm cine.
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 18 kHz ±2 dB.
Signal to noise: (full track) 62 dB.
Metering: VU standard. ppm to order.
Price: £770 (full track), £950 (stereo) excluding
mounts.

Lowline version
Lowline professional tape recorder console-desk
high for armchair operation -full monitoring selection- professional faders -plenty of room for
editing.
A desk-high, sloping top professional tape recorder
was introduced by Leevers -Rich at the APRS
exhibition in London on June 22, 1973.
This departure from the usual 'kitchen stove' design
concept makes it possible to integrate mastering
and broadcast machines with other desk-high
equipment, such as sound mixing desks, in studio
control rooms.
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for access and the electronics are mounted in the
pedestal and swing out for servicing.
The console is of heavy gauge steel in matt black
with teak side panels and upholstered trim. It is
mounted on ball castors. Dimensions: (wdh)
584 x 711 x 787 mm.

Film recorders
Range of magnetic recorders suitable for COMMAG
duplicating and all SEPMAG applications. Available in 8, Super 8, 16, 17.5 and 35 mm. Specification

relates to model F35.

Film gauge: 35 mm edge stripe or fully coated.
Film speed: 24 or 25 f/s convertible (sprocket
change)

Frequency response:
Noise level: 57 dB.
Wow and flutter: 0.05

40 Hz

to

15

kHz +2 dB.

£1,400.

SCULLY
Manufacturers: Scully Recording Instruments Company (division of Dictaphone),
480 Bunnell Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut
06607.

Agents: Scully Metrotech,

14

Broadway,

London, SW1.

Phone

:

100

single speed
special request).
:

38 cm /s (76 cm /s on

Multi- channel configurations:

16

track on

50 mm

or eight track on 25 mm tape.
Mounting : custom floor console mount.
Tape transport controls: start, stop (and cue),

tape,

12

fast forward, fast rewind, automatic tape lifter
defeat.
Reel size: up to 28 cm.

Start time: play speed in 0.1s.
Timing accuracy: 99.9 %.
Rewind time: approximately 75s (730m) reel.
Wow and flutter: 0.06% rms, 0.5 to 200 Hz, unweighted (per ASA 257.1).
Frequency response: +2 dB, 35 Hz to 15 kHz.
Signal to noise ratio: reference +10 dBm using
3M 206 or equal: 16 track (50 mm) 63 dB, unweighted
(30 Hz to 20 kHz bandpass).

Electronic controls: record -sync mode selector,

High left to right:
Klark Teknik 2000, Cetec 6.25 mm transport,
and Leevers -Rich E200.

The new arrangement makes it possible to edit for
example, with the operator seated and with a good
view of the deck and all controls easily to hand.
Known as the E200 Lowline, the new equipment is
available with any of their standard E200 6.25 mm
tape decks (full track, half track, twin track or stereo).
Features include a control panel offering a selection
of audio and headphone monitoring with VU or
ppm metering, and fully professional faders by
Penny and Giles.
The electronics are modular with plug -in subassemblies. Performance is to the same specification as all the other Leevers -Rich machines and,
like other E200 machines, it has interchangeable
sub -assemblies and can be used away from major
repair facilities.
No pre -set controls are visible so levels cannot be
accidentally altered. A pencil tray is provided.
The deck hinges upwards on the horizontal plane
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to 100 Hz above 100 Hz response same

Signal to noise ratio: mono full track:

65 dB
minimum at 19 cm /s and 38 cm /s. Stereo two track;
60 dB minimum at 19 and 38 cm /s. Stereo quarter
track; 58 dB minimum at 19 and 38 cm /s 54 dB minimum at 9.5 cm /s.
Wow and flutter: 9.5 cm /s 0.2% rms or better;
rms or better; 38 cm /s .08% rms or
19 cm /s 0.1
better.
Distortion: less than 0.5% total harmonic distortion at +18 dBm.
Equalisation: front panel switch.
Output: +18 dBm from 600 ohm balanced line
(normally supplied +4 dBm = 0 VU).

Tape tension: continuous adjustable electrical
control system.
x 621 x 222 mm.

284

Configurations: Eight or 12 channel on 25 mm tape.
Tape speed: 19 and 38 cm /s or 38 and 76 cm /s.
Mounting: suitable for rack mounting, portable
cases or custom floor console.
Power requirements: 115V ac 50 to 60 Hz 325W.
Tape transport controls: power on /off, record,
rewind, fast forward, stop, start, speed equalisation
change, edit, individual reel tension switches.
Reel size: up to 28 cm.
Start time: play speed in 0.1s.

Timing accuracy: 99.9 %.
Rewind time: approximately

75s (730m NAB reel).
50 Hz to 15 kHz at

Frequency response: ._2 dB

01-222 5483

Tape speed

50 Hz

as mono and two track.

Weight: 45 kg.
Dimensions: 483

%.

Dimensions: 700 x 540 x 1560 mm.
Weight: 100 kg.
Price: (single F4RCR recorder/reproducer):

+4 dB

input and output level, record and sync playback
high frequency equalisation and master bias level.
Equalisation : NAB, 50 µs +3180; CCIR, 35 µs.
Bias and erase oscillator frequency: 100 kHz.
Sync playback output: 4 dBm from balance or
floating unbalanced line of 15 to infinite ohms
impedance.
Input impedance: 10k ohms.
Output impedance: less than 100 ohms.
Remote controls: all except power on-off.
Power requirements: 115V ac, 50 or 60 Hz, 1k W.
270

Specifications
Head configurations: monophonic half or full
track stereo two or quarter track.
Tape speed: 9.5 and 19 cm /s or 19 and
Tape width: 6.25 mm.
Reel size: up to 36 cm.

38 cm /s.

Start time: play speed in 0.1s.
Rewind time: approximately 105s. (1460 m reel).
Timing accuracy: better than 99.7% for 30 minute
tape.

Power requirements: 117V ac, 60 Hz 275W (50 Hz
optional).
Transport controls: play, fast direction, change,
stop, speed selector.
Control system: all relays and solenoids 24V dc
plug-in relays.
Frequency response: mono and two track +2 db
50 Hz to 15 kHz at 38 cm/s. Quarter track stereo,

2 dB 35 Hz to 15 kHz at 38 cm /s.
76 cm /s,
2 dB, 50 Hz to 15 kHz at 19 cm /s.

-3 dB

Signal to noise ratio: reference +10 dBm using
3M 202 or equal, 63 dB.

Wow and flutter: (all components between 0.5better; 38 cm /s. 08°%,
or better. Electronic
alignment controls: visible controls: record level,
function switch, monitoring and meter switch, playback level, line termination switch.
Maintenance controls: (located under dress
strip): noise balance, playback equalisation, record
equalisation for high and low speeds, linearity test
push- button, linearity control, record -calibrate,
reference set, bias adjust, bias calibrate, bias
tuning.
Distortion: (playback amplifier) less than 0.5%
250 Hz) 76 cm /s 0.6 ",, rms or

rms or better,

19 cm /s

0.1' rms

60

0.

contact

Derek

Owen

at 01

-874 9054

Telex

or

923455

LEEVERS -RICH
EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Agents

in Scandinavia, Eastern and Western
Europe, Middle East, Africa, Australasia and
the Far East.

LEEVERS -RICH EQUIPMENT LIMITED
319 TRINITY ROAD LONDON SW18 3SL
Telephone 01 874 9054 Telex 923455
Cables LEEMAG LONDON

A

THE

MEMbER OF
MCP GROUP
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record, four play, bias level, record calibration;
sync calibration; play calibration.
Bias and erase frequency: 160 kHz.
Erase efficiency: greater than 75 dB.
Remote control: fast (forward- rewind) start /stop;
record and atl defeat (fast forward or rewind button).

INDUSTRIAL TAPE
RECORDERS

Accessories
Remote control. Extra manuals: (in addition to
manual provided with recorder).
Dimensions: hwd 127 x 632 x 725 cm.

STUDER
Manufacturer: Studer Franz AG, CG

5430,

Wet'ingen, Switzerland.

49 Theobald
Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.

Agents: FWO Bauch Ltd,
Phone:

9530091
MO
Model options
The standard models have speeds of 19 and 38
cm /s. Track configurations available include 6.25
mm full track; 6.25 mm stereo with full track erase
head and track separation of 0.75 mm; 6.25 mm two
channel with track separation of 2 mm and a two
track erase head; 12.5 mm four channel; 25 mm four
channel; 25 mm eight channel and 50 mm 16 channel. All the units are supplied in a metal console
and the four, eight and 16 track machines can be
converted to 12.5, 25 and 50 mm tape operation by
exchangeable head assemblies and tape guides.
Multichannel models using 12.5 to 50 mm tape.
Tape speeds: 38 and 19 cm/s +0.2%.
Reel type: up to 27 cm NAB hub.
Tape slip: 0.1% or less.
Wow and flutter: 38 cm /s.
Measured with EMT 420 DIN 45507, peak value unweighted: 0.1% or less.
Wow and flutter: 19 cm /s.
Measured with EMT 420 DIN 45507, peak value unweighted: 0.15",, or less.
Line inputs: balanced and floating. Input impedance 8k ohms.
Minimum input levels: -14 dBm to produce
recommended operating level (200 nWb /m).
Maximum input level: +22 dBm.
Line outputs: balanced and floating. Output impedance 30 ohms or less (minimum load impedance
200 ohms).
Maximum undistorted output level: +24 dBm.
Sync outputs: same specifications as line outputs.
Frequency response overall: 38 cm /s 30 Hz to
18 kHz ±2 dB, 60 Hz to 15 kHz ±1 dB. 19 cm /s 30 Hz
to 15 kHz +2 dB, 60 Hz to 12 kHz +1 dB.

High left to bottom right:
Nagra 4, two versions
of the LR E200, and 24 track MCI.

total harmonic distortion at +18 dBm.
Equalisation: NAB curve equalisation standard;
CCIR equalisation available on special order.
Capstan speed switch selects appropriate selection.

Bias frequency:
Erase

180 kHz.
frequency: 60 kHz.

Output: +4 or +8 dBm from

600 ohm balance line.
(Machines are factory prepared with +4 dBm
0 VU).
Input: bridging (600 ohm balanced or unbalanced
line) microphone, low impedance (150 to 250 ohms).
Input impedance: 10k ohms (line).
Remote transport controls: record, rewind, fast
forward, stop, play tape lifter defeat.
Remote amplifier controls: record, safe and sync
for all tracks; master ready and safe.

280B

Frequency response: (3M

206 or equivalent tape
used as reference) 38 cm /s ±2 dB 30 Hz to 18 kHz.
Signal -to -noise ratio: (Using 3M 206 tape or
equivalent). Peak record level to NAB weighted
noise. (NAB equalisation 500 nWb/m).
Two track stereo at 38 cm /s:
four track
two track
Full track
half track
12.5 mm
6.25mm
6.25 mm
6.25 mm
69 dB
72 dB
69 dB
69 dB
Wow and flutter: unweighted rms flutter of recording and reproducing system 38 cm /s 0.08% or
better, 19 cm /s 0.1 % or better, 9.5 cm/s 0.2% or
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better.
500 Hz 3rd harmonic (500 nWb /m): less
than 3% standard operating level. (250 nWb /m
less than 5 %).
Head and track configuration: full track mono
(6.25 mm) half track mono (12.5 mm), two track
stereo (6.25 mm), four track (12.5 mm).
Timing accuracy: within +0.2% at all speeds.
Start and stop time: 6.25 mm tape less than 0.5s
at 38 cm /s tape moves less than 3.75 cm /s after
depressing stop. At wind speed tape stops in less
than 4s.
Wind time: less than 60s for 730m NAB reel,
6.25 mm tape.
Reel sizes: to 30 cm CCIR.
Inputs: floating bridging 10k ohms minimum level
200 mV.
Output: 600 ohms, 24 dBm (output impedance 60
ohms).

Distortion:

Power requirements: 105 -125V 60 Hz (50 Hz
optional extra).
Tape widths: 6.25 and 12.5 mm.
Tape speeds (two) equalisation switches automatically with speed 9.5 and 19 cm /s or 19 and
38 cm /s.

Motors
Capstan: direct drive hysteresis synchronous.
Reel: induction torque motor (2).
Brakes: dynamic plus disc.

Alignment controls: equalisation controls: two

Record reproduce
Record sync
Crosstalk rejection:

40 dB

or more, 60 Hz to

15

kHz.

Bias frequency

:

240 kHz.

Erase frequency : 80 kHz.
Power requirements: Mains: 100V to 120V or
200V to 240V +10% 50 Hz or 60 Hz.
Power consumption (tape transport and amplifiers): 6.25 mm 320 VA, 12.5 mm 400 VA, 25 mm
450 VA, 50 mm 800
6.25 mm versions.

VA.

38 and 19 cm /s ±0.2% (adjustable).
Reel type: DIN, NAB, Cine up to 300 mm reels.
Wow and flutter: 38 cm/s.
Measured with EMT 420, DIN 45507, peak value,
unweighted: 0.08% or less.
Wow and flutter: 19 cm/s.
Measured with EMT 420, DIN 45507 peak valuer, unweighted: 0.12% or less.

Tape speeds:

Minimum line input level: -8 dBm.
For other parameters, see multi -channel spec.
AMR Broadcast master recorder

This machine is available in chassis form or supplied with a VU meter control panel, or on the
normal wheeled trolley with line-up facilities below.
There are six tape formats: full track 6.25 mm mono;
same with pilot tone; stereo 6.25 mm tape width
with 0.75 or 2 mm track separation; same with 0.75
62
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PLUGS & LEADS

RECORD CARE

PLUGS
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack

107 5 pin Din
108 3 pin Din
135 }" Jack
...
130 4" Jack Stereo
...
103 Loudspeaker Plug ...

22p
20p
27p
50p
I

100 Phono Plug ...
...
230 3 pin Socket
...
236 5 pin Socket
234 Loudspeaker Socket

7p
7p

25p
33p
33p

READY MADE LEADS

pin to 3 pin Din
pin to open end
pin to 5 pin Din
5 pin to open end
...
5 pin to 4 phono plugs
Speaker lead Din to spade
Extension lead Din plug
socket 12ft....
...

70p

3
3

S5p

5

All

90p
70p

...
...

100p

12ft.

40p

to
...

70p

leads approx. 6ft. in length

DIAMOND STYLI
8TA;
9TA; 9TAHC; GP91 ; ST4; ST9;

EV26, GCB. All at 80p each.

Double Diamond
.. LI 25
Diamond suitable for Orbit NM22;
G800; M3D E2.25 each.

CARTRIDGES
Goldring GB00
Orbit NM22 ...
Shure 75/6

...
...

...
Sonotone 9TAHC (Dia)
Sonotone 8T4A (Dia)
Ronnette 105 (Dia) ...

...
...
...

...

E6.00
£4.00
E6.00
£2.00
E1.50
61-25

AJlpricesinciudeVATandpostage

J. J.

Francis

Cecil Watts Dust Bug
... LI 20
Parastatic Disc Preener
...
45p
Antistatic Fluid
20p
Dust Bug Spares (Brush and
Roller)
15p

CASSETTE TAPES
Audio- Magnetics C60
Qty.
3
6
10
20
Price
£1.00 E1.90 E3.20 £6.30
Cassette Caddy
.
.L I 20
Cassette Head Cleaner
35p

Zonal Ilford Tape
5" Standard 600ft.
...
...
25p
Standard 900ft.
...
50p
7" (Plain boxed) 1200ft.
60p
7" (Westminster Boxed) 1800ft. LI .25
7" Reel of Leader Tape (Blue or
green)
...
..
..
75p

sr

HEADPHONES
Sennheiser HD414
AKG K50
...
Beyer DT48S

...
...

...£10.60

...

..

...

E6 50
L35 00

MICROPH ONES
AKG
AKG
AKG
AKG
AKG

D109
D202EI

DI90C

...EII50
...f39-50

...
...
...

...E17.00

D190E
...
D224
Sennheiser MD2I IN
Sennheiser MD4I3N
Sony ECM5
Audio RMS7F Radio Mike

...E1820
..

E50-00

..145-00

-127-00

_.L85.00
L210.00

SPEAKERS
E

M.1.450 Kit

8

ohms...

(WOOD CREEN)

L4 50

Ltd

MANWOOD HOUSE, MATCHING GREEN, HARLOW,
ESSEX CMI7 ORS
Telephone: Matching 476

BANK ON BIAS
Professional
Master Recorder
* full editing and cueing facilities

* variable capstan speed
* front access to all controls
* interchangeable NAB/CCI R
* available with VU- meters

* fast delivery of all versions

A SOUND INVESTMENT
You will only really know what good value the BEI000 is after you have
owned it for a year or two. That will be when other machines that cost almost
as much (and in some cases more) have finally collapsed in a heap of wow and
flutter and bent tin. But the 13E1000 will still be working happily alongside its
bigger and more expensive brothers. Thats because its doing the job its designed
to do, its a no nonsence, no gimmick, hard working professional recorder.
Designed and built in London to last and last and last.
INVEST in a BE1000 for years of hard work.
For mono, stereo and 4 track }" machines contact

BIAS ELECTRONICS LTD. 01 -947
Unit 8 Coombe Trading Estate,

3121.

STUDER A80/R
F.W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street
Boreham Wood, Herts
Tel: 01-953 0091

Coombe Lane,
London, SW20 OBA

112 -120
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INDUSTRIAL AUDIO
RECORDERS

High to low: Perfectone LP6A11,
Otari MX7000
and Philips Pro

12.

mm separation and mono stereo switch; and same
with 2 mm track separation and individual track

selection.
A80 /R
(parameters not listed below, as A80 multi -channel
specification where applicable).
Tape speeds: 38 and 19 cm /s ±0.2% (adjustable).
Reel type: DIN, NAB, Cine up to 300 mm reels.
Rewind time: approximately 1205 for 1000m reel.
Stopping time: 3s or less from fast winding mode.
Operational tape tension: 70 to 100 p during play
and fast winding mode.
Tape tension maxima: 500 p at start, stop and
change of wind direction.

Minimum input level: 0 dBm.
Equalisation: plug -in pcbs for equalisation CCIR
or NAB.

Signal -to -noise ratio record -reproduce (rms):
as 6.25 mm version of A80.
Distortion at 1 kHz: as 6.25 mm version of A80.
Bias frequency : 150 kHz.

level.
50 dB

Synchronous reproduce: greater than
(from peak level).
Crosstalk: greater than 50 dB at 1 kHz.
Distortion : less than 1% at standard level.

Bias frequency: 150 kHz.
Test oscillator signal: 700 Hz and 10 kHz.
Operation buttons: play, stop, fast forward, re-

wind, record and cue buttons. Reel torque changeover, speed change -over and power switches.
Power supply: single phase ac 100 to 117 to 220 to

Cabinet: Wooden.

Erase frequency: 150 kHz.
Dimensions (wdh): 700 x 600 x 780 mm (seated).
700 x 600 x 840 mm (mobile). 700 x 600 x 900 mm
(standing).

Both horizontal and vertical styles are available by
changing installation of electronics and deck. A
stand will be installed as optional accessory in case
of horizontal style.
Dimensions: (whd) 66 x 112 x 58 cm.

B62

Weight:

A80 /R.

Reel type: cine (adapter for NAB and DIN) up to
27 cm

reels.

Wow and flutter:

38 cm /s.

Measured with EMT 420 DIN 45507, peak value,
weighted, 0.05% or less, unweighted: 0.10% or less.
Starting time: 0.5s or less, to reach 0.2% flutter,
peak value, weighted.
Tape timer: +0.5% timing and repeated timing
accuracy. Indicating minutes and seconds, real
time indication for 38 cm /s (19 cm /s on request).
Rewind time: maximum 120s for 730m reel.
Operational tape tension: 70 í10p during play.
Minimum input level: 0 dBm.
Equalisation : plug -in prints for equalisation CCIR
or NAB.
Signal -to -noise ratio record-reproduce (rms): as
6.25 mm version of A80.
Distortion at 1kHz: as 6.25 mm version of A80.
Crosstalk rejection, stereo: 40 dB or more, 60 Hz
to 12 kHz.
Erasure efficiency: 75 dB or more at kHz.

53 kg.

TELEFUNKEN
Manufacturer: AEG Telefunken,

775 Konstanz, Bucklestrasse, 1 -5, West Germany.
Agents: Hayden Laboratories, Hayden
House, 17 Chesham Road, Amersham, Bucks.

Phone:

024 -03 5511

M15

Dual speed (38 -19 cm /s) recorder with electronically
commutated dc capstan motor. Available in A or
B wind forms with full track, stereo or two -track
head format.
Speed deviation: +0.1%.
Wow and flutter: ±0.05% (DIN 45507 peak

weighted).

Slip:

0.2%.

Spooling tension: 100 gm, peaking to
Tape time counter: 0.2% accurate
after tape end.

Frequency response:
60 Hz

to

15 kHz

40 Hz

to

750 gm.

4s addition

60 Hz

+1.5 dB,

+1 dB.

150 kHz.
Erase frequency: 150 kHz.

Signal -to -noise ratio: 55 dB (full track).
Distortion : 1%.
Chassis dimensions (hwd): 308 x 645 x 525

OTARI
Manufacturers: Otari Electric Co, Suginami-

M12

1

Bias frequency:

ku, Tokyo, 167 Japan.

Agents: Industrial Tape Applications,

105

High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berkshire.

Phone:

95 52663

MX7000

The Otari MX7000 are available in six track formats,
all 6.25 mm tape width: full track mono; half track
mono; two track stereo; four track two channel
stereo; three track stereo and four track quadraphonic stereo.

Tape width :

6.25 mm.

Reel capacity: up to

Tape speed:
Heads: four

27 cm

NAB reeis.
three speeds.

9.5, 19 and 38 cm /s

Tape speed deviation: less than +0.2%.
Wow and flutter:9.5 cm /s less than 0.08 %,

Supersedes the M28. It is a 6.25 mm machine
available in 38 and 19 cm /s or 19 and 9.5 cm/s speeds
and in three track configurations: full track with or
without pilot -tone; stereo with or without mixer;
and two track with or without mixer. It accepts
NAB spools.

Specification
Wow and flutter:

0.08% max. at 38 cm /s; 0.1%
max. at 19 cm /s; 0.2% max. at 9.5 cm /s.
Frequency response: +1.5 dB from 30 Hz to
16 kHz at 38 cm /s.
Signal to noise ratio (38 cm /s peak to peak

weighted): full track 58 dB; stereo

Price:
19

58

dB; two track

on application.

cm /s

less than 0.06 %, 38 cm /s less than 0.04%.

pieces.

mm.

Weight: 53 kg.
Price: on application.

55 dB.

Capstan : single capstan three speed hysteresis
synchronous motor.
Reel motor: high quality of torque motors two

Input signal: line input -20 dB unbalanced 50k
ohms (600 ohms). Balanced available with optional
transformer mic input -55 dB unbalanced 10k
ohms (600 ohms balanced available with optional
transformers) both cannon connectors.
Output signal: line output: +4 dB (0 VU) balanced
600 ohms. Monitor output: -3 dB unbalanced 10k
ohms. Both Cannon connectors.
Reproduce frequency characteristics: 38 cm/s
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Hzto20 kHz +2dB.
Signal to noise ratio : greater than 65 dB from peak

30

230V 50 Hz or 60 Hz.

The B62 is available in the same tape formats as the

62

to 20 kHz ±2 dB.
VU meter for watching record input, reproduce
output, bias current. Record safe switch record
and reproduce high compensation, frequency
characteristics circuits. Test oscillators. Record
and reproduce frequency characteristics: 38 cm /s
30 Hz

REVOX
Manufacturer: Willi Studer, CH

8105

Regensdurf, Zurich, Switzerland.
Agent: C. E. Hammond, Lamb
Church Street, London W4 2PB.

Phone:

House,

01 -995 4551

Revox H77

Transportable stereo recorder with direct drive
38 -19 cm /s servo controlled capstan system.

Bias frequency: 120 kHz.
Signal -to -noise ratio: 60 dB.
Total harmonic distortion: 2 %.
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"COMPLIMITER"""
PERFORMANCE: The SPECTRA SONICS Model 610 "COMPLIMITER "TM

can accomplish,
independently or simultaneously, limiting and compression functions with performance that is unequalled
by most linear amplifiers. The minimal noise inherent in this system assures a low threshold of -40dBM and
permits an input sensitivity substantially greater than other systems. Through the use of the most advanced
circuitry, the Model 610 "COMPLIMITER "TM has the fastest attack time (100 nanoseconds to 2 microseconds). The "COMPLIMITER "TM allows undistorted recording and transmission at levels that are
measurably higher than those commonly in use. In tape recording, for example, this "limiting only" mode
eliminates approximately 6dB usually set aside for tape overload protection.

RELIABILITY: The extensive

use of the "COMPLIMITER "TM in the audio industry confirms the highest
order of confidence in reliable, consistent operation.

-

Today's competition can only be met through the most advanced designs
"Beyond The State Of The
Art." For more information on audio products of superior performance contact SPECTRA SON ICS at:

770 Wall Avenue
Ogden, Utah 84404
(801) 392 -7531

6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1117
Hollywood, Calif. 90028
(213) 461 -4321

SPECTRA
L

E

A

D

E

S11NIC5
R

IN

A

D

V

A

N

C

E

D

T

E

C

H

N

O

L

O

G

Y

I

Playback distortion at +18 dB: less than 0.6%.
Dimensions: 340 x 370 x 115 mm.
Weight: without batteries 7 kg, with batteries 8.1 kg.

INDUSTRIAL AUDIO
RECORDERS

Frequency response:

30 Hz

to 20 kHz +1.5 dB.

KUDELSKI
Manufacturer: Kudelski

Crosstalk: 45 dB.
Wow and flutter: 0.04% p -p.
Note: The VHS77 is a very high speed version of the
Revox HS77 and is available with speeds of 76 and
38 cm/s. It has a sel -sync facility and sells at £298.
This version is only available from ITA, 105 High
Street, Eton, Windsor, Berkshire. Phone: 95 52663.

214

250 -

Harle-

01

-560 6151

LP6A11

Transistorised 6.25 mm auto -reporter tape recorder
with pilot tone. Produced to allow synchronised
transfer on to perforated 16 or 35 mm film.
One playback pre -amplifier.
Two correcting filters for bass and high notes with
compensating level amplifier.
Accentuations and attenuations by 4 symmetrical
positions to 0 dB, to max. +12 dB and -18 dB to
30 Hz for bass and 10 kHz for high notes.
One presence filter at 2.8 kHz allowing accentuation
through 3 positions of +2, +4 and 6 dB.
One high filter with cutting frequencies of 65, 100
and 150 Hz giving an attenuation of 6 dB to the
selected frequencies.
One continuous attenuator with a graduated output
in 10 position giving a max. level of +12 dB for a tape
modulated at 100%.
One symmetrical 600 ohms output.
One synchronised pre -amplifier with a low filter at
150 Hz. Accentuation of the frequencies from 100 to
50 Hz.

Filters for the correction of tonally and level reducer
mounted on the control panel on the front part of the
platen.
Amplifying elements of the modulation channels and
synchronisation clipped in on printed circuits, easily
accessible.
Supply from 12 1.5V torch batteries or 12V accumulators, i.e. a total of 18 or 14V. The batteries are
housed inside tubular magazines on each side of
the platen.
Autonomous functioning: 12 hours on batteries,
8 hours per charge on Ni -Cad accumulators.
Capstan driven by electric motor at strictly constant

Phone:

023 03 5511

NAGRA

4

Play track width: 6 mm.
Record head gap: 7 µm.
Play head gap: 3 um.
Bias frequency: 120 kHz.
Signal to noise ratio : -73 dB (ASA A weighted).
Total harmonic distortion : 0.8 %.
Frequency response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz ±1.5 db (30

quin Avenue, Brentford, Middlesex.

Phone:

1033

Lightweight (6.4 kg) battery portable three -speed (38
to 19 to 9.5 cm/s) recorder available in single and dual
channel forms.
Specification relates to single channel model 4D.
Erase track width: 6.25 mm (8 mm head).
Record track width: 6.25 mm (6.4 mm head).

Bienne, Switzerland.

Phone: 0323 09 34
Agents: Evershed Power Optics,

A. Ch

Buckinghamshire.

PERFECTONE

Manufacturers: Produits Perfectone,

S.

Cheseaux /Lausanne, Switzerland.
Agents: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden
House, 17 Chesham Road, Amersham,

Hz to 35 kHz ±1.5 dB to special order).
Tape flux at peak recording level: 510 nWb /m.
Spool capacity: 18 cm (cine) 27 cm NAB with out-

riders.

Level meter: ppm characteristic, dB calibrated.
Price: £560.

STELLAVOX
Manufacturer: Georges Quellet, 2068 Hauterive Ne, Switzerland.

Agents: A.V. Distributors Ltd,

26 Park Road,

Baker Street, London NW1 4SH.

Phone:
Fast re- winding with the help of an auxiliary motor.
Maximum diameter of the spools: 12.8 cm.
Characteristics of frequency and stability of running
speed maintained within the professional tolerances
of -20 °C to +50 °C.
Tape speed : 19 cm /s.
Speed variation due to fluctuations in the battery
voltage of 10 to 18V less than 0.2"Íí.
Speed variation between the beginning and the
end of the spool less than 0.3%.
Wow and flutter: less than ±0.2 %.
Modulation output level: maximum +12 dB to
100

Synchronisation output level (without charge):
3

to 3.5V.

Signal to noise ratio: more than

62

dB.

speed.

Studio recorders
by Philips and
Stellavox SP7

935 8161

Stereo battery recorder taking 13 cm spools, extending to 27 cm capacity with accessory outriders.
Tachometer capstan servo system. Mono and pilot
versions available.
Tape speeds: 76, 38, 19 and 9.5 cm /s.

Wow and flutter: f0.12%.
Tape slip: 0.1%.
Frequency response: 30 Hz to 15 kHz ±2 dB.
Signal -to-noise ratio: 65 db (ASA 'A' weighted,
full track).

Distortion : 2%.
Weight: 3.5 kg.
Dimensions: 80 x
Price: £525.

215 x 300 mm.

TANDBERG
Manufacturers: Tandbergs Radiofabrik
A/S Oslo 8, Norway.
Agents: Farnell -Tandberg Ltd, Farnell
House,

High to low:

01

Stellavox SP7

81

Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS31 HR.

Phone: Leeds
Tandberg

11

(0532) 35111

-1P

Three speed (19 to 9.5 to 4.75 cm /s) battery tape
recorder with film sync facility. Single audio channel
Mechanical mode selection. Tachometer speed
control. Limiter may be switched into all inputs.
Spool capacity: 18 cm.

Wow and flutter: 0.1%.
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 16
Signal to noise ratio: 59 dB (DIN

Distortion : 3%.
Erase /bias frequency :

UHER

kHz ±2 dB.
45511

weighted).

85.5 kHz.

Manufacturers: Uher Werke Munchen,

8

Munchen 71, Postfach 71 10 20, West Germany.
Agents: Bosch Ltd, PO Box 166 Rhodes
Way, Watford WD2 4LB, Herts.

Phone:
1200

92 44233

report synchro

Full track single speed (19 cm /s) battery recorder
designed for pilot tone film sync. Hanging magnetic
78 0.
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Main London Agents for:

Phase

Amcion
(Crown)

linear
Power amplifiers

Amplifiers and loudspeakers
(London distributors)

Revox

Professional

monitors and speaker chassis

Tape
recorders

AKG

lamb labs

Microphones and headphones

Mini studio and mixer

Shure

Microphones

Viudo
Recorders

Rarrogreph
Tape recorders

Keith monks

Microphone stands and booms
(London distributors)

ALL EQUIPMENT AT PROFESSIONAL TRADE PRICES
REW can offer the keenest trade terms to
professionals and members of the music
industry. Phone us today.

Reilo
AUDIO the pioksiionals
R®EW VISUAL

By Sony, Shibaden and Akai

i

TEAC

and 2 channel
tape recorders
4

Radio microphones

146

Congratulations to Barry Ainsworth on
opening of new SARM studio for which we
supplied the equipment.

Charing Cross Road, London WC2.

Telephone

Video Recording S:udios and Video Sales: R.E.W. H JUSe, 10 -12 High Street, Collier's Wood, London SW I9 2BE.
Telephone
South London Showrooms: 266 -8 Upper Tooting Road, London SW I7.
Telephone 01 -672 4471/2.

01

01

-836 3365

-540 9684/5/6.

STELLAVOX SP7
By

Angus McKenzie

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION

(19 cm's

stereo).

Weight: 3.1 kg (excluding tape and batteries).
Dimensions: 8 x 21.5 x 27 cm.
Maximum reel diameter: 13 cm (26.5 cm with
extension accessories).

Speed stability at 211`C: 0.1 per cent.
Tape slip: 0.1 per cent.
Wow and flutter: (DIN peak weighted): better than
±0.1 per cent at 38 cm /s; ±0.12 per cent at 19
cm /s.

Starting time: approximately 100 ms.
Rewind : approximately 4 m /s.
Forward wind: approximately m/s.
Power supply: 12V to 20V dc, 120 mA.
Frequency response of amplifiers: 20 Hz to 20
1

±1 dB.

Frequency response overall:

30 Hz to 15 kHz

kHz

+2

dB.

Total distortion at f kHz, 500 pWb/mm :2 per cent.
Erasure at 1 kHz (500 pWb /mm): 70 dB.
Signal -to -noise (weighted ASA 'A' filter):
(stereo) relative to 500 pWb /mm;

60 dB

65

dB

full- track.

Crosstalk overall : 40 dB.
Modulation indicator: Double modulometer.
Stereo compressor rise -time: less than 10
input
to
per cent).
1

40 mV

m /s,
(distortion approximately 0.3

Loudspeaker diameter: 88 mm.
Inputs: Microphones one and two:

0.2 to 75 mV
to 40 mV. Mixer one
symmetrical. Automatic:
and two: 1.55 V at 820 W. Diode one and two:
Pilot:
440 mV adjustable with potentiometer.
1 to 1.5V (impedance greater than 10 kO. Clapper:
positive pulse.
Outputs: Phone I and Il (output): 1.55V (max 2.8V)
asymmetrical. Phone one and two: 1.55V at 5 ohms
to 2W. Diode one and two: 440 mV at 470 ohms.
Pilot (with sxq): 1V to 1.5V.
Manufacturer: Stellavox Georges Quellet Eng.EPZ, CH -2068 Hauterive, Switzerland.
UK Agents: A. V. Distributors Ltd, 26 Park Road,
London NW1.
Prices: Machine less heads and accessories:
1

£687.50.

Equipment as reviewed including two head blocks,
power supply, nickel- cadmium accumulators, reel
extension for NAB reels, and quartz generator:
£1,206.35.

IT is

very easy when making a field trial of
a machine such as the Stellavox to be
rather overcome by its general excellent
performance for its size, and therefore one
must consider all the practical aspects of
performance-electronic, mechanical and ergonomic -when writing a report. I would first
like to draw attention to Hugh Ford's technical
report, published in January STUDIO SOUND,
since many but by no means all the points he
raised bear a direct relationship to the perform66
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ance under normal operational conditions.
From an ergonomic point of view I found
the joke batteries very annoying since it was
not initially possible to close the battery
compartment lid completely. This meant that
the batteries could fall out at any inconvenient
moment ! After considerable frustration it was
discovered that some of the accumulator type
batteries were oversize and, when these were
replaced, no more trouble was experienced.
I took the machine with me on holiday and
had the opportunity of recording under some
very difficult conditions. The machine was
used in a bar attached to a restaurant where a
friend of mine performed throughout the
evening on a Lowry organ. It was necessary
to share a table with some members of the
public who found the open, attached lid of the
machine rather monopolised the space. As a
result of this Stellavox have now made a
detachable lid assembly.
The NAB adaptors allow NAB spools to be
used, but were found very cumbersome, and
the forward tension, although steady, was so
low that the tape on the take -up spool became
spongy and almost impossible to rewind.
However, provided the user has considerable
patience, NAB spools can be used for recording
of long continuous duration if the spools are
to be rewound on a mains machine. As it
stands, the machine will accept up to 13 cm
spools. I was particularly impressed with the
very fine wow and flutter performance, both
on recordings of the Lowry organ and also
under difficult conditions when recording old
fairground organs in a museum near Bodmin.

For the latter recordings the machine was
hand -held and, despite this, no wow and flutter
was heard when the tapes, recorded at 38 cm /s,
were replayed on a studio machine.
The machine is very quiet in operation, and
can be used fairly close to the microphones. It
also performs satisfactorily when carried about,
at reasonable angles, during recording. Provided that the manufacturer's instructions are
carefully followed the machine is very simple
to operate, and can be quickly threaded up.
The machine was supposed to have been set
up for the DIN recording standard and biased
for Scotch 207 tape. All the recordings made
lacked a considerable amount of top when
replayed on studio equipment, although they
sounded satisfactory when replayed on the
machine itself. On investigation it was found
that the replay response was too toppy, in fact
slightly more so than Mr Ford's review
indicated, so that approximately 4 dB too little
top was recorded at 10 kHz. It must therefore
be assumed that the test tape used for setting
up originally at the factory must have had the
high frequencies partially erased. Mr Woolford,
acting for the British agents, agreed with my
findings and, after the replay and record
responses had been accurately reset, the
performance was very satisfactory.
When I first started using the machine, an
extraneous low pitched tone was audible when
tapes recorded on the Stellavox were replayed
on studio equipment, though this tone was not
audible on the machine's own playback. I was
not aware at first of the existence of a pilot
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The 3M M79 Professional Recorder
The 3M M79 professional recorder is 27" wide, 24" max.
deep and around 4' tall. It's the most compact professional
recorder you can buy. But the M79 gives you a lot more or less (depending on how you look at it) - than just mere
space saving. Look at this.
Less hum - because of DC power throughout. Less noise Normal SNR 64 db. Sync
SNR 64 db. Less weight the M79 weighs under
300 lb for 24 track. Less
reeling time - it spools at
500 i.p.s. Fewer boards because of unified channel
electronics. No goofs interlocked record logic
and bias /erase integrity.
No loops - mode -to -mode
transport logic and
dynamic breaking. No
clutter - the Isoloop deck
and modular design see to

that. No service problems - London -based service

department.
The M79 also gives you the best servo around, 3 set speeds,
built-in variable speed, CCIR /NAB/AES equalisation.

Accessories There are also several useful accessories.
Like the 3M synchroniser/
reader for synchronising
audio recorded material to
video recorded material.
And the compact
`Selectake' unit which
automatically locates a
pre -selected tape position.
There are three M79
models (24, 16 and 8 track).
All the basic units are the
same size and have been
designed so that the 8 and
16 track models can be
expanded when required.

E. R.

Haworth, Magnetic Products.

3M United Kingdom Ltd., 3M House,
Wigmore Street, London, W1A lET.

3M, Isoloop and Selectake are
trademarks
3M 2120

3m
E7

SP7 FIELD TRIAL
tone for synchronous film recordings. Therefore for playing back tapes made on this
machine a wide guard band replay head should
be used on studio replay equipment to obtain
For stereo
the best signal -to -noise ratio.
recording when the pilot tone system is not
going to be used I would advise a narrow
guard band record head which will give a better
signal -to -noise ratio when the tapes are
replayed on narrow guard band heads.
Mr Ford commented on the machine's lack
of margin of record drive current, particularly
for high output tapes. In practice this becomes
very obvious since speech recordings made at
a level which a mains operated machine would
accommodate caused very noticeable clipping
on the Stellavox. By recording at a slightly
lower level, however, the machine's performance in this respect was excellent. In particular
the overall recorded sound was very clean due
to the predistortion technique employed. The
automatic gain control was set at slightly too
high a level such that when limiting was applied
distortion was noticeable on the tape. A
reduction of gain of only 2 dB or so after
limiting would probably have cured this
trouble.
The machine was supplied with a pair of
Sennheiser HD414 headphones. These perform
excellently with the machine, but I would have
preferred a headphone volume control. The
AB monitoring facility was very useful, and
very little audible difference was noticed,
provided that record amplifier clipping was
avoided. The modulometers were found to be
very accurate, with a fast rise time, giving a
peak program meter characteristic. However,
I would have preferred a slower fall back time
as this would allow peaks to be more easily
noted.
The machine is equipped with some very
useful input and output facilities. In particular
it is useful to be able to plug AB powered
capacitor microphones such as the Schoeps

PHILIPS PRO
by
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Arthur Garratt

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION (38cm /s
IEC equalisation)

Tape speeds: 38, 19 and 9.5 cm /s 0.2%
Tape width: 6.25 mm.
Format: full or half track mono, mono +pilot,
stereo or two channel (specification relates to
.

mm stereo).
(matt back tape).
Tension: 60 to 125g for 1 km tape.
Heads: Up to four (ferrite).
Wow and flutter: 0.1% peak (0.04% peak weighted
to DIN 45507).
Overall distortion: 1.5% at 510 pWb /mm.
Noise: -62 dB ref 510 pWb /mm.
Price: £1,100 basic. Review model £1,400 basic.
AGENTS: Pye TVT Ltd, PO Box 41, Coldhams
Lane, Cambridge, CBI 3JU.

two

x 2.75

Slip:

0.1 %
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CMT46 straight in. For preference, however,
I much prefer normal low voltage phantom
powered mics such as AKG 451. Stellavox tell
me that a modification is available to allow
such phantom powering. Moving coil and
ribbon mics can be used, in which case the dc
powering is switched from the microphone
sockets. Under such conditions, however, the
input impedance is far too low, and can cause
problems. In these circumstances the noise
level is not good enough, but Stellavox can
supply preamplifiers having 20 dB gain which
take their ht through the microphone input
sockets which must therefore be switched to
capacitor mic input. Sufficient gain would thus
be available for all circumstances, although this
accessory has not, as yet, been tested.
I found it particularly tiresome that each
headblock could only be used at one speed
not only is it expensive to purchase a headblock
for each speed required, but the extra weight
and the changeover time become significant. I
consider that each headblock should be capable
of operating at at least two speeds. Both the
record and replay equalisation, and biasing,
are set by fixed resistors and capacitors in the
headblock, and this gives exceptional stability
of performance in the field. I am not quite
happy, however, with the record equalisation
being done in the record head feed itself, since
this is better done by feedback before the
record head driver stage. The existing form of
equalisation is partly to blame for the inadequate clipping margins, since considerable
attenuation of low frequencies becomes
necessary in order to boost high frequencies
Perhaps in a later model the
passively.
manufacturers could alter all this.
The replay time constant when corrected
tended to show a rise in extreme top due to
the head not being sufficiently resistively
damped. Decreasing the value of the damping
resistor corrected this. By carefully adjusting
the damping resistor and the time constant
components, it should easily be possible to
gain a very flat response at all speeds when
using the appropriate headblock.

-

HAVING HEARD a lot about the Philips
PRO36, I was delighted to be offered one for
a field trial. I collected the machine late one
night from Cambridge and took it home to
put it through its paces and to give it a few
months' tough treatment. In fact, apart from
the test runs I shall describe, I used it continuously for the arduous role of a broadcaster's
hack machine. This way I could find out its
foibles and weaknesses as well as its sterling
qualities.
The first thing that strikes one about the
PRO36 is how euphemistic the word `portable'
is. The machine weighs 40 kg and, just to
make it as awkward as possible, the handles
(one on each side) are not in line with the
centre of mass. The result is that the machine
tries to rotate as you carry it, needing a
minimum of three hands. In fact I rather think
this was a console machine until someone said:

The power supply for recharging the accumulators can also be used for working the machine
off mains. The supply runs at a very high
temperature and under some circumstances
when recharging overnight, for example-can
build up so much heat that, in a confined space,
it could become unsafe. I consider that this
must be attended to as a matter of urgency. I
also found the hum level produced from the
power supply when mains operating the
machine to be quite intolerable, particularly
on playback, and therefore it should only be
used in this mode for checking.
Notwithstanding the faults mentioned, I
wish to make it abundantly clear that the
machine has been very reliable and easy to
use. Its weight makes it eminently suitable for
recording under difficult conditions as the
entire equipment necessary for recording
stereophonically can be carried in one hand
over long distances without strain. It is capable
of making recordings to a standard comparable
with that of recordings made on mains- operated
studio machines. I have had to be critical o
some elements of performance, however, for
the Stellavox is rather expensive. Its cost
would be more than justified if the manufacturers could attend to the various points raised
and, in this respect, like Mr Ford, I would like
to pay tribute to the considerable help given by
the importers, both in accepting the criticisms
and in assuring me that they will be seriously
heeded. Such helpfulness weighs heavily in
considering the purchase of professional
equipment.

-

Agents' preliminary comments:

The microphone input impedance is 3.85k ohms;
current machines have phantom and AB powering
as standard. A new cool running, hum -free, power
supply is now available. At 38 /cm s, external powering improves the take -up tension with NAB or 30
cm spools. R.J.W.
(Detailed comments in letter next month.)

`We must have a portable version too'. I am
not saying this only on account of the weight;
there are two other factors involved.
The first is the way the input and output
lines, including the mains feed, are arranged.
These all run into sockets underneath the
machine (see fig. 1). This is fine for a permanent
set-up but rather a nuisance for a temporary
one as it means that you have to turn the
machine on its side or back to change the
plugs. The other point about portability is
this: the machine is complete in the sense that
it has both microphone and line inputs but it
has no facility allowing you to hear before
tape. This is extraordinarily inconvenient. If
you feed in from a separate mixer you will
have this facility on the mixer but this is
supposed to be a complete portable machine
and it would not cost much to fit an ab switch.
70
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Pro' 36 from PyeTVT
The new Philips
multi-speed recorder
brings your sound to you the way you want it
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
The most important of the Pro' 36's features are

equalisation by switchable correction networks. Tape speed
selection automatically switches equalisation and all corresponding
preset controls by semiconductor switching. Monitoring by VU
meters. Remote operation on all functions. Plug -in head assembly
with pre -amplifier. Digital tape coupled time counter reading
minutes and seconds.

:

Servo -controlled capstan speed
Facilities for synchronization with other equipment
Three motors - three speeds and up to four heads
Solenoid operated pinch roller, brakes and cue facility.

I

CHARACTERISTICS

I

Three motor tape drive. Mains frequency: 5o and 6o Hz. Three tape
speeds 3L 71 and 15 in s, electrically switchable. CCIR plates 30o mm
diameter with too mm hubs (acc. to DIN standard). NAB reels tos -inch
diameter. Cine reels 7 -inch diameter. Wow and flutter peak value 0.04 at
t5 in /s. Tape slip less than 0.0 ° ¡,. Signal -to -noise ratio 62 dB. Optimum
bias setting separate for each speed and each track. NAB or CCIR

"

IFP

A mentor of the Pye of Cambridge Group

Pye TVT Ltd
Pye TVT Ltd., Coldhams Lane,Cambridge CB13JU

Tel: Cambridge (0223) 45115. Telex: 81103

I

To: Howell Jones, Pye TVT Limited,
Coldhams Lane, Cambridge CBi 3JU.
Please tell me all about Philips' Pro' 36 studio
tape recorder.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

MI PRO 36 FIELD

TRIAL

The PRO36 stereo portable is fitted into a
well -made wooden case with an effective, if

somewhat tatty, plastic cover. It takes both
cine and NAB spools. A small point here, the
cine spool hub diameters are at the top end of
the tolerance range (measured diameter 7.874
mm) and some cine spools, notably EMI, are
exceedingly tight and difficult to remove.
Hublock spools just do not work. They jam
on and a screwdriver is needed to get them off.
There is a tension switch with two positions,
one for large and the other for small spools.
Variable speed spooling is controlled by a
quadrant pot and works extremely well.
Normally the tape does not touch the heads
during winding but there is a switch controlling
the right -hand pinch wheel which moves part
way forwards to push the tape against the
replay head for cueing.
Incidentally, there is a curious system called
dubbing': by pressing another switch the left hand pinch wheel can be retracted during
recording. The tape then does not make
contact with either the erase head or the
record head until the pinch wheel is pushed
in by hand, producing a fade -out of anything
on the tape and a fade-in from the recorder
input. This is a facility which I did not use,
except to prove it works, but I presume there
are people who might find it of value.
There are no pressure pads and editing is
very simple. I soon learned a trick. If the
machine is set at pause, one can run tape
normally by pushing the right -hand pinch
wheel forward by hand -very useful when one
wants to listen to a part of the tape one is
proposing to cut. There is an excellent feature
for editors. Pushing the right -hand tape guide
pin fully to the right operates a switch which
breaks the feed to the take -up spool motor so
tape can be played out without the take -up
spool racing round and pulling the tape out of
the editing block. I would like to see every
studio recorder fitted with a similar device.
The main controls are of a piano -key type
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and are simplicity itself. There are four: wind,
record, stop and play. To record, you have to
push both record and play simultaneously so
it is difficult to switch to record accidentally.
A slot in the head assembly allows tape to be
cut in situ. I never used this and could not see
any positive advantage to be gained from it.
All the main functions can be selected remotely
using a control unit available as an extra.
The capstan speed is controlled in an elegant
fashion. The motor driving the capstan, which
is large and heavy enough to provide a flywheel
action, runs faster than required under free
conditions. Part of the capstan assembly is a
large copper disc with a series of holes drilled
coaxially. The speed of the disc is sensed by a
lamp projecting a beam of light through the
holes on to a photocell (see fig. 2). The output
from the photocell, which is of course in the
form of pulses at a repetition rate dependent
on the speed of the disc, is fed into a comparator. Here the rate is compared with either
mains frequency or a local oscillator. The
difference signal is amplified and its output
controls an eddy-current brake operating on
the copper disc. In this way the copper disc,
and the capstan, run at a speed determined
precisely by either mains or a local oscillator.
In operation an indicator lamp lights when
synchronisation is effected.
As you can see, this is a very elegant system
though it uses over 30 transistors in its control
circuit. The results are excellent, the specified
weighted wow and flutter figure at 38 cm /s is
0.04 per cent and it has the very useful facility
of being able to run at any speed from a simple
oscillator. It has one disadvantage, a long
delay on switching speeds before the machine
synchronises at the new speed. This can be in
the order of 20s. This is partly offset, however,
by a superbly accurate time counter which is
correct to within is over 30 minutes at 19 cm /s,
quite the most precise counter I have ever used.
It is, I must say, fiddling to zero and I prefer
the type that just needs one push of a button.
The amplifier unit, which is in front of the
deck when the machine is in its normal horizontal position, has separate record and play gain
controls for the microphone amplifier. Another
four-position switch controls the two VU
meters. There are two positions for recording:
'line up' which is operating level and 'music'
when 0 VU corresponds to 10 dB. There are
similar positions for playback. The VU meters,
as VU meters go, are quite satisfactory.
Personally I subscribe to the school of thought
which regards VU meters as things sent to try
us and I wish fervently that Philips would offer
ppms as an alternative.
I feel that an industrial machine selling at a
high price should have something rather better
as gain controls than ordinary log pots fitted
with rather nasty knobs and no proper calibrations. Not only is it impossible to note a
setting, change it and return to the original
with any accuracy, but the playback gain
knobs rotate so easily that it is only too simple
to turn one inadvertently when editing and
find the gain has gone up 10 dB on restarting!
When I collected the machine it was completely out of adjustment. Obviously Philips
do not deliver new machines in this condition;
mine had been on show at an exhibition and
someone had obviously been trying out his
screwdriver on the presets. I was not displeased

with this as it gave me a chance to use the
instruction book and do the job 'for real'.
First of all the azimuth of the heads was out.
This adjustment is very simple indeed and a
model to many other tape recorder manufacturers. The head assembly contains the three
heads (four if you have the pilot tone model
for film sync recording) and preamplifiers for
the two playback channels, each with 22 dB
gain. The plastic lid can easily be prised off
and the azimuth of record and playback heads
adjusted using a small screwdriver (see fig. 3).
Full marks for this, it's quick and simple.
Something of a criticism for the next stage,
the equalisation and bias adjustment. The
criticism is lack of accessibility. You start by
loosening two screws which operate an incredibly complicated mechanism to free the
amplifier unit. This unit, now free apart from
a screened umbilical, has to be lifted slightly
and pulled forward (fig. 4). It needs space in
front of the record to lay it down on so the
recorder must be slid back, if possible, or
another table of the right height brought up to
support the amplifier. Now this all seems
rather silly to me and is an example of how
little designers are really in touch with users.
All that's required is a simple hinge system so
that the amplifier can be freed and then
rocked forward to get at the adjustments, like
some of the Leevers -Rich studio machines.
Having said this I must point out that, when
you do get the amplifier into a suitable position,
the adjustments are extremely well laid out and
properly labelled. Along what is now the top
of the amplifier unit are the equalisers. Each
recording channel has the following adjustments for each separate speed: treble boost
modulation; bias. The bias pots are in fact on
the main recorder unit and can be seen to the
left of the capstan and disc assembly. Each
replay channel also has a treble equaliser for
each speed. In addition, and this is a feature I
commend to all manufacturers of tape recorders, there is a switch on the record amplifiers
and another on the replay amplifiers so that
each can be switched independently to either
IEC or NAB characteristics. Full marks to
Philips for this whole arrangement which
makes setting up and adjusting as simple as
possible.
The next job was to do replay frequency
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slightly out.
These figures are excellent except for the fall
in bass response. This is in line with the
specification which quotes for both speeds
+1 dB at 63 Hz and +2 dB at 40 Hz. The
bass fall occurs on replay; it is flat down to
40 Hz on recording as I confirmed by recording
FIG. 1: The PRO36 viewed from below. At the bottom are the four inputs
a tape and playing back on another machine.
It is certainly not a method of saving money (two line and two microphone) and two outputs. At the top is the mains
on smoothing as mains hum from the machine input, mains voltage selector and fuse. Top left is the remote control socket and
top right the external sync plug. This is removed and a feed line substituted when the
was undetectable.
machine is operated with pilot tone. (Photo: Marvin Garratt)
Next I measured the signal -to -noise ratio.
As the figure obtained depends so much on
the test procedure, I will outline this briefly. I
So the test figures were excellent, putting the
used a low distortion oscillator feeding into
lettering but could not find a decent place to
the line input and recorded 1 kHz tone at 0 VU PRO36 right up in the front rank of studio
put editing tape. I wonder why designers do
machines. I was pleased to see that my results
level on Zonal 100 tape. I then recorded in
not have closer liaison with users. Anyone
the same way but with the oscillator switched lined up almost exactly with the published doing a lot of editing would like features which
specifications which are obviously totally
off. I did not measure the output at the same
no machine I have ever seen provides comtime as a small and quite insignificant amount realistic. My only slight criticism is that the pletely. For example, marks along the front
of bias breakthrough made the readings replay bass response could stretch a little every 19 cm so that an editor can measure a
meaningless. Instead I ran the tape back and further, particularly for music tapes.
short length cut out. Every editor has a rule
I really put the machine through its paces
carried out measurements in the replay mode.
of thumb such as `one width of the machine is
The actual determinations were made using during the four months I had it, editing on it
three seconds'; why not a simple and very
an attenuator between the PRO36 and a vvm. several hours a day and using it for recording,
cheap system of marks and take the guesswork
copying
and playing in. I felt that for the out of it? Locations for editing tape, razor
Results were on specification with a figure of
money such a machine should have an editing
58 dB. With no tape laced, the signal to noise
blade and yellow pencil: how useful they
block fitted. I used my favourite EMI block
figure rose to 60 dB. One can legitimately add
would be.
which fitted fairly well just under the PRO36
3 dB to both these figures because one may
Having got that off my chest, I would say
argue that peak modulation is +3 VU instead
72
of 0 VU, the level I used. So with Zonal 100
tape at 19 cm/s and tone at 1 kHz, the
unweighted signal to noise ratio was 61 dBan excellent figure. I tried as a matter of interest
FIG. 2 PHILIPS PRO36
to see if passing the replay signal through a
CAPSTAN SERVO
sharp bandpass filter falling off at 12 dB per
octave and set at 22 kHz to 54 Hz as the -3 dB
CAPSTAN
OUTPUT CONTROLLING SPEED
points would improve the signal-to -noise
COPPER OISC
figure. It did not.
Next I tested for 19 cm /s distortion. Modula()LAMP
ting at 320 pWb /mm, the distortion measured
ELECTRO-MAGNET
on a Sugden SI 452 gave the very satisfactory
El
Ip
figures of 1 % at 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz. l
PHOTOCELL
COMPARISON
carried out two more tests. To check the erase,
CIRCUIT
AMPLIFIER
I recorded 1 kHz tone at +3 VU and then ran
it through in the record mode. No trace of the
tone remained so the erase is better than 61dB
and is perfect from a practical point of view.
The final measurement was of crosstalk.
MOTOR
Recording 1 kHz at 0 VU gave a crosstalk
SOURCE
figure of 42 dB from lower to upper track.
(MAINS,OSC,ETC)
This is exactly on specification.
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FIG. 3: The head assembly with the cover removed to adjust the head azimuth.
Note the slot between the two right hand heads so that the tape can be cut.
The third head from the left is a dummy which can be replaced by a pilot tone
head for synchronisation with film or perforated tape. Each heed is mounted in
Mu -metal screen.

a

FIG. 4: The amplifier unit removed for adjustment. On the top of the amplifier
can be seen the record and replay equalisers and the NAB /IEC switches.
In the main body of the machine are the six bias pots and above them the copper
disc which operates the capstan speed control. (Photos: Marvin Garratt)

that the PRO36 is easily the best machine I
have ever used for editing, a sentiment shared
by several BBC friends who tried it out.
Unlike many machines, the motors cut off at
the end of winding and certain disasters I have
ever seen in august places just cannot happen.
I mentioned the excellent system for cutting
out the takeup spool motor and the only real
shambles I had was when I switched rapidly
from fast wind through stop to play: this is a
guaranteed tape- breaker and I feel that a delay
could be put in to prevent idiots from doing it.
Incidentally, another thing not recommended
is to wind double or treble play tape on 7 cm
spools! But I suppose Philips could very
justifiably say that this is not what studio
machines are made for. Everything else I
asked the machine to do it did in an exemplary
fashion.
I used the microphone amplifiers and found
the results very good. They will accept either
50 or 200 ohm microphones, but a bit of
dismantling to change a soldered link is
required to change from one to the other.
With a dummy source of 60 ohms connected
to the microphone input, the noise at full gain
was too low to measure. The sensitivity is
then 250 N.V; not enough for a low output
ribbon microphone like a Reslo.
One fault developed while I had the machine.
This was a failure of the left-hand pinch wheel
to swing in, caused by a 6 BA screw having
fallen out of the pinch wheel solenoid. I never
found the offending screw so I fitted another
and this was a somewhat traumatic experience
without dismantling the machine. Everything
else worked perfectly and it would seem that
it is a very robust recorder capable of standing
up to very hard work without complaint. It is
very quiet in operation, apart from the solenoids which are clearly audible in operation.
There are no electrical clicks when the machine
is stopped and started so it can be used to play
in with complete confidence.
All in all, I found it a delightful machine to
use. It has faults as I have pointed out and
some of these could be corrected very easily.
To give an example of how the designers
worked, there are no microswitches. Instead
the controls are operated by lamps and light dependent resistors. This probably accounts
for its complete electrical quietness. I thought
that it would be possible for a scrap of tape to
get into the machine through one of the
numerous holes in the deck and block out one
of the lamps responsible for the switching but
I must say that nothing like this happened to
me so it may not be a legitimate fear. It is
certainly a machine I would take anywhere to
do any stereo recording with complete
confidence, and that's what you pay for.

Agents' comment:

Pretape monitoring is provided by means of the
VU meters.
2. Preset screwdriver -slot input circuit potentiometers are fitted on request.
3. All PRO36 recorders now being supplied in the
UK are modified to prevent the effects reported.
4. The machine tested was the stereo version
which has a full -track erase head fitted. A twin-track
version is also available with split erase heads.
These may be fitted to other configurations on
request.
1.
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New Ampex MM-1 100
Professional ReoOrder.ló Channels for£8,150; 24Channelsfor£12,845'

-

Now you can enjoy the creative opportunities of 16 or 24- channel recording for less
money than you expected. Great, too, for
demanding 8- channel work. Gives you
unchallenged versatility for extra-sophisticated
mastering.
New MM -1100 is worthy of the leaders in
to -day's exciting sound revolution. Its a really
compact audio recorder /reproducer. It gives
you high performance. It's great value for money.
Sounds best with Ampex 406 low noise
studio mastering tape.
*Plus VAT

=

ee

To find out more phone Tony Shields at
0734 -84411 or send coupon to Ampex Great
Britain Limited, Acre Road, Reading. Berkshire.

r
I

-1
Name

Company/Address
Tel

P

8- channel

124-channel

No

6- channel
406 Tape.
1

MM 1100

J

AMPEX
The Memory People
Magnetic Tape Audio, Instrumentation & Videotape Recording Equipment Computer
Tape Drives Core Memories Disk Drives
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REVIEWS
the controls are sensibly grouped and the
functions are easy to select once one is used to
the machine.
Movement of the tape is controlled by three
microswitch pushbuttons and a three -position
lever, the former actuates forward, stop and
rewind, while the latter provides the functions
fast, pause and play. In addition to these there
is a high/low speed switch which also deals
with equalisation, and a large /small spool
switch which changes the winding tension.
With the exception of a slight tendency to sling
a loop at the take -up reel on start, the behaviour
of the tape transport was excellent, even during
the fixed speed fast winding functions. Tape
handling was in fact so good that it is unnecessary to pass through the stop position when
going between functions. There was however
one interlock fault which meant that, if one
went rapidly from play to fast wind through
the pause position, the machine went into the
fast forward mode. While this did not in any
way damage the tape, it could be an irritation.
The following worst case wow and flutter
figures, taken from the beginning, middle and
end of an NAB reel (there being little difference
within the reel) show that the wow and flutter
performance is very good but that the absolute
tape speed could be more accurate:

TEAC A3340
By Hugh Ford

MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
(38 cm/s 3M 207)
Heads: Three (record, playback and erase). Four track, four -channel, stereo or mono, in line (with
selsync switch).

Tape width : 6.25 mm.
Reel size: 27 cm.
Tape speeds: 38 and 19 cm /s standard.
Tape slip: 0.17%
Motors: Three. One dual speed hysteresis syn-

chronous capstan motor. Two eddy current
induction reel motors.
Wow and flutter: 0.04% at 38 cm /s (weighted rms).
Frequency response: 35 Hz to 22 kHz ±1.5 dB.
Equalisation: NAB.
Signal -to-noisetatio : 57 dB (64 dB ASA weighted)
Harmonic distortion: 0.8% at 1 kHz normal operating level (Ampex).

Crosstalk:

60 dB at

1

kHz.

Stereo channel separation: 50 dB at kHz.
Inputs: Microphone: 0.25 mV at 600 to 10K ohms.
1

ohms.
dB; 0.77V for load impedance of
10k ohms or more. Headphones: 8 to 600 ohms.
Input and output configurations: Jack sockets.

Line:

100 mV at 100k

Outputs: Line:

0

Power requirements: 100/117/200/220/240V ac,
50/60 Hz. 150W.

Dimensions: 584 x 457 x 229 mm.
Weight: 28 kg.
Price: £492.
Agents: Industrial Tape Applications,

105

High

Street, Eton, Windsor, Berkshire.

THE INDUSTRIAL version of the TEAC
A3340 differs from the domestic version in two
respects: it has an improved frequency response
and an improved signal -to -noise ratio. Both

machines are genuine four track stackedsegment recorders with facilities for synchronous playback of any one or more tracks of the
record head for playback. The A3340 is in fact
one of the very few 6.25 mm machines with
anything like industrial facilities and it is
probably fair to compare it with the Revox
category of recorders which cost about the
same, track for track.
From the point of view of styling, the
machine is based on the typical black and
chrome Japanese domestic but, as this review
will show, the styling should not discourage
one from giving this machine serious consideration as a four track studio recorder. The
mechanical construction of the tape transport
is fairly substantial and there are none of the
horrible bits of bent tin which are commonly
associated with the cheaper type of recorder.
However, in spite of the capstan and the two
reel brakes being operated by individual
solenoids, no remote control facility is fitted.
In comparison with the mechanics, the
74
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standard of construction of the electronics is
perhaps a little disappointing. While the great
majority of the electronic components are
mounted on printed boards, the boards themselves are of domestic quality, and they are
wired in as opposed to plugged. This can make
faultfinding extremely tedious, specially as the
boards are not printed with component

Nominal
speed
(cm /s)

references.
The complete machine is mounted in a strong
mahogany case which is equipped with two
sensible lifting handles that make the machine
However, no cover is
easy to transport.
provided for the front of the machine which
could be damaged in transit. The line inputs
and outputs are in the form of unbalanced jack
sockets located at the rear of the machine
which also houses the mains input, mains fuse,
and voltage selector etc.
At first sight the front of the machine strikes
one as a horrific collection of knobs but in fact

/FIG.

38
19

Wow and flutter
(X) (DIN weighted) (RMS unweighted)

Error

-0.8
-1.0

.03%
.08%

.045%
.15%

Fig. 1 also demonstrates that the head to
tape contact is very good on all four tracks, the
figure being obtained by recording and replaying at 10 kHz tone at 38 cm /s and plotting the
resulting output with the B & K level recorder
set to a very high pen speed. The resulting
variations are undoubtedly partly due to tape
defects, so good are the results.
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MODULAR MIXER
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THE QUASI 4 OUTPUT MIXER
12 MODULE CAPABILITY IN EITHER 8x4
OR 10x2 FORMAT
XLR OR JACK SOCKET TERMINATION
LOW OR HIGH IMPEDANCE MIC INPUTS

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE SENSITIVITY
THREE BAND EQUALIZATION
ECHO AND FOLDBACK OUTPUTS
LINEAR FADER
4 TRACK ROUTING SWITCH AND PAN POT
ON EACH CHANNEL
EQUALIZED ECHO RETURN,MAIN OUTPUT
FADERS AND VU METERS
SIZE 16"x 14XI1/2' WEIGHT 15Ibs

AT A NON -PROFESSIONAL
PRICE

FII

I

ALLEN Et HEATH LTD.
PEMBROKE HOUSE CAMPSBOURNE ROAD, HORNSEY

,

LONDON NB. Tel

01

340 3291
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A3340 REVIEW

FIG.2

During this test it was noted that friction
noise (scrape flutter) was a problem, which is
not surprising when one finds that there are no
rotating guides in the tape path. Finally, two
other potential defects in the tape transport:
bent NAB spools cannot be used because the
spool flanges run very close to the cabinet
(perhaps this is a blessing in disguise!), and
the spool turntable height is set for metal
NAB spools so central tape winding will not
occur with plastic spools.
Now to the electronics. Each of the four
channels is provided with an after/before
switch that also switches the four level meters
which on playback are located after the four
playback level controls. Playback is also controlled by four sync switches which are located
on the head assembly and connect the playback
amplifiers to either the playback head or the
record head when sync playback is required.
A monitoring output for headphones is also
provided, with an associated switch which
connects the headphones to either the front
channels, the rear channels or to the sum of
front and rear channels.
As usual, my initial investigation into the
playback performance was checking azimuth,
which was found to be exact (the adjustment
being on the sound four screw principle) with
extremely small phase jitter between the outer
tracks in the order of +5 is at 38 cm /s tape
speed. Replay frequency response at 38 cm /s
to the NAB 50 µs and 3,180 µs characteristic
was within +1 dB from 31.5 Hz to 18 kHz on
all four tracks. At a tape speed of 19 cm /s, it
was within +1.5 dB over the same frequency
range with the exception of track Three which
was 3.5 dB down at 18 kHz
matter of
correcting the replay equalisation.
The maximum output level when replaying
a reference level of 320 pWb /mm at 1 kHz was
-3 dBm from channels One and Three 4.5
dBm on channel Two and +3 dBm on channel
Four from a source impedance of just over lk
ohms.
As is so common with Japanese
machines, this output impedance is too high
for loading with 600 ohm lines and a little
more available output would be desirable.
Referred to the above reference level, the
machine amplifier noise was extremely low in
spite of the wide bandwidth of the replay
amplifiers, and the level of mains hum at better
than -66 dB was good.

TEAC

30

A3340

REC /PLAY FREQUENCY
RESPONSE AT

l

38cm /S CHANNELS
1

PEN

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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On the upper end, the replay amplifiers can
handle +10 dB on reference level which is a
perfectly adequate margin for all current tape
materials.
Overall, with the exception of one maladjusted replay equalisation, the performance
of the replay section is really excellent when
used in the normal replay mode. In the sync
mode there is naturally a considerable degradation in performance both in signal -to -noise
ratio and frequency response, but both are
quite adequate for the purpose for which the
sync mode is intended.
On the record side, the machine has provision
for the use of high and low bias tapes and it
was very pleasing to note that various tape
types were recommended for each of the switch
settings. As the industrial user will no doubt
always use the best tapes available, the measurements were taken with Scotch low noise tape,
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the performance being briefly checked with
low bias tape and found to be satisfactory.
Two inputs are provided for each track, the
relative input levels being controlled by four
sets of concentric potentiometers; a design

feature of which I do not approve.
Not only are the potentiometers rather
difficult to set but it is all too easy to disturb
one setting when adjusting another level, also
it was found that manipulation of the microphone input potentiometer upset the line input
level by 1 dB. The line input, fed by jack
sockets at the rear of the machine, had a
sensitivity of 90 mV for recording reference
level of 320 pWb /mm at 1 kHz with an input
clipping level in excess of 12V and an input
impedance of 150k ohms: all very sensible.
Also the microphone input, which is a further
unbalanced input fed by jack sockets on the
front of the machine, had a sensible sensitivity
of 240 µV for recording reference level, an
overload limit of some 50 mV before the onset
of clipping, and a relatively high impedance of
37k ohms.
It is often said that all good things have to
come to an end and the only serious shortcomings found in this machine were the four
so- called VU meters. The response of these
meters to tone bursts is far slower than a
300 ms tone burst
standard VU meter
producing a deflection of between 95 per cent

-a
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equipment for tbe
professional soundrecordinN
studio from
HEW

bfJLII

DESIGNED AND MADE IN THE U.K.

MULTI -CHANNEL EQUIPMENT
We have set a new price /performance standard with our 4, 8 and 16 channel studio
recorders offering full facilities for the production of master recordings. PPM or VU
meters on each channel. Equalisation to CCIR, NAB and IEC characteristics. Remote
control for tape transport and record functions. The equipment is in full production and
studio use in both U.K. and overseas.

STUDIO RECORDERS
for 2- channel reducing, field recording ano full -track mastering.

TAPE TRANSPORTS
We offer a widened range of 2 speed and 4 speed models from 15,16
to 60 IPS, }' to 1' tape width, with heavy duty solenoid operation and
remote control facilities.

hr'-eriiII

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO LTD
231 -5

Liverpool Road, London

N1

1LY Tel.

01

-607 8271 (5 lines)

what's good enough
for FLEETWOOD MAC,
Is

Response
Audio Applications Limited

01

-937 6015

good enough for you?
Adam Hackett thinks so!

6

Kensington
Barracks
Kensington
Church
Street
London
W8 4EP

Phone him

and he'll

tell you
N

#

#1441,

è

why.
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INDUSTRIAL TAPE
RECORDERS
heads permit rapid adjustmentfrom above. Mechanical mode selection. Switchable AGC.
Spool capacity: 13 cm.
Wow and flutter: ±0.07 %.
Speed deviation: ±0.5 %.
Frequency response: 60 Hz to 12.5 kHz ±1 dB.
Signal -to- noise: 56 dB.
Distortion: 2%.
Pilot attenuation: 58 dB.

Price:

Signalto noise ratio :19 cm/s to DIN 45405 (overall).
19 cm /s -56 dB (weighted). 9.5 cm /s at -52 dB

than 0.05% peak (DIN).
Unweighted: less than 0.15% peak (DIN).
Start time (To meet wow and flutter): 3s.
Reel sizes: 15 cm to 27 cm NAB hubs.

£271.50.

(weighted).

Total harmonic distortion: recording amplifier

Rewind time (for 730 m reel): 55s.
Frequency response: (38 and 76 cm /s): reproduce
30 Hz to 16 kHz ±2 dB Cue -30 Hz to 16 kHz ±3 dB.
Signal to noise (unweighted): reproduce -64 dB
below ±4dBm. Cue -60 dB below ±4 dBm. Record

-

and Erase less than 3 dB. (Increase over bulk erased
tape.)
Input: level -20 dBm (minimum). Impedance

-20k ohms (Nominal) balanced.
Output: level 0 VU +4 dBm. Impedance

600 ohm

Line amp clipping +24 dBm.

balanced.

Equalisation

:

NAB -automatically switched by

deck speed switch.

FERROGRAPH
The Ferrograph Company Ltd, Auriema
House, 442 Bath Road, Cippenham,
Slough, Bucks SL1 6BB.

Phone:

062 86 62511

Three speed (38, 19, 9.5 or 19, 9.5, 4.75 cm /s) single or
dual channel recorder available in full, half or quarter
track format. Internal minitor loudspeakers and
amplifiers. Variable speed search.

Equalisation : IEC.
Spool capacity: 21 cm.
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB.
Signal -to -noise ratio: 9.5 cm /s, 55 dB at 2%
distortion level.
Stereo crosstalk: 50 dB.
Wow and flutter: 0.08 %.

Stability: ±0.5%.
Series P

Essentially as Series 7. Developed for use in broadcasting, specifically local radio.

MCI

1140

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33304.

Agents: Feldon Audio Ltd,

Flagler Drive,
126 Great

Port-

land Street, London W1 N 5PH.
Phone: 5804314
JH16
The JH16 is designed for either 25 or 50 mm tape and
with an optional set of heads and guides is quickly
field convertible to either mode of operation. The
system is available in eight or 16 track format and
may be expanded to the full 16 tracks with the purchase of a conversion kit. All functions are fully
remotable with a complete remote control supplied
as standard equipment. An optional Digital Auto Locator is available as an accessory, mounted in
the remote box. Fool -proof control logic system,
fully remotable function switching, and an optional
automatic rewinder save time and allow the engineer
to concentrate on programme material. Simplicity
of design and accessibility of component systems
reduce the possibility of failures and increase
serviceability.
The JK16 is housed in a steel cabinet with aluminium
and walnut vinyl trim. The automatic rewinder and
remote function controls are housed in a brushed,
anodised aluminium case with a cradle for table top
mounting.
Features of the JH16's transport include automatic
tape lifter, automatic dual head shield, constant
tape tension, fully interlocked control logic, dynamic
braking, rigid roller guides, unconditional failsafe
braking, digital rewinder and tape logger, tilt access
deck mounting. Features of the electronics include
plug -in record, reproduce, bias and equaliser boards,
built in remote overdub switching, automatic input/
tape switching, balanced inputs and outputs, fully
remoted function controls, remote control standard
equipment, easy servicing, noiseless record in and
out switching.
Tape speeds: 38 and 76 cm /s.
Long term speed stability (beginning to end of
tape): Less than 10 Hz of 15 kHz. Recorded tone.
Wow and flutter: (38 and 76 cm /s): Weighted: less
78

deck).

IM Distortion: At standard rec level -3 %.
Dimensions (wdh): Console: 840 x 750 x 1140 mm.
Remote: 292

Weight:

Series 7

Manufacturers: MCI,

Bias oscillator: frequency -120 kHz (located in

STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER 1973

x 127 x

202 mm.

184 kg.

Power: 117V ac, 8A, 60 Hz (50 Hz opt).
Temperature range: 5 to 45 °C.
JH24
The JH24, 24 track Magnetic recording system, is a
natural extension of the JH16 system incorporating
the same basic elements expanded into a larger
format. The packaging of the JH24 is identical to
that of the JH16 and the same modular design
concepts have been employed throughout. The
JH24 design maintains both the economy and the
serviceability of the JH16.
As with the JH16 the JH24 is readily convertible from
25 or 50 mm tape format with optional sets of heads
and guides available. The system may be purchased
in eight, 16 or 24 track configuration and expanded
at any time with conversion kits. The 24 track
remote box is identical to the 16 track version with
an additional row of control push buttons. An
optional auto -locator is also available as an accessory, mounted in the remote box.
JH100 servo-driven tape transport
Has dc capstan servo drive; crystal controlled
tape speeds of 38 and 76 cm /s with 19 cm /s available;
variable speed control on the front panel; external
speed control facility; flutter typically 0.04 per cent
at 38 cm /s DIN weighted; TTL deck logic; new
auto -locator available which operates in both
directions, real time readout and operation, and
controlled approach speed with no overshoot.

PHILIPS

Pye TVT Ltd, PO Box 41, Coldhams
Lane, Cambridge CB1 3JU.

Phone:

0223 45115

Pro 12
Portable 6.25 mm studio tape recorder. Two track
ferroxcube heads for stereo and dual -track mono
operation. Special version with full -track Ferroxcube
heads and optional pilot tone head, tape speeds of
19 and 9.5 cm /s, tape speeds of 19 and 38 cm/s on
special order, constant load tape drive, three inputs
for each channel, built -in facilities for mixing two
inputs, balanced microphone and line input and
output transformers, dB switch for lining -up purposes, before and after tape monitoring, built -in
monitor amplifier with loudspeaker, extra connection
for stereo headset, cue and dubbing facilities incorporated suitable for 483 mm rack mounting.
Number of tracks: two; optional: full- track.
Number of heads: three; optional: pilot tone head
(NAGRA system) according to DIN 15575, erasing
frequency 120 kHz.
Reels: cine type, maximum 18cm, minimum 13cm.
Starting time:less than 0.3s to reach normal speed,
less than 1s to reach normal wow and flutter level.
Fast forward and rewinding time: less than 75s
for 540m.

less than 0.5% (measured at a level of +6 dB above
full modulation) playback amplifier less than 0.5%
at a level of +6 dB.
Inputs: each of the two channels has the following
inputs, selectable by means of a switch: microphone
input with microphone transformer (balanced) for
0.2 mV at 50 ohms, 0.4 mV at 200 to 500 ohms (taps)
line input transformers to obtain matching to 0.775V
or 1.55V; source impedance: 600 ohms.
Outputs: each channel has line output transformers
to obtain matching to 0.775V or 1.55V; impedance:
600 ohms, a stereo separate monitor output for
direct connection to separate amplifiers nominal
level (0 dB on VU meters) load 10,000 ohms.
Monitor amplifier: nominal output approximately
0.5W via built -in speaker; distortion 1%.

Dimensions: 520 x
Weight: 23 kg.
Price: £330.

340 x 240 mm.

Pro 36 Studio tape recorder
Three speeds (electrically switchable) servocontrolled capstan speed, brakes and pressure roller
solenoid- operated, precision -mounted fixed heads
making adjustable azimuth setting superfluous
second generation long -life Ferroxcube heads,
horizontal and vertical operation, all functions are
push- button operated; semi -conductor switching,
die -cast tape deck chassis, equipped with three
motors.

Pilot version

The pilot tone version (Neo -pilot system) of the
Pro 36 allows for the recording and playback of a
50 Hz or 60 Hz pilot tone reference signal together
with a mono full -track programme signal.
In addition to the pilot recording and playback
facility, an automatic playback synchroniser is
available as an accessory. With the aid of the
synchroniser the playback of a pilot tone tape can
be kept in perfect lip-synchronism with any other
mains or non -mains powered equipment such as
perfo-tape machines, film and tv -film projectors,
video tape recorders/reproducers as long as they
produce a reference signal.
Instead of an external pilot signal it may be taken
from the mains, which position can be set for by a
switch on the operating panel. A'start marker' of 1s
for
1 kHz will automatically be added when switched
at the operating panel. The start marker condition is
indicated by a signal lamp.
The Pro 36 studio recorder can be supplied in the
following versions: unmounted (chassis), portable
and console.
The chassis type is suitable for deck as well as 483
mm rack mounting. A rack mounting set is available.
For the consola versions castors are available on
request instead of the adjustable feet. The height of
the console will not change by using adjustable feet
or castors. In case the amplifier unit is mounted
underneath the tape deck, the amplifier front panel
will have level preset controls only.

Specification
General:

Tape speeds: 9.5, 19 and 38 cm /s.
Tape width : 6.25 mm.
Reel type: NAB, DIN Cine (dia 18 to 30 cm).

Starting time: maximum is for reaching nominal
flutter figure.
Microphone input (symm; floating). Source impedance: 200 ohms (adaptable for 50 ohms).
Minimum input level: 0.2 mv.
Line input (symm: floating). Input impedance:
more than 10k ohms, source impedance: 200 to
600 ohms.

Nominal input level: +6 dBm, mini-

mum input level: -14 dBm.
Line output (symm. free from earth), Output
80
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TM 50 MK2 SERIES AUDIO MIXERS
Single or multi- output mixers with up to 100 input channels
made to professional standards and
following features:

'XLR input connectors
Prefade listening
180 self- evident dials

j

1

-¡ -12

incorporating the

dBm floating output

0-30 -60 dB

input

attenuators

Back contacts

0 -30 dB

'Channel on' lamps
Peak programme meter

gain

preset channel

30Hz-20kHz

:

2 dB
TM 52/S

OPTIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:
j

J

S

Tone controls

Limiter /compressors

Extra PPMs
VU meters
Disc and tape inputs

Battery operation
Portable field units

]

Rack mounting units

channel mixer

CTH also manufacture a range of modular mixing units,
consoles, distribution amplifiers, studio disc player units,
speaker amplifiers, cable drums and many other items of
studio equipment.

000 ELECTRONICS

I I
Industrial Estate, Somersham Road, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire,

PE17 4LE.

Telephone: St. Ives 64388 (0480 643881

Ease the hastie
cut the time
With this new VHS77
+ 15 ips REVOX

30 ips

Ideal for ECHO and A.D.T.
Tape delay of only 1 /20th second produces the most
natural echo yet.

Hi Speed Duplication
Duplicates Masters in half or quarter normal time
without loss of quality at 30 ips with a frequency
response to over 40 kHz.

Editing
a dream, not a nightmare.
occupy around a foot of tape.

Made

One note may

Sole U.K. Supplier:

Immediate delivery
to your door

Tape Applications
105 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks.Tel: (95) 52663 Telex 21879

----AIndustrial
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INDUSTRIAL TAPE
RECORDERS
impedance: less than 50 ohms. Load impedance:
600 ohms (adaptable for 200 ohms). Nominal output level: +6 dBm, maximum output level: +18

reels ,can be supplied for mains frequencies of 50
or 60 Hz and different mains voltages, entirely
suitable for use in the tropics.
Versions
Pro 51 mono:
Full track, speeds 19 and 38 cm /s or 38 and 76 cm /s,
console height 80 or 90 cm.

third harmonic distortion and equalisation according to NAB, with filter according to DIN 45405, 30

Pro 51 stero :
Two -track with full -track erase, speeds 19 and 38
cm /s or 38 and 76 cm /s console height 80 or 90 cm.
Wow and flutter, peak value, measured with BASF
professional tape type LGR: 0.05% at 38 cm /s.

Pro 71A four -track 12.5mm studio tape recorder
Newly designed second -generation ferrite heads,
improved crosstalk damping, synchronous playback
from record head position, overdubbing from sync
channels, individual synchronous playback for each
track: sync replay, modular plug -in solidstate electronics, level metering for each track. Tape speeds
of 19 and 38 cm/s, electrically switched. Automatic
selection and independent adjustment of correction
filters for each tape speed. Equalisation switchable
to CCIR or NAB.

Hz to 20 kHz rms value:

Overall dimensions:

-66 dB at 38 cm /s.
742 x 570 x 900 mm.

Weight: 100 kg.
Price: £3,950.

dBm.

Wow and flutter: DIN

45507; peak value at 38 cm /s
less than e.)4%, 19 cm /s less than 0.05 %, 9.5 cm /s
less than 0.08 %.
Note: measured with flutter tape on DIN hub.
Distortion: (incl. tape) approximately 1.5 %.
Signal -to -noise ratio (Overall):
Full-track, speed 38 cm /s: 62 dB (ref to 320 nWb /m)
unweighted.
Stereo, 38 cm /s: 62 dB (ref. to 510 nWb /m)
unweighted.
Wow and flutter: measured with MICOM, rms
value 38 cm /s less than 0.03%.
Measured with flutter tape on NAB reel.
Distortion : (operating level and incl. tape) approximately 1.5%.
Signal -to -noise ratio (overall ref. to peak record
level). Full track 38 cm /s: 64 dB unweighted.
Stereo 38 cm /s: 60 dB unweighted.

Price:

£1,600.

Pro

master recorder

Tape width

:

6.25 mm.
0.1s to reach nominal speed, 1s to

Starting time:

reach a wow and flutter of 0.1%.
Fast winding of 1 km of tape: 120s.
Tape reel diameter: CCIR plates: 295 mm, NAB
reels: 263 mm, Cine reels: 180 mm.

Tape deck dimensions: 618 x 440 mm.
Mounting depth : underneath tape deck,

Weight:

264 mm.

58 kg.

Recording amplifier
Source impedance: 200 ohms and 600 ohms.
Input impedance: (30 Hz to 15 kHz): 8 to 10k ohms.
Minimum input voltage for rated output: 0.5V.
Playback amplifier
Output impedance at kHz: 100 ohms.
Load impedance: 600 ohms or 200 ohms.
Output voltage: +6 dBm (1.55V) maximum +20
1
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Ferroxcube heads, extensive new mechanical and
electronic editing facilities, resulting in greater ease
of operation and tape mounting. New electronic
tape transport control resulting in reduction of wow

andflutter,fullytransistorised electronics, correction
filters for both speeds, automatically selected and
independently adjustable. Automatic end of tape
switching, two tape speeds electrically switchable,
precision minutes and seconds indicator, complete
remote control on all operation modes. Plug -in
head assembly, suitable for various types of tape,
the bias current being continuously adjustable. Can
be used with adaptor, for ccir hubs NAB and cine

dBm (7.75V).

Frequency response tolerances for CCIR and
NAB: At 38 cm /s 40 Hz to 18 kHz.

Distortion at

kHz, a tape flux of 320 nWb /m and
1
measured with BASF professional tape type LGR:
less than 1.5%.
Background noise measured according to CCIR
at 320 nWb /m tape flux, with filter according to DIN
45405 and equalisation according to IEC, and
between 30 Hz to 20 kHz rms value:
-62 dB at 38 cm/s.
Background noise when tape is modulated to 3%

Due to

i

circumstances
beyond our
control, several
late entries have
been omitted from
this survey. They
will appear next
month.

Specification
Tape speeds: 19 and 38 cm /s.
Tape width: 12.5 mm.
Tape length: 1m on CCIR 100 mm hub
NAB

730m on

27 cm reel

100 mm hub and NAB 27 cm reel.
Fast winding (730m): approx 120s.
Starting time: (wow and flutter within twice the
specified limits): 2s at 38 cm/s; typical values 1.6s.

Tape reels: CCIR

Starting time (rated speed): approximately

1s,

typical values 0.65.
Wow and flutter(measured with EMT 420, weighted,
peak value): maximum 0.05% at 38 cm /s, maximum
0.75% at 19 cm/s.
Input voltage (balanced input for 600 and 200 ohms
lines): minimum 0.7V.

Input impedance:

(30 Hz 15 kHz): more than 10k

ohms.

Output voltage (balanced): nominal

0

dBm,

maximum +18 dBm.
(40 to 15 kHz): less than 50k
ohms.
Load impedance: 600 or 200 ohms.
Distortion including tape distortion: less than 2%.

Output impedance

General
Power supply:

110, 220 and 240V

(+10 %),

50

or

60 Hz.

Power consumption

Price:

:

400

VA.

£6,750.

Pro 72 Four and eight track 25 mm studio tape
recorders
Newly designed second generation ferrite heads,
improved crosstalk damping, synchronous playback
from record head position, overdubbing from sync
channels, individual synchronous playback for each
track; sync replay. Modular plug -in solid -state
electronics, level metering for each track, tape
speeds of 19 and 38 cm /s, electrically switched
automatic selection and independent adjustment
of correction filters for each tape speed.

Specifications
Tape speeds: 19 and 38 cm /s.
Tape width: 6.25 mm.
Tape lengths: maximum 732m.
Tape reels: CCIR 100 mm hub and NAB 27 cm. reel.
Playing time for 730m of tape: at 19 cm /s 62 minutes,
at 38 cm /s

The MEG series of magnetic recording modules provide an
economic means of modernising and modifying existing tape
transports to multi -channel systems.
The modules are adaptable for deployment in up to 24 channels
using a single Master Osci:lator with separate bias and erase
power amplifiers. Modules used for single channel operation do
not become redundant when expanded to multi -channel

applications.
Write or telephone for comprehensive technical data sheets.

MINIFLUX
8

electronics limited

HALE LANE, LONDON NW7 3NX ENGLAND.
Telephone

80

01

959 5166 2991
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minutes.

Tape tension : approximately 200g.
Maximum slip between beginning and end of tape:
(Agfa PER 525).
Fast winding (732m): approx 120s.
Starting time: (wow and flutter within twice the
specified limits): 2s at 38 cm /s typical values: 1.6s.
Starting time: (rated speed): approx 1s typical

0.1 %

values 0.6s.

Wow and flutter(measured with EMT 420, weighted,
peak value): maximu m 0.5% at 38 cm /s.

Output impedance (40 Hz to 15 kHz): 50 ohms.
Load impedance: 600 ohms or 200 ohms.
Distortion including tape distortion: less than 2 %.
Power supply: 110, 220 and 240 V, 50 or 60Hz.
Power consumption: 400 VA.
Price: £8,600.

WE SPECIALISE IN BRAND NEW

QUALITY

TOP

BRITISH

P.V.C.

RECORDING TAPES WITH

MYLAR

&

Celestion Loudspeaker Engineering
ádvances the state of the art to a
new plateau

POLYESTER

FITTED LEADERS, Etc., EX 3"

Thanks to bulk purchase we can offer tensilised HI -F1 tapes, manufactured
by a British firm of world repute. All boxed individually (sealed if required) in
polythene. Our tapes are not to be confused with imported sub -standard or used

Ditton 66
Studio Monitor

tapes. Full money refund if not delighted.

This month: - "DRY SPLICE" (19p) given FREE with every order.
Std.

3'

L.P.

Length ea.

D.P.

for

3for

Length ea.
220' I2fp
450' 25p
5' 900' 40p
5f" 1200'524p
7" 1800' 65p
All orders despatched by return.
3

29p

150' 10p

4"

3"
4"

300' 20p 50p
5' 600' 30p 87fp
51" 900' 35p El .02f
7' 1200' 45p
-27f

35p
70p

3"
4"

LI-925

7"

Length ea.
400' 22íp
600' 34p

Boxed
3

for

65p

97íp

EI.17f 5' 1200'62íp £1.85
íI.524 5f" I800'85p í2.50

fl

2400'fí05 E305

emptyspls
3"

3p

4"
5"

8p
9p
9p

5f"

7" 10p

Postage and Packing 9p per order

STARMAN TAPES, 421 Staines Road, Bedfont, Middlesex

pilOWM'' ß;

for all Professional,
Custom, & Trade Pressings

1.} Celestion's new super
tweeter. 2.) New design

'pressure' mid -range unit.
3.) Ultra Linear 12" Bass
drive unit.
4.) A.B.R.
ensures controlled bass
down to 16Hz.
5.) Precision crossover for
perfect system intergration.

Rumble Ltd., Benedict Wharf, Benedict Road,

C. H.

Mitcham, Surrey. Telephone:

01

-648 5106
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HIGH SPEED COMPACT CASSETTE COPYING SERVICES

*
*
*
*

Central London
Cassette copies in minutes
o to

l

_-

io,000

Write today for rate card

MAGNEGRAPH-EUROTEL
;i

'

Celestion
_oudspeakers for the Perfectionist

Hanway Place, London WI (Jnct Oxford St/
Tott Ct Rd) Telephone oI -58o 21 56

I

A new Loudspeaker of advanced design suitable for studio
.Ise and for home installations of the highest quality.
JNITS: HF2000 (dome 'pressure' type) MF 500 (Mid -range
Dome 'pressure' type) Ultra linear 12" bass driver and 12"
ABR. The crossover has resulted from considerable research and crossover points are at 500 Hz and 5000 Hz 80
Watts Maximum, 4 -8 ohm. This monitor loudspeaker system
ias an exceptionally wide and flat frequency response.
Very low order harmonic and inter -modulation distortion.
recise response to transients. Beautifully maintained polar
-espanse ensures absence of unwanted directional effects
and provides a highly satisfactory stereo image throughout
he listening area. Matched pairs.
SIZE 40 x (5 x II ; Natural Teak or Walnut Cabinet

ROLA CELESTION LTD.
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TELEX COPIER
By Hugh

1

Ford

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION
Head configuration: Half track, two channel. Play
only on left deck of master. Automatic erase and
record on right deck of master and on both decks of
slaves.
Copy speed : 76 cm /s.

Automatic rewind : 178 cm /s at end of copy mode.
Equalisation: RIAA and DIN Standard.
Signal -to -noise ratio : 45 dB
Crosstalk rejection: 45 dB or greater at kHz.
Distortion: Typically below 1% the at 7 dB below
1

O level.

Wow and flutter: Contributes .25% or less to
cassette copy as measured per ANSI Standard
S4.3 -1972.

Bias oscillator: 600 kHz.
Record level: Corresponds to playback flux level
of 250 nWb /m at O level.
End of tape sensing : Automatic stop at end of
tape in less than 1s.
Outputs: Copier one output accepts control cable
for control of the copier Two and two oscillator
sync jacks. Copier Two input accepts control cable
from copier One. Copier Two output accepts control cable for operation of additional slave. Copier
Two oscillator sync jacks accept standard 91 cm
patch cord.
Electronics: All solid state amplifiers. Control
circuits solid state integrated circuit.
Power requirements: 110V to 120V 60 Hz (220V
50 Hz and 120V 50 Hz

optional).

Power consumption: 90W maximum, each unit,
270W maximum with master and two slave units.

Capstan:3.2mm diameter, hardened stainless steel.

Dimensions: 400 x 455 x 190 mm (width).
Weight: 14.5 kg.
Manufacturers: Telex Communications Division,
9600

Aldrich Avenue South, Minneapolis, Min-

nesota.

Agents Avcom Systems Ltd, Newton Works,
Stanlake Mews, Stanlake Villas, London,
WI2.
Price: £523.

TABLE

1

Telex Copier

frequency response (play -

1

back from calibration cassette).

Channell

Channel2

-1

0

-1
-1

+1

+1

0

0

+1

0

-6

30 Hz
40
60
130
150
500

1k
2k
4k
6.5k
8k
10k

FIG.

cassettes without human intervention. Should
the full cycle not be required, the cassettes can
be rewound at any point.
While the copier takes up a fair amount of
table top space, it is similar in size to many
office duplicating machines and equally simple
to operate as it has only three controls the
function of which will be clear from the method
of operation. The master and slave cassettes
are placed in the machine, the former automatically switching on the mains supply.
Rewind is then pressed, which rewinds both
82
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1

+2
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THE TELEX Copier 1 compact cassette copier
is a simple duplicator for producing a single
copy at a time from half track master cassettes,
but further add -on slave units can enable the
copier to produce five simultaneous copies,
when two slave units are added.
Standard facilities include the ability to copy
either track One, track Two or both tracks
simultaneously, and also automatic erasure of
the slaves which removes the requirement of
bulk erasure of previously used cassettes.
Furthermore, the copier automatically copies
the complete master, erases the complete length
of the slaves, and then completely rewinds all

that the cassette location was not particularly
positive, no side effects were observed.
Accessibility to the entire unit was really
good so that servicing should present little
problem, particularly as the electronics are
mounted on high quality plug-in printed boards
and all leads are well equipped with plugs and
sockets instead of soldered joints. From an
electrical safety point of view, all the wiring is
well enclosed and the copier is supplied with a
three -core mains lead with the earth connected
to all exposed metal parts. However, as was
mentioned by the distributors, the rated mains
voltage is 220V as opposed to the British mains
standard of 240V. In continuous operation
that leads to a fair degree of rise in temperature
of the cassette stations, which could cause tape
distortion if a master tape is in use for a prolonged period. This potential trouble can be
overcome by feeding the ccpier from a suitable
autotransformer.
In practice the operation of the copier was
so good that I risked making copies of my very
expensive calibration cassettes; one does not
trust £40 or so worth of cassette to any old
machine!
All tests were done with BASF low noise
C90 cassettes, and the resulting errors in
frequency response are in TABLE 1 from
which it is to be seen that the copier performance is very good. Fig. 1 shows the errors in
frequency response resulting from copying a
high level recording which might cause the
copier's recording amplifiers to saturate. There
is however no indication of this possible fault.
As the copier works at a fixed record /replay
level, it is desirable that the copies should be
recorded at a slightly lower level than the
master: in the case of channel One this was
the case, the copy being 2 dB down on the
master. In channel Two the reverse was the
dB up on the master.
case, the copy being
This is reflected in the distortion performance
where channel One added 0.4 per cent third
harmonic to a copy of the standard reference
level of 250 nWb /m, and channel Two added

cassettes. The track selector switch is set to
the required copying mode of either track One,
track Two or tracks One and Two, and the
copy button pressed. The remainder of the
operation is automatic until the copier stops
with the master and slave rewound. Both the
rewind and copy buttons are in the form of
illuminated pushbuttons which indicate the
function in progress, and both cassette stations
are equipped with indicator lights that show
they are in action. Should an emergency stop
be required for any reason, this can be achieved
by pressing both pushbuttons at the same time.
In spite of this simplicity, there is one serious
possibility for operator error: this is that there
is no record interlock on the slave station so it
is possible to erase a master cassette accidentally if it is placed in the incorrect station.
The copying speed of 76 cm /s means that a
full C90 cassette can be copied in just under
three minutes, to which must be added the
rewind time of 70s to complete the operation.
In spite of this high speed, the wind of the
cassette was quite reasonable but I would not
advise the use of any thinner tape than a C90.
The mechanical design of the copier was to
a high standard but probably not up to a 24
hours per day workload. While it was noted
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1.8 per cent third harmonic. In any case the
performance is very good and channel Two can
be improved by minor internal adjustments.
In this context it was noted that the maintenance manual advocates equal levels on the
master and the copy, something with which I
do not agree. A 2 dB margin considerably
reduced distortion and loses little in signal -tonoise performance.
The noise performance of the copier was
also good. The noise introduced to a bulk
erased BASF low noise C90 cassette being only
3.5 dB(A) above bulk erase noise. Erasure of
the slave cassette was also excellent, the erasure
of a 333 Hz tone being greater than 71 dB.
Fig. 2 shows the degradation in uniformity
of a 6.3 kHz tone when copies are replayed
quarter track. While this performance leaves
something to be desired, it is really pretty good

A3340 REVIEW

and

88 per cent of the steady state condition,
when the steady state condition should be
overshot in the case of a VU meter. Furthermore, the response to a 100 ms burst of 1 kHz
tone is only 50 per cent of the steady state
condition. Just to cap this, it was found that
0 VU in the before condition corresponded to
reference level of 320 pWb /mm-when in the
case of a genuine VU meter it should be about
4 dB below reference level depending upon the
type of tape being used. Readers be warned;
this is far from the only machine which has
meters labelled and looking like VU but which
are nothing like the well- defined standard VU
meter and are often quite useless as recording
level indicators.
Having aired my views on this subject, I will
now return to the better aspects of this machine.
The record/replay frequency response with high
bias tape was well within the specified +2 dB
from 30 Hz to 16 kHz at 19 cm /s, and in fact
remained within these limits to above 20 kHz.
Fig. 2 shows that excellent results are also
obtained at 38 cm /s while fig. 3 shows that the
high frequency response remains with the
limits of ±1.5 dB right up to 30 kHz from
where marked differences between channels
appear, but a useful response extends to 35 or

for a cassette copier in this price range and I
have seen far worse performance from fairly
expensive cassette recorders.
Similarly, wow and flutter is a limitation at
0.27 per cent DIN peak weighted. Perfectly
adequate for speech recordings but marginal
for music. However the copier's error in tape
speed was really excellent with the introduced
speed error being only 0.1 per cent.
The final measurement of interest was the
degree of crosstalk between tracks: this
measured 50 dB at a frequency of 333 Hz which
is 5 dB better than the manufacturers' I kHz
specification but could be better still.
Summary
The brevity of this review is an indication of
how well the Telex Copier i performed. It is a
very simple machine to use and, taken in the

40 kHz. This performance is quite remarkable
and very little difference between channels was
noted up to well clear of the audio spectrum.
While frequency responses above 20 kHz are

completely unnecessary for audio recording,
this machine has potential for instrumentation
work, such as vibration recording.
Figs 4 and 5 show the crosstalk performance
between tracks One and Two and One and
Three respectively. The crosstalk above 100 Hz
is to a high standard of performance, as is
the low frequency crosstalk between tracks One
and Three. While the crosstalk at low frequencies between adjacent tracks on ¡-track
machines is always somewhat poor, the beautiful theoretical humps peaking at 30 Hz and 60
Hz are a perfect example of fringing effects to
a rather excessive degree. However, this defect
does not particularly detract from the recorder's
performance when it is used as a four track
machine; it is only serious when stereo programmes are recorded in the conventional track
format using all four available tracks.
From the point of view of distortion, the
machine was capable of fully driving BASF
LGR tape and gave a three per cent harmonic
distortion point of +6.5 dB with respect to
320 pWb /mm at 38 cm /s with 3m 207 magnetic
tape; so all is well in this department.
The recording process was found to increase
bulk erase tape noise by 4 dB at both tape
speeds, which indicates that the bias oscillator

context of a desk -top cassette copier, its performance is more than adequate for routine
copying of speech recordings
common
requirement which seems to cover the ground
from sales blurbs to sermons.
So far as copying of music recordings goes,
the only limitation is really wow and flutter
which measured 0.27 per cent DIN weighted
and the crosstalk performance. Both these
parameters are better than many conventional
cassette recorders, but hardly put the copies in
the 'hi -fi' bracket.
Over £500 is a lot of money to pay for the
facility of making copies of cassettes, but the
production rate and performance of the Telex
copier cannot be matched at this price by a
bank of conventional recorders wired together.
In conclusion, if good quality copies are wanted
fast, the Telex Copier I is a good buy.

-a

could well have less distortion. It was also
found that recording introduced a hum level at
50 Hz some 58 dB below reference level of 320
pWb /mm, which is probably satisfactory for
most purposes but could be bettered.
The line input gain did not have any effect
upon recorded noise, as is the correct situation,
and the effective noise level at the microphone
input was 124.5 dBm(A), which is a good
performance.
Summary

Unfortunately my acquaintance with the
machine has not been long lived and this
review was necessarily prepared in somewhat
of a hurry so I have not mentioned the less
significant aspects of the machine.
The only serious dislike I have for the
machine are the ballistics and setting of the
level indicators but such defects are all too
common. Having regard for the price, this
Teac A3340 is undoubtably very good value
and has many outstanding features.
In
particular, the overall performance of the
replay electronics is exceptionally good.
While I have raised a number of other shortcomings in this review, it is the job of a
reviewer to point out such matters, and one
certainly does not expect to find a perfect
machine at this sort of price level. It is a
different matter when a machine costs several
thousand pounds for four tracks.

Dewtron (Regd. Trademark) modules have been going for many years now. There is a module for
practically any sound effect you can think of. More especially, there is a whole range of synthesiser circuit
modules identical to those used in the professional equipment, like the "Gipsy" synthesiser, distributed
by John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd., of Leeds, and also as
used in the illustrated model "A.1 ". Note the revolutionary
"Modumatrix" system which replaces outdated patching . . .
no plugs or sockets ; instant reset facility (pat. app. for).
Write now for full Dewtron catalogue of accessories and
voltage-controlled LOG -LAW modules, etc. Forget the rest
. . get the BEST. Dewtron craftsman precision with pro111-111111\ NN\
fessional results.
Catalogue 15p
D.E.W. Ltd., 254 Ringwood Road, Ferndown, Dorset,
BH22 9AR, England.
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 7p per word, minimum 70p. Box Nos. 20p
extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in NOVEMBER 1973
issue must reach these offices by 16th SEPTEMBER 1973 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager,
Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box
No. indicates its locality.

FOR SALE -PRIVATE
*Uher 4000L portable with case and head-

phones £85. Brenell Mk. 6M it.-track tape
recorder £105. Phone Woking (04862) 65751
(Richard Ballard).
*4 -Track yin. Leevers -Rich console machine
1968, sel -sync 15 -30 I.P.S. Also I9in. EMI
rack cabinet, Eft. high. Any reasonable offers
accepted. Domino Records, Albrighton, Near
Wolverhampton. Tel. Albrighton 2384 (Std.

TAPE EXCHANGES
*Use your head! (cassette or reel -to -reel) each
and every day when you discover today's great
hobby. Worldwide Tapetalk,
Harrow. Particulars free.

35

The Gardens,

SITUATIONS VACANT
*Assistant engineer /tape operator required for
London recording studio in W.11 area. Phone
01 -229 2345.

THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

SOUND
RECORDING
ENGINEER
A vacancy exists in The Open University
for a sound recording engineer; five years
minimum experience in the recording and
editing of master tapes for radio, film,
cassettes and discs. The successful candidate will be based in the sound studios
The Open University
(APRS member).
is located in the new town of Milton Keynes
and a housing scheme in conjunction with
the Milton Keynes Development Corporation is operated.
Salary up to £2341 per annum.
Applications should be made in writing
stating full details of age, experience and
qualifications and names and addresses of
three referees to The Acting Personnel
Manager, The Open University (RE3),
P.O. Box 75, Walton Hall, Milton
Keynes, MK7 6AL as soon as possible.
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SENIOR TELEVISION TECHNICIAN
to install and operate closed -circuit, ex -BBC 2" broadcast compatible, monochrome equipment. Interviews
early September.
For details

write:

Director, National Film School,

Station Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks.

MILLBANK
ELECTRONICS GROUP
Bellbrook Estate, Uckfield, Sussex TN22 IPS
Tel. Uckfield (0825) 4166

*Pair Rogers

*New 22/16 professional recording console.
Dissolution of business partnership forces sale
of unused, custom-built mixer by one of
Britain's leading manufacturers. Signal -tonoise better than -82 dB before Dolby or DBX.
I5 -year guarantee available on this unique
Installation arranged anywhere.
design.
Genuine enquiries only to Box No. 659.

urgently requires

THE CONTINUALLY EXPANDING

090 722).

BBC monitor speakers. Unused,
surplus to requirements. £150. 01 -734 0535.

THE NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL

REQUIRE :
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Preferably with two to three years experience in the development of audio
equipment. Must be capable of working on own initiative.

TEST ENGINEERS
Experienced in the testing and servicing of audio power amplifiers, mixers
and associated equipment.

INVENTORY CO- ORDINATOR
This position would be suitable for a person interested in component
buying, stock control and stores handling. Previous experience in the latter
desirable.

* Salaries for the above

Staff positions are negotiable depending on quali-

fications and experience.

ALL STAFF POSITIONS WITHIN THE GROUP CARRY FULL BENEFITS
INCLUDING MEMBERSHIP OF PRIVATE MEDICAL SCHEME.
If you are interested please apply in writing, enclosing curriculum vitae
Mr. Keith Goodsell, Production Manager.

CADAC
The company specialise in the design and production of
sound control equipment for the recording industries.
With the continued expansion of the company, vacancies
arise for the following:

SENIOR TEST ENGINEER
TEST ENGINEERS

Applicants should have a theoretical knowledge of
electronics and /or experience in studio engineering techniques
and practices.
It would be preferable that the Senior Test Engineer has
had studio experience.
Salaries by negotiation and to be commensurate with that
of the position.
Apply to:
Cadac (London) Ltd.,
Lea Industrial Estate,

Batford,
HARPENDEN,
Herts.
Tel. Harpenden (STD 05827) 64698

to:

WE REQUIRE ONE ELECTRONIC AND ONE MECHANICAL ENGINEER
TO ASSIST IN THE MAINTAINING OF MODERN HIGH SPEED CASSETTE
AND CARTRIDGE TAPE DUPLICATORS. DUTIES WOULD ALSO INCLUDE
THE MAINTENANCE OF ALLIED ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT.
AN ATTRACTIVE SALARY WILL BE OFFERED. APPLICANTS WILL BE
EXPECTED TO WORK ON A SHIFT BASIS.
THESE POSITIONS OFFER A GOOD OPPORTUNITY TO ENTER A FAST
GROWING INDUSTRY.
Written applications in both instances to:

WANTED

YOUR TAPES TO DISC

*J

& B Recordings. Tape to disc -latest high
level disc cutting, all speeds. Mastering press-

ings, studio, mobile. 14 Willows Avenue,
Morden, Surrey. MlTcham 9952.

Amplifiers, Lockwood monitors, Teletronix /Ortofon
Limiters. Send SAE for photo leaflet.

DEROY STUDIOS (1948)
*County recording service stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes.
Telephone Bracknell 4935. London Road,
Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.

EMERGENCY STUDIO SERVICE
(24 hrs)

COMPACT CASSETTES

All

PROFESSIONAL HIGH -SPEED DUPLICATION

-

Dolby B- compression and equalisation available
competitive prices on small runs -full productions
undertaken-music and language specialists.

Contact Chris Sands
01 -723

from Multitrack to Film Transport.
A professional service for professional
people.
Ring:

BOB AITCHISON
01 -670

0558

Tape to disc
Yarmouth Recording Studios.
*lin. pressings manufactured in our own
pressing plant- speedy delivery. Yarmouth
Recording Studios, Scratby, Great Yarmouth.
Tel. Yarmouth 730136.
*Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest
full -time Tape/Disc /Tape transfer service.
Direct transfers, pressings for private and for
the trade. Fund raising advisory service for
societies, choirs, bands. 18 Blenheim Road,
London W.4. Tel. 995 1149.
service.

The best facilities in town for
making Audition Tapes, Jingles,
Programmes and Sound Commercials. For further information

FOR SALE -TRADE

telephone

...

*Tame those dB's
Plug in professional
quality FET compressor module £15.50. For
the `slick operator'
'Voice over' module
£15.50. S.A.E. details. Cathedral Sound SS,
"Fourways," Morris Lane, Halsall, Lancs.

01-7228111

...

recording and
transcription service

Vinyl press ngs and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted curt ng levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
ST. MICHAEL'S, SHINFIELD ROAD.
SHINFIELD GREEN, READING, BERKS.
Reading (0734) 84487
Member A.P.R.S.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS

A. SOWTER LTD.

Dedham Place, Fore Street, Ipswich
Telephone 0473 52794

High Street, Merstham, Surrey

"

*Professional recording equipment and tape
bargains. New and second-hand. For list
telephone Rickmansworth 72351 or send s.a.e.
to Jackson Studios, Rickmansworth, Herts.
*Nagra 4.2L with nickel cadmium batteries,
ATN, PAR, and leather case. Unused £800
(£152 less than current price). 4 AKG d25B
60 ohm microphones with W25A screens, v.g.c.,
£100. Two prototype Pace Electronics portable
4 -way mixers with sets of spare modules,
designed for use with the Nagra 4L. £300 each.
Tel. Bowmansgreen 23452 (Herts).
*Disc cutting system, automatic advance
variable pitch and groove depth, suction turntable, microscope, at present fitted with mono
head. Also two TR90 stereo tape recorders
(one fitted with advance head), EMT 156 stereo
compressor and large quantity of associated
equipment to be sold together. £2,000 o.n.o.
Telephone 01- 836 0440.

EMI 4" 825

RAC MIXERS
Custom built mixers for groups, P.A., hospital broadcasting, recording, discos etc.

Long

Play Professional

Recording Tape,
3,600' on metal IOZ" NAB spool. New and
unused -no joins
manufacturer's box.

-in

E4.80 per reel (p.p. 30p)

RAC plug in audio modules for building your own

mixers.

Sony, Tandberg, Nikko and Lux dealers.

Transformer Manufacturers and Designers

7

SURREY ELECTRONICS

CASH WITH ORDER less 5
U.K. add VAT
Account 0197822 Lloyds Bank, Great Bookham, Surrey

SOUND SYSTEM
30

Foxholes Road, Bournemouth, Hants

EQUIPMENT

We are suppliers to many well -known companies,
studios and broadcasting authorities and were established in 1941. Early deliveries. Competitive prices.
Large or small quantities. Let us quote.
E.

broadcast programmes when caller leaves receiver on.
Unity gain mains powered box 190 x 120 x 55mm, with
bypass switch, shifts input 5Hz up in frequency and allows
6 -8dB more gain before howl- round.
*Other shift versions for weird music effects.
*SPECTRUM INVERTORS for speech security.
a
Unbalanced 2 -pole jack in and out Zout
158
b Unbalanced 2 -pole jack in and out Zout =20 or
600 ohm
E68
c Balanced 3 -pole jack in and out Zout =20 or
600 ohm
EN
Post: Commonwealth 90p, Europe air and foreign LI.50
Shifter circuit boards for WW July '73 article:
Complete kit and board E18
Including p.s.u. and
Board built and aligned £24
mains transformer

L39 8SX.

Shure, AKG, Calrec, Sony, mikes and stands in stock.
FOR SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING

FOR
HOWL REDUCTION
*Public address. *Loudspeaker talkback. *Telephone

24

*4 -Track studio recording.

6635

Roger Squire
Di studios

mjb

types of Studio equipment serviced

on

AUDIO EDUCATION COMPANY

FREQUENCY
SHIFTER i

-7'

Records made to order
from 11.50. 12" from L4.00.
4 -day postal service. Vinyl pressings, sleeves, labels.
Tax -free for schools, etc. We cut records for many
Recording Studios, etc, and use the same equipment
for you: NEUMANN Disc Cutting Lathes -Mono and
Stereo systems.
Professional tape machines with
Ferrite playback heads, Dolby A and B systems, 200W

Hawk Street, CARNFORTH, Lancs. Tel. 2273

STUDIO FACILITIES

PEAK PROGRAM METERS TO BS4297

also 200KHa version for high speed copying.
Drive circuit, 35 x 80mm, for mA L.H. zero meters. Gold
edge con supplied.
2 off
4 off
10 off
Complete kit
£8.00
E7.60
E7.20
E6.80
Built and aligned
E12.00
£11.40
£10.80 E10.20
ERNEST TURNER PPM meters. Below scalings stocked.
Type 642, 71 x 56mm E9.90; 643,102 x 79mm 411.77
I

W. HOLMES
Immediate Sound Services Ltd.
6 Orsman Road, London NI SW
R.

*Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and
Hi-Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality
Tape and Hi -Fi equipment for cash. 400
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone PAD 5521
*Vortexion recorders wanted. Models C.B.L.
5 or C.B.L. 6 stereo. Also Ferrograph 632
models required. Best prices for spot cash.
Ring West Mersea (020638) 3372.

*Lancashire. Tandberg, Ferrograph, Tape
Recorders, etc. Plus over 10,000 high fidelity
systems. After-sales service. Holdings, Photo Audio Centre, 39 -41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn
BBA 2AF. Tel. 59595/6.
*Revox A77 mark III model 1102, new, boxed,
guaranteed, £180.00 plus V.A.T. Telephone
Wokingham (0734) 781970.

1P4

IJP

RUGBY AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS
19 Freemantle Road, Bilton, Rugby,
Warwickshire. Tel. 07888-10877 (Rugby)

Call, write or phone us.

MISCELLANEOUS
*Tape and Cassette Recorder Repairs by
Specialists. The Tape Recorder Centre, 82
High Holborn, London, W C.1.
85

TRACKMASTER puts
your tape production on
a fast track

1953 -WE OFFERED
5

MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER COMBINER
D.C. ON ALL VALVE HEATERS FOR LOW

WAY

USES

New in the TRACKMASTER line of audio
tape equipment, Model PD400 Cartridge
Duplicator offers advanced features for improved performance and reliability.
New head assembly design delivers unmatched performance, simplifies maintenance, rugged capstan with heavy duty bearings minimise wow and flutter, dynamic
braking is quiet, efficient, reliable, up -to -date modular construction and solid state
throughout, proven quality components guarantee highest dependability.
Whether your production runs a few dozen or many thousands there is a TRACKMASTER machine ready to work for you. Giving you efficiency and profit you have
never had before.

HUM LEVEL.
POWER AMPLIFIERS 100W 100 VOLT LINE 807
OUTPUT VALVES FOR RELIABILITY.

1973 -WE OFFER
HIGH QUALITY AUDIO MIXERS OR A COMPLETE
RANGE OF SUB ASSEMBLIES FOR CLIENTS TO
CONSTRUCT THEIR OWN SPECIAL SYSTEMS

Ask

for information on TRACKMASTER tape loaders, exercisers, verifiers and duplicators

31

INCLUDING PRE -AMPS, V.E. MIXERS, DRIVERS,
AUTO -FADERS, COMPRESSORS, POWER PACKS,
FADERS, PANELS, EXPANDER CABINETS,
MONO -STEREO

PARSONS, INC.
Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003 609.424-1078

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH

READY TO USE OR BUDGET KITS IF YOU
REQUIRE TWENTY YEARS EXPERIENCE BUILT
INTO YOUR NEXT PROJECT CONSULT

Place

PARTRIDGE
ELECTRONICS
23 -25

HART ROAD, BENFLEET, ESSEX

2Sp

STUDIO SOUND
a

regular order

with your Newsagent or take
advantage of

SS7 3PB

a

POST FREE

Annual Subscription.

Phone: (STD 03745) 3256
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From Japan's Biggest
Manufacturer of Tape
Duplicating EquipmentA New Master Recorder,

The MX 7000
OTARI-

a name familiar to all the biggest
companies involved in tape duplicating -now bring
to Europe their new studio recorder, the MX7000.
Available in 2 or 4 channel forms, the MX7000

has

the following features:

Tape speeds (3) 3 7!, 15 ips ; or 7','1530 ips.
Plug -in head assembly. Electronic speed change.
Cast aluminium deck-1" thick. Sel -sync. Cannon
inputs, optional balanced or unbalanced. Balanced
line outputs. Built -in tone oscillator-700 Hz or
IO KHz. VU meter reads input, output, or bias
current. Equalisation and bias controls on front
panel. Headphone output.
:

Stereo version £879*
4- channel version £1278*
Console: Optional extra.
DP4050 Cassette Copier £2077*
:

:

:

*

Prices exclude VAT

Sole UK

Distributor

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS

Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks
Telephone : (95) 52663

105 High

Whydid
f::1 choose 3

N eve 5 range
pre- designed consoles?
...

a proven design layout
because they needed maximum flexibility
the
with every facility likely to be required in a large television studio
custom
a
Neve
from
expected
same kind of performance and reliability

...

built console.
If you need a console for Broadcasting, Film or Music Recording at
budget price-

a

call Neve NOW!

Rupert Neve

Er

Company Ltd.,

Cambridge House,
Melbourn, Royston,
Hertfordshire SG8 6AU,
England.
Tel: Royston (0763) 60776
telex 81381
cables Neve Cambridge

Rupert Neve of Canada Ltd.,
7528 Bath Road,
Malton,
Toronto,
Ontario,
Canada.
Tel: 416 677 6611
telex 0621 7652

Rupert Neve Incorporated,
Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel,

Connecticut 06801,
U.S.A.
Tel: (203) 744 6230
Hollywood Office,
Tel: (213) 465 4822

telex 969638.

